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Definitions and Terminology    
  
To avoid repetition and for clarification purposes, the following terms and definitions 
regarding economic indicators and valuation categories are found in the beginning of this 
report, so that the reader can fully understand what is intended throughout the text. 
 
Coastal Economy:  
The sum of all economic activity occurring in counties defined states as part of 
their coastal zone management program or part of a coastal watershed as defined 
by the U.S. Geological Survey.  For purposes of analyzing the Florida Coastal  
Economy, counties are divided between shore-adjacent and inland counties to 
better illuminate the differences between the shoreline and inland regions.   
 
Ocean Economy:  
The concept of the Ocean Economy derives from the ocean (or Great Lakes) and 
its resources being a direct or indirect input of goods and/or services to an 
economic activity:  a) an industry whose definition explicitly ties the activity to 
the ocean, or b) which is partially related to the ocean and is located in a shore 
adjacent zip code. This is defined in part by the definition of an industry in the 
North American Industrial Classification System1 (for example, Deep Sea Freight 
Transportation) and partly by geographic location (for example, a hotel in a 
coastal town).  
 
North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS):  
NOEP Economic statistics are grouped by a classification system known as the 
North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS), which imperfectly 
reflects the relationship between economic activity and the ocean. The NAICS is 
the successor to the Standard Industrial Classification.  It was developed in the 
1990s as a part of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) to 
provide a common basis for the United States, Canada, and Mexico to measure 
their economic activity. The definition of the Ocean Economy industries is 
derived from the NAICS classifications for the following industries (see Table 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 As of 2000, all industries are classified using the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 
rather than the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC by BLS).   NAICS focuses on how products and services 
are created, as opposed to SIC which focuses on what is produced. Using NAICS yields significantly different 
industry groupings from those produced using SIC.  
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 Table 1.1:  Sectors and Industries of the Ocean Economy 
Construction – Marine  Tourism & Recreation – Coastal 
 Amusement and Recreation Services, NEC* 
Living Resources – Marine Boat Dealers
Fishing Eating & Drinking Places
Fish Hatcheries and Aquaculture  Hotels & Lodging Places
Seafood Processing Marinas
Seafood Markets Recreational Vehicle Parks & Campgrounds
Minerals – Offshore Scenic Water Tours
Limestone, Sand, & Gravel Sporting Goods Retailers 
Oil and Gas Exploration Zoos, Aquaria
Oil and Gas Production Transportation – Marine 
  Deep Sea Freight Transportation
 Marine Passenger Transportation 
Ship & Boat Building Marine Transportation Services
Boat Building and Repair Search and Navigation Equipment
Ship Building and Repair Warehousing  
*Not elsewhere classified 
 
The sectors, Marine Construction, Marine Living Resources, Offshore Minerals, 
Ship & Boat Building and Repair, Coastal Tourism & Recreation, and Marine 
Transportation include specific industries that contribute to the Ocean Economy.  
Those industries shown in italics are considered ocean-related only when they are 
located in near-shore areas, which is defined by location in a shore-adjacent zip 
code. The use of NAICS codes and geography provides the best means of 
measuring the Ocean Economy.  This methodology is based on available data 
consistent across all states and can provide information from the national to the 
local level.   
 
Dollar Values:  
Values are expressed in constant dollars with 2000 as the base year unless 
otherwise stated.  Wages are adjusted using the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI). 
The Gross State Product (GSP) is estimated using Bureau of Economic Analysis 
estimates of real GSP. 2
• Dollar values are estimated as direct and indirect values. Indirect values include 
induced values.  
• Direct values: those activities associated only with the designated ocean sectors 
such as Recreation & Tourism and Living Resources (examples include labor and 
capital costs associated with fish processing or ship building.   
• Multipliers: indirect and induced values. Multipliers affect the estimates of 
employment, wages, and output within the region. Indirect effects include both 
the change in economic activity in industries within the region that buy or sell 
                                                 
2 Landefeld, J.S. and Robert Parker, BEA's Chain Indexes, Time Series, and Measures of Long Term 
Economic Growth.  Survey of Current Business, May1997.  It can be downloaded from the BEA website at 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/gsp/help/OnlineHelp.htm 
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from ocean industries (examples include sales of food to restaurants and hotels 
and the activities of travel agents booking trips) and the change in economic 
activity resulting from the spending of the wages earned by those employed of the 
ocean industries within the region (induced).  All indirect values or multiplier 
effects are based on IMPLAN, a standard and widely used economic impact 
model. 
• Unless otherwise indicated, all measures are stated as direct values. 
 
Employment:  
Annual average wage and salary employment (excluding self-employment) as 
reported in the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (formerly known as 
the ES-202 employment series). This definition covers about 90% of employment 
in the U.S.  It excludes farm employment, the military, railroads, and self-
employment.  Wage and salary employment measures employment by place of 
work, not by place of residence.  It also measures jobs, not people.  It does not 
distinguish between full and part time work, or year-round and part-year jobs.  
The data in the NOEP database is annual average employment.  Employment in 
the fisheries harvesting sector is generally excluded from the unemployment 
insurance laws and thus is not included in the NOEP data. 
 
Forecasts:  
The NOEP forecasts of ocean and coastal economic data are prepared using a 
well-known economic model from Moody’s/Economy.com, a leading provider of 
economic data and forecasting services. NOEP forecasts found in this report are 
based on the May 2006 Moody’s forecast and therefore do include the effects of 
the hurricanes that affected Florida and the Gulf of Mexico states in August and 
September 2005.  Forecasting models are fit for each sector in each state and the 
Ocean Economy forecast is the sum of the individual sector forecasts. Coastal  
Economy forecasts in NOEP show the population, employment, wage, and GSP 
forecasts for the county-based regions (shoreline counties in the case of Florida, 
coastal zone counties, watershed counties, upland counties, and inland counties).3  
 
Gross State Product (GSP):  
GSP is a measure of the contribution of the sector to the value of goods and 
services in the economy.  GSP is a measure of value-added, or sales, minus the 
cost of inputs.   Using this measure eliminates “double counting,” among sectors.4 
GSP data is published only at the state level and for industry aggregations greater 
than used in the Ocean Economy definition.  In order to estimate a share of GSP 
in an Ocean or Coastal  Economy industry, the proportion of the GSP for a given 
 
3 County-level data is not shown in the NOEP database as these are the property of 
Moody’s/Economy.com. 
4 Bureau of Economic Analysis defines GSP as “the value added in production by the labor and property located in a 
state. GSP for a State is derived as the sum of the gross state product originating in all industries in a State. In concept, 
an industry's GSP, referred to as its "value added", is equivalent to its gross output (sales or receipts and other operating 
income, commodity taxes, and inventory change) minus its intermediate inputs (consumption of goods and services 
purchased from other U.S. industries or imported). Thus, GSP is often considered the state counterpart of the nation's 
gross domestic product (GDP), BEA's featured measure of U.S. output. In practice, GSP estimates are measured as the 
sum of the costs incurred and incomes earned in the production of GDP.” 
ix 
 
 
sector is calculated based on the proportion of total wages paid in that sector by a 
given establishment.  Since wages often account for as much as 60% of GSP, this 
method is a reasonable approximation of individual establishments’ contribution 
to GSP. 
 
Housing Patterns and Trends:  
These include housing units both single and multi-family including seasonal and 
year round, owner occupied and rental.    
 
National Ocean Economics Program (NOEP):  
Externally funded program to understand and estimate changes in the nature and 
value of the coastal and ocean-based economy of the United States. 
 
Wages and Salaries:  
Total wages and salaries paid; all wages are shown in year 2000 dollars. 
x 
                                                                            
  
                                                
Chapter 1     Introduction and Background 
 
 
1.1     FLORIDA AND ITS COASTS 
 
Florida’s 8,426 statute miles of tidal-influenced5 or 1,350 statute miles of general 
shoreline6,7 is the second longest coastline in the United States.8  On the one hand, 
Florida can be seen as three states: the two sets of shoreline counties bordering two 
primary bodies of water, the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, and inland Florida.  
On the other hand, Florida is so integrated through its enormous watershed system, that 
the entire state is designated coastal zone for purposes of managing the coast through its 
coastal management program.   
 
Florida’s best-known natural assets are preserved in its Florida Keys National Marine 
Sanctuary’s large coral reef system, one of only a few places in the United States with 
coral reefs, several Estuarine Research Reserves, and the Everglades National Park 
ecosystem, which is being restored.  On its Gulf coast, Florida’s barrier islands provide 
unique opportunities for nature viewing and other coastal recreation. 
 
Florida’s strength is also in its diversity.  It claims a vast and diverse treasure of natural 
resources, which support a large economy and a diverse population.  It has for decades 
been a favorite tourist, as well as a retirement, destination due to its climate and natural 
assets. Coastal wetlands, estuaries, and beautiful sandy beaches draw millions of tourists 
annually, and support large sectors of the state and national economies.  Florida has one 
of the highest rates of population and economic growth of coastal states in the United 
States.  Sustaining the unique environment found in Florida is crucial to sustaining 
Florida’s economy and supporting its growing population.  
 
A magnet for millions of people, Florida is a fascinating place to examine and 
understand, with its unique physical qualities.  Geographically and geologically, its 
shores are a mixture of broad beaches providing recreational and entertainment services, 
and stunning natural and estuarine areas teaming with wildlife. In this respect, Florida’s 
economy might be understood in terms of beach-driven and non-beach-driven. Florida 
has an inland waterway system that serves its economy but, at the same time, creates 
unique challenges for stabilizing its shorelines.  Demographically the Gulf and Atlantic 
coasts are very different, the Atlantic being far more populated, and the Gulf coast being 
more rural and naturally preserved.  Parts of the panhandle area are almost without 
 
5 Figures are lengths of general outline of seacoast. This does not include freshwater coastlines.  Measurements 
are made with unit measure of 30 minutes of latitude on charts as near scale of 1:1,200,000 as possible. Coastline 
of bays and sounds is included to point where they narrow to width of unit measure, and distance across at such 
point is included 
6 Figures were obtained in 1939–1940 with recording instrument on the largest-scale maps and charts then 
available. Shoreline of outer coast, offshore islands, sounds, bays, rivers, and creeks is included to head of 
tidewater, or to point where tidal waters narrow to width of 100 feet. 
Source: Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Ocean Service. 
7 http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0001801.html 
8 Alaska has the longest coastline. 
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human life because of the unique and natural environment Florida has chosen to preserve 
along its beautiful watersheds.  In the past, it has been difficult to fully appreciate the 
magnitude of Florida’s connections to the ocean.  Now, it is possible to measure the 
economic and demographic relationships as they change over time throughout the state as 
a whole, and in the different coastal regions of Florida. 
 
Between 1990 and 2004, Florida’s population grew from 12.9 million to 17.4 million, a 
growth rate of more than 34%.  During the same period, Florida’s shoreline county 
population grew from 10.2 million to 13.3 million, a rate of nearly 31% growth, yet not 
as rapid as the total state population growth rate. During the same period, total state 
housing grew from 6.1 million to 8 million units, a rate of almost 32%, tracking 
population growth.  At the same time shoreline county housing grew from 4.9 million to 
6.3 million units, an increase of approximately 29%, lagging behind the state growth rate. 
Hence Florida’s shoreline did not grow as rapidly as the state in either category. Inland 
counties grew in population at the rate of 49% with housing growth at more than 42% 
during the same period. The Gulf coast of Florida also grew both in population and 
housing at a faster rate than the Atlantic during this same period, with growth rates of 
32% for housing and population growth along the Gulf Coast compared to 30% 
population growth and 26% housing growth on the Atlantic coast for the period 1990-
2000. The higher growth rate areas were also the less populated areas with room for 
growth. 
 
While the average population growth rate may not seem so alarming, the increasing 
population density in some areas is of concern.  See chapter 5. 
 
Data from the NOEP indicates that a large Coastal Economy is supporting the coastal 
population. However, it appears that growth in coastal population may not be the best 
growth indicator that warrants attention; rather the growth of the economy (GSP) and the 
employees that support it appear to be a crucial indicator of change.    
 
Florida, with its long and diverse coastline, has tackled major issues in past decades to 
draw attention to its concerns for conservation and preservation of its unique and 
valuable natural assets.  A list of innovative and important management programs and 
processes includes the establishment of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and 
its management plan.  Florida holds a prominent political leadership position with respect 
to coastal zone and ocean management. As one of the first states to pass ocean 
management legislation,9 responding to the recent policy recommendations of the two 
ocean commissions, it is setting the standard as a model for other states by its practical 
and targeted responses to coastal and ocean issues.  Florida’s growing population and 
historic popularity as a tourist destination have brought it both economic wealth and the 
accompanying challenges of enormous pressure on all of its natural resources, 
particularly those along its more populated shoreline areas.  
 
Beaches are the top destination for its tourists, and one of Florida’s greatest assets.   Yet, 
like other states’ beaches, its beaches are subject to coastal erosion for a variety of 
 
9  Florida House Bill 1855, Part IV, 161.7:  Oceans and Coastal Resources Management Act, May 2005. 
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reasons, and require nourishment, particularly on the Atlantic Coast. While this 
represents a high financial investment periodically, its costs are more than surpassed by 
the robust tourist revenues that result.   Stabilizing the shoreline and beaches is only part 
of the challenge.  Florida, like other coastal states suffers from coastal pollution.  Its 
warm waters, dense coastal population and inland agricultural activities combine to create 
challenges to maintain water quality standards along some areas of Florida’s coasts.   
 
Florida faces a long list of challenges and activities that dominate the Florida coastal 
landscape.  These activities require monitoring, and management to ensure that the shores 
of Florida can sustain the pressures and deliver the amenities and goods the public seeks.  
To date, however, except for site, time, and function-specific studies, there has not been 
consistent time series information reflecting the value of the coast and ocean to the state 
of Florida, and even less information about how these values have changed over time.  
Likewise, there continues to be a need for better understanding of the state’s economic 
dependence on these natural resources.  Uncovering the depth of Florida’s relationships 
to the ocean and its economy is the purpose of this report. 
 
 
1.2     ABOUT THIS STUDY 
 
This report was prepared for and funded by the Florida State Department of 
Environmental Protection with the encouragement of members from the Florida Ocean 
Alliance, Florida Oceans and Coastal Resources Council and other groups with deep 
interests in the future of Florida’s coast. It is a preliminary study of Florida’s Ocean and 
Coastal Economies based only on information currently found within the datasets of the 
National Ocean Economics Program. (NOEP).  It reflects only a portion of the value of 
Florida’s coastal related economy and should not be considered comprehensive.  A more 
customized study based on the unique coastal and ocean-dependent economic activities 
of the State of Florida should be carried out to complete the picture of Florida’s 
dependence upon its coasts.  
 
The NOEP, the source of this report, is a unique multi-institutional effort to provide a 
comprehensive information system to track changes in human activities and economic 
values in coastal areas with a set of indicators that are comparable across geographies and 
industrial sectors. Using standard, federally collected datasets from the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, the Census Bureau, and the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the NOEP has 
carefully configured this data to accommodate this unique geographic region.10
 
NOEP developed its special methodology because the data available to measure the 
Ocean Economy was imperfect for the following reasons: (1) standard economic data 
series available were not designed to measure in detail the relationship between the ocean 
and economic activity, so a methodology has been devised that allows the data sets to be 
as compatible as possible with the realities of this particular slice of the economy; (2) 
other essential data are missing or irregularly available. Particularly, sector data at the 
 
10 The State of Florida compiles additional information on coastal related activities, but are not included in 
this Phase I study.  Their inclusion of  the data awaits the Phase II. 
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county, and even regional level, in many cases cannot be publicly revealed because of 
federal rules of disclosure that protect proprietary information on firms; (3) standard 
economic data do not fully capture all of the economic value of the ocean. Recreational 
uses such as a day at the beach, or just enjoying a view of the sea do not appear in market 
data sets, but rather, are found in studies using a range of methodologies, and are thus not 
included in our estimates. However, Chapter 6 addresses some of the values beyond 
market data. 
 
The information in this Phase I is limited to the datasets compiled by the NOEP for all 
Coastal and Great Lakes states (www.OceanEconomics.org).  The NOEP defines two 
separate but overlapping categories of economic activities to measure the value of 
Florida’s coast to the economy: the Ocean Economy and the Coastal Economy.  For 
example, industries for the Tourism & Recreation sector of the Ocean Economy will also 
be found in the supersector for leisure industries, used in the Coastal Economy.  The 
NOEP currently uses six sectors of economic activities derived from broader categories 
of the National Income and Product Accounts as the foundation for the Ocean Economy:  
Coastal Construction, Marine Living Resources, Marine Transportation, Offshore 
Minerals, Ship & Boat Building and Repair, and Coastal Tourism & Recreation. All of 
these depend on the oceans in a direct way.  The Coastal Economy represents the full 
range of all economic activities that occur in coastal geographies, reported as the 
aggregate of twelve Super-sector categories developed and reported by the Department of 
Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis and the US Department of Labor Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. 
 
Economic Activity 
Located Along the Coast
Economic Activity Using the  
Ocean as an Input 
Ocean Economy Coastal Economy 
The Coastal and Ocean Economies Are Not the Same  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The information included here is based on consistent Federal statistics, so that all 
information can be compared within and across coastal state geographies and economic 
activities. The following pages give an overview of the value and size of Florida’s Ocean 
and Coastal economies as they contribute to the nation, as Florida compares with other 
coastal states, and comparisons within Florida by regions and counties. Information is 
provided primarily for the period 1990-2003, using seven indicators:  employment, 
wages, Gross State Product (GSP), production and value (of commercial fisheries), and 
population and housing by land and density.  
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1.3     RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
 
Although this report covers many categories of activities, it does not capture the full 
value of the Florida Ocean and Coastal Economies.  This study omits some important 
industries that make large contributions to Florida’s economy.  A Phase II detailed and 
customized study to provide a fuller picture should include the following industries that 
are not included in Phase I: 
  
• Additional and very important Florida Coastal and Ocean industries requiring local 
Florida and private data sources, and information refinement to be merged with those 
already found here include:  
o Coastal Real Estate  
o Recreational Fishing  
o International Cruise  
o Coastal Agriculture  
o Marine Science and Education 
 
• Refinements of some of those sectors already included but for which data is either 
more difficult to acquire, or provided at such large aggregates they are not so useful.11 
o Commercial fisheries harvesting employment values are not included in the 
nation’s employment database, and are not accurately and consistently 
available from any one source.  
o Marinas and recreational boating and fishing, currently included in the 
Tourism & Recreation sector are at too large an aggregate to be useful to local 
managers. 
o Tourism & Recreation values need to be re-categorized and refined to better 
reflect Florida’s true picture. Travel needs to be disaggregated, if possible. 
o Coastal Construction is incomplete in the federal database and needs coaxing 
from state and local files as well as private sector information. Activities such 
as beach nourishment and restoration of natural areas as mangroves, estuaries, 
and watersheds are not included in current categories. 
o Port Cargo Data.  While the Maritime Transportation sector includes the four 
basic indicators of establishments, employment, wages and GSP, it does not 
include value and types of imported and exported cargo at Florida’s 
commercial ports.  Local port construction and land ownership values should 
be included. 
o Demographic and Housing data should include additional categories such as 
part-time or second homes, commuters, retirees, home ownership and rental 
units to provide a better backdrop to Coastal  Economy dynamics, thereby 
giving managers a better picture of both social and physical infrastructure 
needs. 
 
 
11 The NOEP dataset is restricted by Federal agency suppressions considered proprietary industry data within 
any geographic unit with three or less establishments of a particular sector. As a result, certain industries are 
underestimated because of data holes in these instances. In the case of Florida, some of the limitations and 
omissions listed here represent a significant portion of Florida’s Ocean and Coastal Economies.  
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• Legislative Districts.  To provide more meaningful information for particular groups, 
information can be geographically classified in different areas.  Legislative districts 
would be one option. 
 
• Florida’s investment in its coasts and coastal oceans. The government sector is 
excluded; the NAICS codes do not distinguish between coast and ocean-related 
sectors and non-ocean related activities of the federal, state, and local government 
agencies.  A Florida government investment study of how much and where Florida 
invests its money in its ocean and coastal assets would provide indication of 
consistency of expenditures with strategic planning goals. 
 
• Self-employment and income is not yet a part of this dataset.  Much of the fishing and 
recreation and tourism sector need to include these values. 
 
• Ocean Economy is measured only in coastal counties at this time, although the ripple 
effects of Ocean Economy activities extend throughout the country and should be 
included to indicate the full extent of Florida’s influence. 
 
• Natural Resources.  Fisheries landings and values can be presented by harbor, 
numbers of permits and boats, etc, which are available from Florida sources. 
 
• Beyond Market values.  With such a broad spectrum of natural coastal-related assets, 
studies valuing either categories of these assets or selected sites could be carried out 
to provide a more reliable estimate of Florida’s natural assets only peripherally 
covered in Phase I.  Few studies have been done in Florida for such values; the 
Florida Keys and Indian Lagoon are among the few valued. 
 
• A baseline of local coastal recreational activities within the state. 
 
With many industries omitted and some information suppressed in federal datasets, this 
report should be considered only as a preliminary report of Florida’s Ocean and Coastal 
Economies with much more remaining and much great value to be accounted for. These 
limitations aside, the data found within this study is the most comprehensive of its kind to 
date, and provides a representative picture of Florida’s Coastal and Ocean Economies.   
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Chapter 2     Summary of Findings 
 
 
2.1     OCEAN ECONOMY 
 
• In 2003, Florida’s direct Ocean Economy (GSP) was an estimated $13 billion 
ranking second in the nation behind California.  Florida’s total Ocean Economy 
that same year (including multipliers) was an estimated $23.2 billion. 
 
• The total Florida Ocean Economy (with multipliers) contributed 3.2% of Florida 
employment and 4.5% of Florida GSP in 2003. 
 
• Employment forecasts for the Ocean Economy Project a 73% growth with more 
than 268,000 new jobs by 2015. 
 
• The Tourism & Recreation sector GSP was the fastest growing in the Ocean 
Economy, far surpassing the others with 90% growth between 1990 and 2003.  
The Marine Transportation Sector GSP grew 82% during the period 1990-2003.  
The other four sectors had either minimal growth or negative growth during that 
period. 
 
 
2.2     COASTAL ECONOMY 
 
• In 2003, Florida’s Coastal Economy (shoreline counties) contributed an estimated 
$402 billion, or 77% of the state’s total economy. 
 
• Florida contributed 9.7% of the national Coastal Economy GSP in 2003, with 
only 4.6% of the national coastal county land area. 
 
• Economic indicators appear to be better indicators of coastal change than 
population.  Between 1990 and 2003, Florida’s shoreline county economy grew at 
a faster rate than population.  Wages grew at 49% and GSP grew at 65%, while 
population grew at 31%.   
 
• During the period 1990-2003, Florida’s shoreline county/Coastal Economy grew 
at a faster rate than the Coastal Economy of California, the Gulf States combined 
and the nation:  at 31% employment growth, 48% for wages, and 63% for GSP. 
 
• In 2003, shoreline counties contributed more than 70% of all employment, 
population and housing in the state with only 56% of land area. 
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2.3   POPULATION AND HOUSING 
 
• 77% of Florida’s population lives in coastal counties, with 46% living on the 
Atlantic and 31% on the Gulf coast.  The remaining population lives inland. 
 
• Population density in shoreline counties, however, measured at approximately 
444 people per square mile, while the density inland was an estimated 170 people 
per square mile, the differences partially due to large cities along the coast. 
 
• Inland counties, with smaller population levels, have grown faster than shoreline 
counties with population and housing growth at approximately 42% during the 
period 1990-2004. 
 
• Florida ranks third among the coastal states for shoreline county population and 
13th for shoreline county population density. 
 
 
2.4     NON-MARKET ECONOMIC VALUES FOR COASTAL RECREATIONAL RESOURCES  
 
 Beach values for the State of Florida ranged from $3.5 billion to $17.7 billion in 
2000, using 2005 dollars. 
 
 Florida ranks number one among the nation’s destinations for Americans that 
swim, fish, dive and otherwise enjoy the state’s many beaches, coastal wetlands, 
and shores.  More than 22 million people visited the Florida coasts in 2000. 
 
 The Non-Market value of recreational fishing along Florida’s Gulf coast ranged 
between just under $3.4 billion to $5.6 billion annually in 2000, using 2005 
dollars.  
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Chapter 3     Ocean Economy  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Florida’s Ocean Economy has been growing at a significant pace over the past decade.  In 
this chapter, the Ocean Economy includes those six sectors of economic activities the 
NOEP has extracted from the US National Income and Product Accounts, which are 
dependent on the ocean in some direct way.  The use of federal government datasets from 
the U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics and the U.S. Department of 
Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis and the Census Bureau allows comparisons 
across geographies and sectors, providing a consistent set of indicators of change. 
Beginning with a forecast for the Ocean Economy to 2015, the chapter returns to the 
present and the past, examines each of the six sectors, compares the size and growth of 
the sectors in Florida over a period of 13 years, gives a summary of the contribution of 
these sectors to Florida’s economy and compares Florida’s Ocean Economy to the nation 
and other states.  This unique way of viewing the value of the oceans to Florida 
demonstrates the direct importance of the oceans to Florida’s economy. 
 
The sectors measured here are Living Resources, Marine Construction, Marine 
Transportation, Offshore Minerals, Ship and Boat Building and Repair, and Coastal 
Tourism and Recreation.  While this is not an exhaustive list of ocean-dependent 
industries (see chapter 2 for others of importance), it provides a solid indication of the 
importance of the ocean to Florida.   
 
3.1     THE OUTLOOK FOR FLORIDA’S OCEAN AND COASTAL ECONOMIES TO 
2015 
 
For planning and policy purposes, an important question is whether these trends will 
continue.  While forecasting economic conditions a decade ahead is always uncertain, it 
is still possible to prepare projections that provide at least one view of what the future 
may look like. 
 
Forecasts of the NOEP Ocean and Coastal economic data through 2015 were prepared in 
cooperation with Moody’s/Economy.com, one of the leading economic forecasting 
services.  The Ocean Economy forecasts were based on NOEP forecasts for each ocean-
related industrial sector, using data and projections from the Moody’s/Economy.com 
national and state models as of May 2006.    
 
Ocean Economy forecasts are based on the assumption that future rates of growth of the 
industrial sectors included in this economy are determined by the past statistical 
relationship between the growth of these industries (for example, ocean tourism and 
recreation) and the growth of the broader national and state industrial sectors that include 
them (Florida’s leisure and hospitality sector for the case of tourism).  Once these 
statistical relationships are determined, the rate of growth of industries included in the 
Ocean Economy are projected using forecasted data from Moody’s/Economy.com    The 
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definitions of the Ocean Economy industries in the forecasts are the same as those for the 
Ocean Economy discussed throughout this report. 
 
The Coastal Economy forecasts (see Chapter 4) are based on the Moody’s/Economy.com 
county projections for the same national and state forecast upon which the Ocean 
Economy forecasts are based.   
 
 
3.1.1     Outlook for the Ocean Economy 
 
Overall, it appears that the Florida Ocean Economy will grow strongly during the next 
decade, led by employment in ocean Tourism & Recreation.  Employment projections 
from 2005 through 2015 show more than 268,000 new jobs in 2015, a growth rate of 73% 
over the period (see Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1:  Wage and Salary Employment in the Florida Ocean Economy 2000-2015 
 
Almost all of the job growth (268,000) will come from Tourism & Recreation, which will 
row at 7.5% per year.  Marine Transportation wg ill also see steady growth, adding more 
an 7,000 jobs (23% growth).  After a slight decline in the early part of this decade, 
arine Construction should grow steadily, but slowly, while Living Resources will 
jobs in 2 e , 0 5
th
M
remain largely unchanged.  Ship & Boat Building shows a moderate increase in jobs of 
about 10% over the next decade.  This sector peaked in employment at more than 16,000 
000, and has b en declining since then  with slight increases in 20 4 and 200 . 
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of the 1990s boom period, and the years that followed were essentially recovery years 
from the 1991 recession.  By 1995, with the exception of the small Minerals sector, none 
of the Florida Ocean Economy industries had recovered to the 1990 peak levels.  
 
But the second half of the 1990s was clearly a very strong growth period, with the overall 
Florida Ocean Economy growing by almost 50% in just five years.  During this same 
period, all of the Ocean Economy sectors saw robust employment growth.  Employment 
slowed once again in the early part of the current decade as a mild national recession, and 
consequently a slow growth period, took hold.   
 
 
 
e 3.1:  Wage & Salary Employment Growth Rates for Florida Ocean Economy 1990-20
  Construction 
Living 
Resources Minerals 
Ship & Boat 
Building 
Tourism & 
Recreation 
Trans- 
portation
Ocean 
Economy 
1990 % -1995 -25% -54% 29% -26% -6% -25% -12
1995 % -2000 66% 43% 25% 76% 49% 28% 48
2000 -15% 36% 8% 29% -2005 7% 7% -25% 
2005 010 12% 3% 0% 9% 38% 11% 34% -2
2010-2015 18% 1% -1% 1% 34% 11% 30% 
  
The second half of the current decade is projected to see significant growth, particularly 
in Tourism & Recreation, which is forecast to add more than 116,000 jobs by 2010.  This 
projection shows a significant increase in the rate of growth compared with forecasts 
prepared by NOEP using the August, 2005 national outlook from 
Moody’s/Economy.com.  Based on the earlier outlook, Tourism & Recreation was 
forecast to grow by a still substantial 89,000 jobs between 2005 and 2010.  The current 
forecast of 116,000 jobs reflects in part a more robust national outlook, but also some 
diversion of Tourism & Recreation activity from other Gulf of Mexico states to Florida 
because of the effects of the 2005 hurricanes on the central Gulf states. 
 
The relative size of the Florida Ocean Economy for 2000 through 2015 is shown in 
Figure 3.2, measured by its share of total state employment and GSP.  Forecasts for total 
employment and GSP are also derived from data from the Moody’s/Economy.com, as of 
May 2006.  Driven by Tourism & Recreation, the Ocean Economy’s share of 
005 
 6.2% in 2015.  However, the share of Florida’s GSP accounted for by the Ocean 
 at about 2.5%. 
employment in the state of Florida will increase from 4.6% of total employment in 2
to
Economy will remain constant
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Figure 3.2:  Ocean Economy e of Florida Employment and GSP 2000-2015 
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3.2     LIVING RESO
 
This section provides an overview of Florida’s Living Resources sector. It includes: 
a) Basic econo
four ind
emplo
Seafoo
and eafood Mark
b)  A
c) 
d)  A discussion of Import and Export markets  
e)  Summary estimates for the Sport and Recreational Fishing Industry in Florida   
 
The Living Resources 2003 contribution to the Florida economy,
.2.  Table 3.3 summarizes the indirect contribution of the sector as industries 
ditional demand for other sectors’ products while producing their output. 
  Employment, Wages, and GSP for Liv
Industry12 Employment Wages GSP 
Seafood Processing 2,515 $73,015,567 $188,097,500 
Fishing Harv N/A N/A esting N/A 
Fish Hatcheries & 
Aquaculture N/A N/A N/A 
Seafood Markets 1,289 $27,942,529 $6,552,680  
Living Marine Totals13 4,474 $116,537,867 $426,366,200  
                                                 
12 Some fishing companies fall under the unemployment insurance laws and report their employment like other 
companies.  Other people employed in fish harvesting, primarily the self-employed and the largest segment, are 
not counted.  Thus, these figures represent only the BLS portion of the harvesting sector and should be 
considered low estimates.   
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Table 3.3:  Contribution of Living Resources Sector to Florida’s Economy, 2003 
 Direct Indirect & Induced Total 
Employment 4,474 4,752 9,226
Wages $116,537,867 $153,760,062 $270,297,929
GSP $426,366,200 $351,666,842 $778,033,042
 
This chapter gives industry data by state only.  It is not possible to present regional data 
for the Living Resources sector because information at the county and regional levels was 
either not available, or was suppressed in many cases.  It is difficult to measure the Fish 
arvesting and Fish Hatcheries and Aquaculture sectors because: 
a. These industries are concentrated in a few companies, perhaps due to declines 
in fish catch, or dominance of particular regions by less than three companies.  
Hence, disclosure of information is not possible without violating 
confidentiality, according to BLS rules. 
b. Employment and wage data for Fish Harvesting are not available from a 
consistent national source.  While some state data exists, it is not included in 
this phase of the work. 
 
Table 3.4 and Figure 3.3 show data on employment, wages, and GSP for two industries in 
the Living Resources sector (Seafood Markets and Seafood Processing), and totals for the 
whole sector.  In  2003, employment and total wages in the Living Resources sector were 
significantly lower than in 1990, but GSP increased by 27%.  Wages per employee 
increased during the period.  In the Seafood Markets industry wages and GSP increased 
significantly, but employment remained the same, probably due to the large seafood 
import market (See section 3.12).  This is an indication of increased productivity  (as 
measured by the contribution of labor to total output) for the Living Resources sector and 
particularly for the Seafood Market industries.  The Seafood Processing industry 
contracted during the 1990-2003 period.  Employment almost halved, and total wages 
and output reduced also. 
 
                                                                                                                                                
H
 
13  Total includes suppressions. Some fishing companies fall under the unemployment insurance laws and report 
their employment like other companies.  Other people employed in fish harvesting, primarily the self-employed, 
which is the largest segment, are not counted.  Thus, these figures represent only the known portion of the 
harvesting sector and should be considered low estimates. 
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Table 3.4: Employment, Wages, and GSP Changes in Living Resources Sector 1990-2003   
Employment Wages ($Millions) GSP ($Millions) 
Industry 1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change 
Fishing 809 N/A N/A $17.8 N/A N/A   N/A N/A 
Fish Hatcheries 
& Aquaculture 171 N/A N/A $4.3 N/A N/A   N/A N/A 
Seafood 
Markets 1,347 1,289 -4.3% $22.0 $27.9 26.9% $35.7 $65.5 83.3%
Seafood 
Processing 4,630 2,515 -45.7% $89.3 $73.0 -18.3% $246.3 $188.1 -23.6%
Total 6,956 4,474 -35.7% $133.5 $116.5 -12.7% $334.6 $426.4 27.4%
*Total includes suppressions 
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Figure 3.3:  Changes in Living Resources Sector 1990-2003 
 
Figure 3.4 shows history data on employment, wages, and GSP for the Living Resources 
sector.  Employment decreased sharply in 1991 to less than half the 1990 level. 
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Figure 3.4:  Living Marine Resources History (1990-2003) 
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Between 1992 and 1998, there were some gains in employment, but by 2003 employment 
levels were still about 36% lower than in 1990.  Total wages were lower in 2003 than in 
1990, but since employment reduced significantly, wages per employee increased about 
35%, an indication of increases in productivity in the Living Resources sector.  Gross 
State Product also increased during the period, by 27% from the 1990 level, and doubled 
from 1992, when this sector’s output had reached its the lowest level.       
 
Of all the Florida Ocean Economy sectors, Living Resources is possibly the least 
understood and most controversial.  The demand for seafood in the U.S. is large and 
growing. Consumption of seafood rose to 16.6 pounds of seafood per person in 2004.  
Shrimp remains the top seafood choice in the U.S., and Florida’s leading fishery.  Due to 
a higher demand for seafood, the per capita demand for seafood in Florida will probably 
continue to increase. This has both national and international implications for Florida’s 
economy, since a portion of Florida’s fisheries is exported to foreign nations.  The more 
Florida can effectively manage its fisheries for optimal sustainable productivity, the 
greater the opportunity for foreign trade as well as serving local and national markets.  
 
The data problems, due to disclosure issues resulting from the concentration of the 
industry discussed earlier and other factors, make this sector’s economic contribution 
difficult to assess: 
 
a) Landings and landed values have been unstable in the past and continue to be due to 
large declines in the catch of particular species. 
b) There is no way of accurately knowing how many fishermen there are in Florida (or 
other states) nor how much they earn.  Absence of mandated standardized 
employment and wage reporting for fish harvesting prevent accurate accounting of 
the value of fish harvesting.  This is because much of the fishing industry is “self-
employed” and does not fall under the federal mandates for reporting wages and 
numbers of employees, as in other sectors where companies pay wages.  Hence, the 
only fishing operations that can be included in our dataset from the Federal 
Government are reporting private companies.  The only amount that can be 
estimated is that amount of money that the owner of the boat receives for the catch 
at the dock, because legally, the buyer of the catch must report these records.  An 
unfortunate consequence of this lack of complete information is that regulators do 
not have a benchmark to determine the extent to which regulations or limits will 
impact the economy of the fishermen. 
c) The size of the catch and its contribution to Florida’s economy is only a part of its 
value.  The Living Resources market sector is relatively small in comparison to the 
larger Ocean Economy sectors in Florida such as Tourism & Recreation and 
Transportation. However, as a source of food and employment, the commercial 
fishing industry is very important to Florida’s Ocean Economy. Many activities are 
dependent on this industry, such as boat construction and repair, brokerage, dock 
handling, trucking and other transportation, gear and rigging stores, fish processing, 
and commercial seafood trade.  In addition, the health of Florida’s fisheries is 
integrally related to the health of Florida’s coastal waters, reflecting the strength of 
offshore ecosystems. These other values are not captured in the market place, but 
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have far reaching effects on the sustainability of Florida’s coastal resources, which 
fuels its flourishing Coastal Economy. The long-term sustainability of Florida’s 
fisheries is very valuable because fisheries are a renewable resource that, if well 
managed, could sustain a viable industry for years to come.  Poor management of 
Florida’s fisheries would be an opportunity lost, taking a major source of revenue 
and food from the citizens of Florida, costing them future earnings and revenues.   
 
Florida’s Ocean Economy has increased during the 1990-2000 decade as measured by 
market values, with the exception of the Living Resources sector.   A portion of the 
Living Resources market values decrease could be attributed to new laws. With the 
prohibition of gill nets in the Florida fisheries, there was a steep decline in the catch of 
certain species. However, increases in the Non-Market value of this sector could have 
offset some or all of this decrease.  Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine the extent 
of Non-Market influences. 
 
3.2.1     Overview of Fisheries Landings and Values 
 
The remainder of this sector focuses on data NOEP acquired form the National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS), NOAA.  Unless otherwise stated, all tables and figures are 
shown in converted year 2000 dollars.  When comparing Atlantic and Gulf Florida, 
Monroe County is included in the Gulf region, consistent with NMFS data collection 
patterns.  Some tables have color-coding to visually coordinate overlapping species 
between categories.  
 
3.2.1.1     Comparisons with the U. S. Fishing Industry 
 
The U.S. fishing industry has undergone massive changes during the past thirty years, but 
overall, landings, have remained relatively steady since the 1990s at about 10 billion 
pounds a year (Figure 3.5).  The landed value peaked in 1979 at over $5 billion, and since 
the late 1980s has declined steadily; 2004 is estimated at $3.4 billion in constant 2000 
dollars. However, the overall national appearance does not tell the whole story. While the 
values have declined, some states have increased their take of new species and others 
have seen their fisheries almost collapse. 
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Figure 3.5:  U.S. Commercial Fishery Landings and Values 1950-2004
 
In Florida, the finfish landings have declined throughout the last twenty years; however, 
the shrimp and crab fisheries have remained fairly steady, and in some cases increased. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates the State’s fisheries history.  
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Figure 3.6:  Florida’s Fisheries History 1950-2004 
 
Florida landings spiked in 1952 to over 265 million pounds, approximately half of which 
was Atlantic Menhaden.  In 2000 constant dollars, landed value peaked in 1979, and 
brought more than $332 million in revenues, compared to $177 million in 2004.  
Florida’s share of the U.S. total commercial landings slid from more than 5% in 1952 and 
1968 to 1.3% in 2004.  In the early 1970s, the relationship between landings and value 
shifted.  While landings remained stable, the landed values increased rapidly.  
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Figure 3.7 illustrates Florida’s historical relationship with the thirty coastal states total 
since 1950.  The 1951-1953 spike stands out even when converted to 2000 dollars. 
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Figure 3.7:  Florida’s Fisheries as a Percentage of U.S. Coastal 1950-2004 
 
Florida landings have experienced a steady slide since 1985 compared to all coastal 
states, yet the values remained fairly stable.  Change occurred in 2004 as the percentage 
of landings compared to the U.S. increased. 
 
3.2.1.2     Florida’s Ten Largest Years 
 
The NOEP fisheries data covers the period from 1950 through 2004.  Table 3.5 provides 
a 10-year snapshot of landings, nominal landed value, and value in 2000 constant dollars. 
(CF stands for conversion factor to 2000 dollars.) 
 
Table 3.5:  Florida Fisheries Top Ten Years  
Commercial Landings: Ranked by Pounds 1950-2004 
Year Pounds Nominal Value CF Year 2000 Value Year 
1952 264,561,200 $27,474,576 0.154 $178,406,338  1952 
1984 229,852,953 $189,773,424 0.603 $314,715,463  1984 
1956 215,399,700 $30,808,625 0.158 $194,991,297  1956 
1981 214,954,697 $169,856,415 0.528 $321,697,756  1981 
1959 212,950,400 $23,227,024 0.169 $137,438,012  1959 
1965 211,886,900 $35,345,871 0.183 $193,146,836  1965 
1953 209,428,600 $31,799,387 0.155 $205,157,335  1953 
1951 207,876,000 $22,152,519 0.151 $146,705,424  1951 
1967 207,414,500 $32,941,018 0.194 $169,799,062  1967 
1989 207,074,102 $225,320,579 0.72 $312,945,249  1989 
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Table 3.5:  Florida Fisheries Top Ten Years (continued) 
Value: Ranked by 2000 Constant Dollars 1950-2004 
Year Pounds Nominal Value CF Year 2000 Value Year 
1979 176,851,235 $140,322,934 0.422 $332,518,801  1979 
1981 214,954,697 $169,856,415 0.528 $321,697,756  1981 
1984 229,852,953 $189,773,424 0.603 $314,715,463  1984 
1982 206,079,412 $175,912,151 0.56 $314,128,841  1982 
1989 207,074,102 $225,320,579 0.72 $312,945,249  1989 
1983 191,223,422 $172,972,764 0.578 $299,260,837  1983 
1987 202,839,150 $196,865,819 0.66 $298,281,544  1987 
1985 185,957,341 $183,903,023 0.625 $294,244,837  1985 
1980 200,504,148 $139,658,740 0.479 $291,563,132  1980 
1977 182,345,100 $99,679,887 0.352 $283,181,497  1977 
 
Five of the top ten years for commercial fisheries landings occurred in the 1950s. In 
1952, Florida’s peak year of landings reached over 265 million pounds, compared to 
landings of 127 million pounds in 2004.  The highest landed values for the 54-year period 
occurred in the late 1970s and the 1980s.  Florida’s most valuable year comparing 
constant dollars was 1979 with $333 million compared to 2004 at $177 million.  
 
3.2.2     Comparing Fisheries by Regions  
 
Florida is unique with its two very different coasts: the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic 
Ocean. Consequently, Florida fisheries can be compared with other Gulf states and the 
South Atlantic states.  Table 3.6 compares Florida’s landings and landed value with the 
adjacent regional states as well as all coastal states.  
 
Florida’s landed weight ranks fourth among adjacent states, and represents 1.3% of the 
nearly ten billion pounds collectively landed by all coastal states.  Florida ranks second in 
landed value, $195 million, which contributed 5.2% to the $3.7 billion total value for all 
coastal states in 2004.  For comparison in 2000 constant dollars, Louisiana contributed 
7.4%, or $251 million, to Florida’s $176.7 million in 2004.   
 
Table 3.6:  Gulf and South Atlantic States Landings and Value, 2004  
Rank State Landed Weight (lbs) State     Landed Value  Rank 
 
All Coastal 
States 9,672,065,941
All Coastal 
States 3,717,526,669  
1 Louisiana 1,096,581,770 Louisiana $275,065,335 1 
2 Mississippi 183,761,862 Florida $194,715,986 2 
3 North Carolina 136,451,548 Texas $166,208,228 3 
4 Florida 127,281,969 North Carolina $77,142,163 4 
5 Texas 85,557,054 Mississippi $43,790,554 5 
6 Alabama 26,558,704 Alabama $37,035,271 6 
7 South Carolina 12,438,628 South Carolina $18,541,887 7 
8 Georgia 6,663,606 Georgia $12,013,208 8 
* Values shown in nominal dollars; Inland values included  
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3.2.2.1      Atlantic and Gulf Coast Comparisons 
 
Table 3.7 and Figure 3.8 illustrate differences between Atlantic and Gulf fisheries 
(Menhaden and Tilapia have been removed). When comparing the five most recent years, 
each coast experienced the highest value for commercial fisheries in 2000 for a combined 
value of $212 million; however, the average Gulf value was nearly four times that of the 
Atlantic, and three times the landed weight. 
 
Table 3.7:  Gulf and Atlantic Coasts Landings and Value 2000-2004 
   Atlantic Florida Gulf Florida   
Year Landing Weight (lbs) Landed Value Landing Weight (lbs) Landed Value Year 
2004 28,241,816 $35,536,954 84,173,415 $134,742,494  2004
2003 23,394,232 $30,832,086 79,027,666 $131,977,414  2003
2002 22,135,820 $33,000,338 81,935,924 $137,856,856  2002
2001 27,157,703 $41,614,158 80,687,242 $142,460,946  2001
2000 31,114,628 $52,121,754 77,241,115 $159,700,207  2000
Note: Menhaden and Tilapia have been removed 
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Figure 3.8:  Gulf and Atlantic Coast Landings and Landed Values 2000-2004 
Note: Menhaden and Tilapia have been removed 
 
 
3.2.3     Comparing Fisheries by Species 
 
Composition of Florida’s 1950 fisheries compared to its 2004 fisheries reveal changes of 
certain marine finfish and shellfish (see Tables 3.8 and 3.9).  
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Table 3.8:  Landings by Species 1950 and 2004 
* Menhaden is omitted. 
** NMFS does not have a record prior to 1978 for Pink shrimp 
 
Florida’s total top ten landings of food finfish and shellfish declined approximately 18% 
over the 54-year span; however some species’ landings have increased, such as 
Caribbean Spiny Lobster, Blue Crab, and Mackerel. There are fewer Finfish in the 2004 
top ten landings. Color-coding shows the consistencies.  
 
Table 3.9: Species by Value 1950 and 2004 
* Menhaden is omitted. 
  1950 2004   
Rank Species*   Weight (lbs) Species*   Weight (lbs) Rank 
1 MULLET, STRIPED 29,341,900 SHRIMP, PINK ** 14,528,501 1 
2 SHRIMP, MARINE, OTHER  22,906,100 CRAB, BLUE  11,518,786 2 
3 GROUPERS  6,267,400 MULLET, STRIPED 7,524,339 3 
4 CRAB, BLUE  6,166,500 GROUPER, RED  6,800,909 4 
5 MACKEREL, SPANISH  5,890,000 SHRIMP, ROCK  6,796,064 5 
6 SNAPPER, RED  4,711,800 CRAB, FLORIDA STONE CLAWS  5,999,688 6 
7 SEATROUT, SPOTTED  4,490,900 CATFISHES & BULLHEADS  5,513,254 7 
8 MACKEREL, KING AND CERO  1,578,400 LOBSTER, CARIBBEAN SPINY  5,006,493 8 
9 LOBSTER, CARIBBEAN SPINY  1,559,700 SHRIMP, WHITE  4,463,628 9 
10 BLUEFISH  1,398,100 MACKEREL, KING AND CERO  3,488,690 10 
  1950 Top Ten by Landings 84,310,800 2004 Top Ten by Landings 71,640,352   
  1950 2004   
Rank Species* 
 Landed 
Value  Species* 
 Landed 
Value Rank 
1 SHRIMP, MARINE, OTHER  $45,564,107 CRAB, FLORIDA STONE CLAWS  $24,481,906 1 
2 MULLET, STRIPED $21,965,429 SHRIMP, PINK**  $24,236,769 2 
3 SNAPPER, RED  $7,978,643 LOBSTER, CARIBBEAN SPINY  $20,788,438 3 
4 SEATROUT, SPOTTED  $6,632,500 GROUPER, RED  $12,134,371 4 
5 GROUPERS  $4,092,429 CRAB, BLUE  $9,446,936 5 
6 MACKEREL, SPANISH  $3,786,786 SHRIMP, WHITE  $8,892,867 6 
7 POMPANO, FLORIDA  $3,203,179 GAG  $7,488,104 7 
8 OYSTER, ATLANTIC ERN  $2,899,000 SHRIMP, MARINE, OTHER  $6,022,631 8 
9 CRAB, BLUE  $2,153,386 MULLET, STRIPED $4,920,327 9 
10 LOBSTER, CARIBBEAN SPINY  $2,005,286 SHRIMP, ROCK  $4,727,509 10 
  1950 Top Ten by Value $100,280,743 2004 Top Ten by Value $123,139,859   
** NMFS does not have a record prior to 1978 for Pink shrimp 
 
 The landed value increased approximately 23% in constant 2000 dollars over the same 
time period.  For example, the landed weight for Mullet dropped over 21,000 pounds, but 
the value per pound increased from $1.34 to $1.53 per pound.  Shrimp, crab, and lobster 
are the most valuable fisheries in Florida. 
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3.2.4     Comparing Species by Coast 
 
While some species are common to both coasts, there are also some important 
differences.  Tables 3.10 and 3.11 show the top-ten species in 2004 by landings and 
actual value for the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.  Shrimp and crab continue to be the two 
most valuable fisheries on both the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. 
 
 
Table 3.10:  Atlantic and Gulf Fisheries by Landings, 2004 
Atlantic Landings Gulf Landings 
Rank Marine Species Weight (lbs) Marine Species  Weight (lbs) Rank 
1 SHRIMP, ROCK  5,955,295 SHRIMP, PINK  14,038,429 1 
2 CRAB, BLUE  3,510,479 CRAB, BLUE  8,008,307 2 
3 SHRIMP, WHITE  3,364,618 GROUPER, RED  6,782,576 3 
4 MACKEREL, SPANISH  3,066,356 MULLET, STRIPED 6,423,212 4 
5 MACKEREL, KING AND CERO  2,291,301 CRAB, FLORIDA STONE CLAWS  5,932,592 5 
6 MULLET, STRIPED 1,101,127 LOBSTER, CARIBBEAN SPINY  4,551,408 6 
7 SHRIMP, BROWN  999,349 JELLYFISH  3,334,196 7 
8 SWORDFISH  510,512 GAG  3,130,793 8 
9 SHRIMP, PINK  490,072 HERRING, ATLANTIC THREAD  3,116,782 9 
10 LOBSTER, CARIBBEAN SPINY  455,085 SARDINE, SPANISH  2,118,987 10 
  Top Ten Atlantic Landings 21,744,194 Top Ten Gulf Landings 57,437,282   
 
Table 3.11:  Atlantic and Gulf Fisheries by Value, 2004 
Atlantic Landed Value Gulf Landed Value 
Rank Marine Species 
Landed 
Value* Marine Species 
Landed 
Value* Rank 
1 SHRIMP, WHITE  $8,055,363 CRAB, FLORIDA STONE CLAWS  $26,507,010 1 
2 SHRIMP, ROCK  $4,416,274 SHRIMP, PINK  $25,898,958 2 
3 MACKEREL, KING AND CERO  $3,650,244 LOBSTER, CARIBBEAN SPINY  $20,658,358 3 
4 CRAB, BLUE  $3,524,403 GROUPER, RED  $13,268,271 4 
5 LOBSTER, CARIBBEAN SPINY  $2,146,559 GAG  $7,800,440 5 
6 MACKEREL, SPANISH  $1,826,902 CRAB, BLUE  $6,838,886 6 
7 SHRIMP, BROWN  $1,670,259 SHRIMP, MARINE, OTHER  $5,140,104 7 
8 SWORDFISH  $1,491,341 MULLET, STRIPED $4,721,532 8 
9 SHRIMP, MARINE, OTHER  $1,466,722 SNAPPER, YELLOWTAIL  $2,983,002 9 
10 SHRIMP, PINK  $688,778 OYSTER, ATLANTIC  $2,883,421 10 
  Top Ten Atlantic Value $25,657,420 Top Ten Gulf Value $97,197,077   
* Values shown in nominal dollars 
 
Florida’s Gulf coast landed $97.2 million dollars of food finfish and shellfish, while the 
Atlantic coast landed $25.6 million dollars.  
• Pink shrimp from the Gulf and Atlantic provided a combined value of $26.6 
million in 2004.  
• Florida Stone Claws crab from the Gulf landed value was $26.5 million in 2004, 
the most valuable in the Gulf coast.   
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3.2.5     History of Key Species 
 
Figures 3.9 through 3.13 graph the histories of five Florida fisheries.14  Each specie 
history is available at the NOEP website: http://noep.csumb.edu/LMR/LMR.asp.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.9:  Pink Shrimp Fishery History 1950-2004 
 
 
Figure 3.10:  Blue Crab Fishery History 1950-2004 
 
                                                 
14  The landed weight is sometimes undervalued, due to disclosure issues forcing omission of some of the 
catch, causing the calculated price per pound to be inflated.  
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Figure 3.11:  Striped Mullet Fishery History 1950-20
 
04 
 
Fig
 
ure 3.12:  Florida Stone Claws Crab Fishery History 1950-2004 
 
Figure 3.13:  Caribbean Spiny Lobster Fishery History 1950-2004 
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ic story of Florida’s fisheries cannot be told without referring to the 
normous contribution of imported fish to its economy, particularly do to the fish 
imports. The foreign trade 
of commercial fishery products added $1.45 billion to Florida’s economy in 2004 (Table 
2).  Part  the trad arine products.    
ab t a  0
 
3.2.6     Florida’s Commercial Fisheries Imports and Exports 
 
The econom
e
processing industry, which would be insignificant without the 
3.1
 
icipating in e, 111 countries exchanged 315 m
T le 3.12:  Florida’s Impor nd Export Summary, 20 4 
  Imports Exports 
Nu s 81mber of Participating Countrie  86
Fis 2 160heries Products 49
To 0 11671677tal Kilograms 262955 21
To 25677689tal Pounds 578501046
To $45,637,0 ,630,252tal Dollars* 68 $1,446
Ed 9 82%ible 9%
No 18%t Edible 1%
* Va n nominal dollars; Men ila e
ab of Florid e e  of the
so lorida ar d u estic
harvested resources only provides 19% of Florida’s tot
xp ile only 17% ’s u  paid for by it
tota es and exports revenue.  
Tab .1 ercial F m x
lues shown i haden and T pia have been r moved. 
 
T le 3.13 shows 82% 
urces harvested in F
a’s marin resources ar  imported, while 20%
ntries.
 
re e exporte to foreign co 15  Export of dom  
al commercial fisheries and 
rce imports aree orts revenue, wh  of Florida  marine reso s 
l commercial fisheri
 
le 3 3:  Florida’s Comm isheries, I ports, and E ports, 2004 
  Pounds Value Cost 
C 6   ommercial Fisheries 127,281,969 $194,715,98
Imports 578,501,046  $1,446,630,252
Exports 25,677,689 $45,637,068   
Florida Total 
(=C.F. lbs +Imp. lbs) 
705,783,015
(=C.F. value +Exp. value)  
$240,353,054   
Import Percentage  82%  17%
(=Imp. lbs / F.T.  lbs)  (=F.T. value / Imp.  value)  
Export Percentage  
(=Exp. lbs / C.F.  lbs)  
20%
(=Exp. value / F.T.  value)  
19%   
* Values shown in nominal dollars; Menhaden and Tilapia have been removed. 
C.F = Commercial Fisheries, F.T. = Florida Total, Imp. = Import, Exp. = Export 
 
                                                 
15 The import and export values, and therefore the import and export percentages are underestimated in Table 
3.13.  The import value represents the price actually paid for merchandise sold for exportation to the U.S., 
excluding U.S. import duties, freight, insurance, and any other charges that occur in transport.  The export value 
represents the value at the port of export, based on the transaction price including inland freight, insurance and 
other charges that occur while placing the merchandise alongside the carrier. It excludes the cost of loading the 
merchandise, freight, insurance, and other charges or transportation costs beyond the port of exportation.   
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nt 152 million pounds, 26% of 
total imported mass, and account for $802 n, 55% of total import costs, as shown in 
Table 3.14. 
 
Tabl en Marine Import Products, 2004 
ed. 
** NSPF:  Not specifically provided for. 
roducts represent 6 million pounds, 24% of 
tal exported mass, and account for $22 million, 48% of total export value (Table 3.15). 
The 2004 Florida top ten imported marine products represe
 millio
e 3.14:  Florida’s Top T
* Values shown in nominal dollars; Menhaden and Tilapia have been remov
2004 
Rank Product Weight (kg) Dollars Product Rank
1 
 SALMON ATLANTIC 
FILLET FRESH FARMED  59,113,8 $267,212 07,154
 SALMON ATLANTIC 
FILLET FRESH FARMED  1 
2 
 SHRIMP PEELED 
FROZEN  22 $ 2 ,689,232 138,853,889
 LOBSTER ROCK 
FROZEN  
3 
 
L 
UOTA**  14 $
 TUNA NSPF IN ATC
(OTHER) NOT IN OI
OVER Q ,738,089 123,108,116
 SHRIMP PEELED 
FROZEN  3 
4 
 SNAPPER 
(LUTJANIDAE SPP.) 
FRESH  9,404,726 $45,367,381
 TUNA YELLOWFIN 
FRESH  4 
5 
 MARINE FISH NSPF 
FRESH  8,901,621 $42,341,813
 SHRIMP SHELL-ON 
FROZEN 31/40  5 
6 
 MARINE FISH NSPF 
FILLET FROZEN  8,427,336 $41,754,325
 SALMON ATLANTIC 
FILLET FROZEN  6 
7 
 SALMON ATLANTIC 
FILLET FROZEN  7,986,860 $39,252,233
 MARINE FISH NSPF 
FRESH  7 
8 
 SHRIMP SHELL-ON 
FROZEN 31/40  7,363,913 $35,385,532
 SNAPPER (LUTJANIDAE 
SPP.) FRESH  8 
9 
 TUNA YELLOWFIN 
FRESH  6,933,410 $34,467,233
 SHRIMP SHELL-ON 
FROZEN 41/50  9 
10 
 SHRIMP SHELL-ON 
FROZEN 41/50  6,468,608 $34,132,655
 MARINE FISH NSPF 
FILLET FROZEN  10 
  IM 7   PORT MASS 152,027,60 $801,870,331 IMPORT VALUE 
 
The 2004 Florida top ten exported marine p
to
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Table 
* Values shown in nominal dollars; Menhaden and Tilapia have been removed. 
 
 
3.2.7     Recreational and Sport Fishing 
 
Recreational and Sport fishing in Florida is already included in the Tourism & Recreation 
and Ship and Boat Building sectors.  However, it is not well covered through the national 
data sets used, and is not easily broken out of those values. We discuss Recreational and 
Sport fishing in this chapter because of the competitive nature of sport and commercial 
fishing for popularly sought after species.  
 
Recreational and Sport fishing is an important industry in the Living Resources sector 
and merits separate consideration for readers to understand more fully the contribution to 
the Florida economy. While a detailed assessment of Florida’s Sport/Recreational fishing 
industry is not included in this phase of the study, it is estimated that millions of anglers 
spend billions of dollars supporting thousands of American jobs in communities from 
coast to coast. America's anglers spend $41.5 billion in retail sales and generate $116 
billion in economic benefits for the nation each year.16  As one of the top states in the 
                                                
3.15:  Florida’s Top Ten Marine Export Products, 2004 
 
16 The American Sportfishing Association, May 2006 
2004 
Rank Product Weight (kg) Dollars Product Rank
1 0 $4,422,287
 FISH,SHELLFISH MEAL 
UNFIT FOR HUMAN 
CONSUMPTION  1,449,00
 FISH NSPF FILLET 
FROZEN  1 
2 
 FISH NSPF FILLET 
FROZEN  1,042,394 $3,297,927
 LOBSTER (HOMARUS 
SPP.) FROZEN  2 
3  FISH NSPF FROZEN  813,147 $2,095,274
 SHRIMP: 
LIVE/FRESH/DRIED/ 
SALTED/BRINE  3 
4 
 SQUID NSPF FILLET 
FROZEN  633,763 $2,035,415  SHRIMP PEELED FROZEN  4 
5 
 TUNA NSPF 
PREPARED/PRESERVED  532,840 $1,980,176  FISH NSPF FROZEN  5 
6 6  MULLET FROZEN  450,854 $1,905,961  LOBSTER ROCK FROZEN  
7 7 
 SOUPS, BROTHS 
BASED ON FISH OR 
OTHER SEAFOOD  373,143 $1,805,127
THICKENERS DERIVED 
FROM VEGETABLE 
PRODUCTS (KELP)  
8 
 SHRIMP PEELED 
FROZEN  320,840 $
 LOBSTR NSPF PRODUCTS 
PREPARED DINNERS 
1,690,066 CONTAINING FISH  8 
9 
 LOBSTER (HOMARUS 
SPP.) FROZEN  260,685 $1,377,391
 LOBSTER NSPF OTHER 
PREPARATIONS  9 
10 
 SALMON NSPF CANNED 
NOT IN OIL  254,413 $1,291,382
 TUNA NSPF 
PREPARED/PRESERVED  10 
  EXPORT MASS 6,131,079 $21,901,006 EXPORT VALUE   
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ation for saltwater anglers, Florida receives tremendous economic gains from 
hapter 6 of this report provides additional information on the recreational fishing 
al Fish Harvesting, Seafood Processing, Fish Hatcheries and Aquaculture, Fish 
arkets, and Recreational and Sport Fishing represent a major source of revenue to the 
 there is not the evidence to 
dicate the loss in number of fishermen, nor in wages, the steep decline in catch, 
social and 
onomic fabric of the commu dependent on fishing.   
 the real value of the com cial fisheries sector incomplete and -
ecause of the lack en employm ata, and
 an accurate part of the record until governm s regular  
n
recreational fishing. 
 
C
industry as reported through Non-Market values.  Those estimates do not include the 
larger Sport and Charter boat industry. 
 
3.2.8     Fisheries Conclusion 
 
Living Resources contribute to the Florida economy through a range of activities. 
Commerci
M
Florida economy.  Fish Harvesting has suffered major declines over the past several 
decades.  On the other hand, the extensive seafood imports to Florida help sustain the 
Seafood Market and Seafood Processing industries.  While
in
limitations on fishing, and loss of species has probably affected both the 
ec coastal nities traditionally 
Estimates of mer  are under
estimated b
become
 of fisherm ent and wage d
ent require
 will not 
and standard
reporting of such information en.  from fisherm
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have any offshore oil 
nd gas production, only exploration. A Federal Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) 
moratorium on drilling17 prevents that activity off of Florida’s Gulf coast until 2012.   
Additionally, for those tracts already leased, Florida and the Federal Government18 are 
scheduled to buy back nine of the eleven undeveloped federal leases off the Gulf coast of 
Florida.   
 
Table 3.16 shows the 2003 contribution to the Florida’s economy by the Ocean Minerals 
sector.  It includes indirect and induced effects derived from additional demand from 
ocean minerals industries to other industries in the State.     
 
Table 3.16:  Contribution of Ocean Minerals to Florida’s Economy, 2003 
  
 
3.3     OCEAN MINERALS 
 
 
The Offshore Ocean Minerals sector is dominated by a small hard minerals industry 
producing sand and gravel as well as limestone. Florida does not 
a
Direct Indirect & Induced Total 
Employment 431 780 1,211
Wages $13,938,188 $71,119,604 $85,057,792
GSP $28,282,100 $48,523,599 $76,805,699
Note: Includes Limestone Sand & Gravel and Oil & Gas Exploration and Production. 
 
Table 3.17 provides data on employment, wages, and GSP in the Ocean Minerals sector 
lower than in 1990. 
able 3.17:  Employment, Wages, and GSP Changes in Ocean Minerals Sector 1990-
2003 
for the years 1990 and 2003.  Sectoral output in 2003 was 14% 
 
T
Employment Wages ($Millions) GSP ($Millions) 
Industry 
1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change
Oil & Gas 
Exploration and 
Production N/A 388 N/A N/A $11.9 N/A N/A $22.5 N/A 
Limestone, Sand 
& Gravel N/A 43 N/A N/A $2.1 N/A N/A $5.8 N/A 
Ocean Minerals 
Sector Total* 473 431 -8.9% $14.6 $13.9 -4.4% $32.9 $28.3 -14.1% 
*Total includes suppressions 
 
Figure 3.14 describes changes in Ocean Minerals employment, wages, and GSP for three 
periods: 1990-2000; 2000 and 2003; and 1990-2003.  Figure 3.15 shows annual 
employment, wages, and GSP data from 1990 through 2003.  Employment increased by 
                                                 
17 Executive Order, President William Clinton, 1998. 
18 The Jeb Bush/George Bush "Compromise" Agreement of 2002, Deferring Offshore Drilling off of the 
Florida Panhandle for Ten Years (until 2012). 
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etween 1990 and 2001, but halved between 2002 
nd 2003.  As a result, the 2003 employment level was almost 9% lower than in 1990.    
     
62% from 1990 to 2000, and by 87% b
a
Wages followed a similar path, ending up being about 4.4% lower than in 1990.  
Similarly, GSP increased from 1990 to 2001, but this increase was completely offset by a 
decrease in the 2002-2003, ending up in 2003 about 14.1% lower than in 1990. This 
indicates that there was little change in productivity in this sector.   
 
60%
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Em 6 -4 -
1990-2000 2000-2003 1990-2003
ployment 1.7% 3.7% 8.9%
Wages 69.4% -43.6% -4.4%
GSP 52.5% -43 -14.7% .1%
 
Changes in Ocean Min SectorFigure 3.14:  erals  1990-2003 
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 Figure 3.15:  Ocean Minerals Resources History 1990-2003 
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The Marine T contributions n 2003 are s
3.18 and 3.19.  Table 3.18 shows the total contribution of the sector, including direct, 
indirect and induced effects generated by the uc es  the tri
 i M Tran
r’s i ie e la ontr  to P M an io
ctor is the Search and Navigation Equipment industry (generating more than 40% of 
ecto p he lar dus M sse an io
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Table 3.18:  Contribution of Marine por to ’s y
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 Trans tation Florida Econom , 2003 
Direct Indirect & Induced Total 
Employme ,666 92, 0nt 27 844 120,51
Wages $1,2 , ,057 3 616,096 040 $3,140 ,063 $4, 56,177,62
GSP $2,955,167,500 $5,754,302,156 $8,709,469,656
 
Table 3.19:  Employment, Wages, and GSP in Marine Transportation, 2003  
Industry Employment Wages GSP 
Deep Sea Freight 
ansportation 2,711 $151,507,408 $371,026,90Tr 0
Marine Passenger 
Transportation 8,029 $340,196,528 $833,108,200
Marine Transportation 
Services 7,757 $261,548,261 $487,366,700
Search and Navigation 
Equipment 8,073 $425,314,807 $1,194,829,300
Warehousing 1,096 $37,529,036 $68,836,500
Marine Transportation 
Industries Total 27,666 $1,216,096,040 $2,955,167,500
 
Table 3.20 compares 1990-2003 employment, wage, and GSP data for the industries in 
the Marine Transportation sector.   In 2003, GSP in the Marine Transportation sector was 
more than 80% higher than in 1990.  However, employment in 2003 was 6% lower than 
in 1990.   This suggests that this sector experienced a significant increase in productivity 
as measured by the contribution of labor to output.  Major contributors to the increase in 
sectoral GSP were Marine Passenger Transportation and Deep Sea Freight 
Transportation.   Output in these industries increased by 279% and 169% respectively.  
These sectors also experienced significant increases in employment.  Employment almost 
doubled in the Marine Passenger Transportation industry and grew by 52% in the Deep 
Sea Freight Transportation sector.    
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Table 3. -
2003 
20:  Employment, Wages, and GSP Changes in the Marine Transportation Sector, 1990
Employment Wages ($Millions) GSP ($Millions) 
Industry 1990 2003 % Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change 
Deep Sea Freight 
Transportation 1,788 2,711 51.6% $89.3 $151.5 69.6% $137.7 $371.0 169.4%
Marine 
Passenger 
Transportation 4,092 8,029 96.2% $141.0 $340.2 141.2% $219.6 $833.1 279.4%
Marine 
Transportation 
Services 7,770 7,757 -0.2% $225.0 $261.5 16.2% $355.7 $487.4 37.0%
Search and 
Navigation 
Equipment 14,035 8,073 -42.5% $573.9 $425.3 -25.9% $854.1 $1,194.8 39.9%
Warehousing 1,667 1,096 -34.3% $37.2 $37.5 0.9% $61.1 $68.8 12.7%
Total 29,351 27,666 -5.7% $1,066.4 $1,216.1 14.0% $1,628.2 $2,955.2 81.5%
 
Figure 3.16 displays annual data on employment, wages, and GSP for the Marine 
Transportation sector.  Employment deceased in 1991, and by 2000 remained 4% lower 
than the 1990 level.  Despite a rebound in 2002, employment in 2003 was still 5.7 lower 
than in 1990.  Total wages increase by 14%, but most of the increase took place between 
1995 and 2000.  Wages per employee increased by 21% between 1990 and 2003.   
 
90 and 2000, and growth in this 
ctor accelerated as GSP was 41% higher in 2003 than in 2000.  
Marine Transportation GSP increased by 29% between 19
se
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Figure 3.16:  Changes in Marine Transportation Industries 1990-2003 
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 of the thirteen year history showing wages and 
mployment steady and GSP taking off in 2002 possibly as a result of the upturn in the 
 
Figure 3.17 provides an overview
e
economy and a large increase in cruise industry activity.  This also could indicate an 
increase in productivity with ports and shipping. 
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Figure 3.17:  Ocean Marine Transportation History, 1990-2003 
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 period 
arine Construction declined.  The Marine Construction sector contributions to the 
economy in 2003 are shown in Tables 3.21 and 3.22.  Table 3.21 shows the indirect 
effects generated by the demand of inputs and expenses on other economic sectors.  
Table 3.22 compares Marine Construction employment, wages, and GSP data for 1990 
and 2003.  Table 3.23 displays changes in Ocean Marine Construction for the 1990-2003 
period. 
 
Table 3.21:  Contribution to Florida’s Economy by Ocean Construction, 2003 
  
3.5     MARINE CONSTRUCTION 
 
Employment, wages, and GSP for the Marine Construction sector increased from 1990 to 
2000, but decreases from 2000 to 2003 offset these increases.  Over the 13 year
M
Direct Indirect & Induced Total 
Employment 3,588 6,673 10,261
Wages $134,872,978 $247,815,611 $382,688,589
GSP $248,112,900 $474,367,054 $722,479,954
 
able 3.22:  Employment, Wages, and GSP in ConstructionT , 2003  
Industry Employment Wages GSP 
Marine Construction 3,588 $134,872,978 $248,112,900
 
Table 3.23:  Employment, Wages, and GSP Changes in Ocean Construction Sector 
1990-2003  
Employment Wages ($Millions) GSP ($Millions) 
Industry 1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change 
Marine  
Construction 3,628 3,588 -1.1% $134 $135 0.6% 284 248 -12.6% 
 
Figure 3.18 shows a 14 year history of employment, wages and GSP in the Marine 
Construction sector.  Employment has fluctuated while wages and GSP have remained 
relatively stable. This sector is often dependent on government funding and so tends to be 
more unpredictable and volatile. 
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onstruction increased significantly between 1996 and 
000.   Between 1991 and 1993 economic activity in this sector was higher than in 1990 
Figure 3.18 shows that Marine C
2
and almost comparable to the 1998-2000 levels.  Employment decreased sharply in 1991 
and increased steadily until 2000.  After 2000 employment and wages decreased.  
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3.6    SHIP & BOAT BUILDING 
 
This sector includes at least two diverse sets of activities, government orders for naval 
ships and private recreation and commercial ship building. Each of these has very 
different variables affecting their markets.  
 
The Ship & Boat Building sector contributions to the Florida economy in 2003 are shown 
in Tables 3.24 and 3.25.  Table 3.24 shows the direct contribution to employment, wages 
and GSP by the sector, and the indirect contribution through demand derived effects.   
Table 3.25 shows the direct contribution in employment, wages and GSP by the 
industries that make up the Ship & Boat Building sector.   
 
Table 3.24:  Contribution to Florida’s Economy by Ocean Ship & Boat Building, 2003 
  Direct Indirect & Induced Total 
Employment 11,739 22,177 33,916
Wages $384,218,945 $650,367,408 $1,034,586,353
GSP $516,523,300 $858,306,768 $1,374,830,068
 
Table 3.25:  Employment, Wages, and GSP Ship & Boat Building, 2003  
Industry Employment Wages GSP 
Boat Building & Repair 8,955 $273,218,490 $367,300,200 
Ship Building & Repair 2,784 $111,000,455 $149,223,000 
Ship & Boat Building Sector Total* 11,739 $384,218,945 $516,523,300 
*Total includes suppressions 
 
Table 3.26 displays employment, wages, and GSP data for 1990 and 2003, by Ship 
Building & Repair industry    The Ship & Boat Building sector GSP was 9% lower in 
2003 compared to 1990, driven by a decrease in Boat Building and Repair and almost no 
9 illustrates this point. Figure 
.20 shows annual employment, wages, and GSP data from 1990 through 2003, for the 
Ta
Sec
growth in Ship Building & Repair activities.  Figure 3.1
3
Ship & Boat Building Industry.   
 
ble 3.26:  Employment, Wages, and GSP Changes in Ocean Ship & Boat Building 
tor 1990-2003 
Employment Wages GSP 
Industry 
1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change
Bo
& R
at Building 
epair 9,842 8,955 -9.0% $295.1 $273.2 -7.4% $421.4 $367.3 -12.8%
Sh
& Repair 2,690 2,784 3.5% $100.5 $111.0 10.5% $146.0 $149.2 2.2%
ip Building 
Total 12,532 11,739 -6.3% $395.5 $384.2 -2.9% $567.4 $516.5 -9.0%
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Figure 3.19:  Changes in Ocean Ship & Boat Building Sector 1990-2003 
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 3.20:  Ship & Boat Building SectorFigure  His 0-20
 2003 employment was 6% lower than in 1990.  Employment fell sharply in 1991.  This 
tory 199 03 
 
In
marked the end of the Reagan naval ship building program, as well as the bottom end of a 
business cycle.  In 2000 employment peaked reaching a 30% higher level than in 1990. 
This increase was completely offset by decreases experienced in the 2001 and 2003 
period.   Wages were also slightly lower in 2003 compared to 1990, but the average wage 
by employee was slightly higher.  GSP followed a similar pattern.  In 2000 GSP in the 
Ship & Boat Building and Repair sector doubled its 1990 level. This was attributable to 
recreational and fishing boat orders instead of the more traditional naval ship building 
programs. However, starting 2001, GSP decreased sharply, falling by 5.4% from its 1990 
level, most likely a reflection of the overall US economy at that time. 
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Table 3. ontrib tion to F ida’s Economy by Ocean urism & Recreation, 200  
Direct Indirect & Induced Total 
Employment 248,60 39 344,32 768,157
Wages $3,896,076,5 $6, 39 5,994,32 283,981,8 $11,72 387
GSP $8,860,63 24, 5,19 ,35,800 $ 209,91 6 $26,918 23,016
 
 
Table 3.28:  Em en ge GSP our  Re , 2ploym t, Wa s, and  in T ism & creation 003  
Industry Employment Wages GSP 
Amusement & Recreation Services 4,862 $86,861,922  $775,517,000  
Boat Dealers 3,851 $124,057,429  $290,921,600  
Eating & Drinking Places 167,014 $2,199,802,330  $3,937,389,200  
Hotels & Lodging Places 65,687 $1,327,358,726  $3,514,837,500  
Marinas 3,202 $72,871,814  $160,972,300  
Recreational Vehicles Parks & 
Campsites 1,031 $18,003,705  $47,673,700  
Scenic Water Tours 1,333 $25,697,900  $47,885,200  
Sporting Goods 662 $19,619,260  $46,713,400  
Zoos, Aquaria 968 $21,803,445  $38,725,900  
Tourism & Recreation Sector Total* 248,609 $3,896,076,532  $8,860,635,800  
*Total includes suppressions 
 
Table 3.29 compares 1990 and 2003 employment, wages, and GSP data by industry in 
the Tourism & Recreation Sector, and Figure 3.21 displays 1990-2003 changes in these 
economic indicators.   Between 1990 and 2003, GSP in the ocean Tourism & Recreation 
sector almost doubled and employment increased by 56%.  Employment growth was the 
strongest in the Amusement & Recreation Services (80%) and Boat Dealers, and Eating 
& Drinking Places (75%). Wages also grew between 88% and 98% in these same three 
creation Sector 
SP increase was largely attributable to the Amusement & Recreation Services Industry 
(increasing by more than 650%).  Boat Dealers and Sporting Goods and Eating and 
Drinking Places also had over 100% increases in GSP.   
 
 
 
 
industries, as well as in the Sporting Goods industry.  The Tourism & Re
G
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Table 3.  1990-2003 29:  Changes in Employment, Wages, and GSP in Ocean Tourism & Recreation Sector
Employment Wages ($Millions) GSP ($Millions) 
Industry 1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change 1990 2003 
% 
Change
Amuseme
Recreatio 651.5%
nt & 
n Services 2,704 4,862 79.8% $43.8 $86.9 98.3% $103.2 $775.5
Boat Dea $63.4 $124.1 95.8% $104.1 $290.9 179.5%lers 2,208 3,851 74.4%
Eating & Drinking 
Places 95,703 167,014 74.5% $1,172.5 $2,199.8 87.6% $1,925.6 $3,937.4 104.5%
Hotels & Lodging 
Places 53,130 65,687 23.6% $874.0 $1,327.4 51.9% $2,271.2 $3,514.8 54.8%
Marinas 2,686 3,202 19.2% $66.4 $72.9 9.8% $108.4 $161.0 48.5%
Recreational Vehicles 
Parks & Campsites 811 1,031 27.1% $14.4 $18.0 25.4% $55.4 $47.7 -14.0%
Scenic Water Tours 888 1,333 50.1% $17.3 $25.7 48.1% $37.5 $47.9 27.8%
Sporting Goods 527 662 25.6% $10.4 $19.6 88.2% $19.6 $46.7 138.8%
Zoos, Aquaria 929 968 4.2% $16.7 $21.8 30.6% $33.7 $38.7 14.9%
Total 159,585 248,609 55.8% $2,278.9 $3,896.1 71.0% $4,658.6 $8,860.6 90.2%
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Figure 3.21:  Changes in Ocean Tourism & Recreation Industries 1990-2003 
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r from 1990 through 
003.  From 1990 through 2003 GSP in this sector almost doubled.  It increased by 60% 
betw e ant 
increas  years of this period.  The average wage per employee was 
nly 10% higher in 2003 compared to 1990.   After a fall of more than 40% between 
Figure 3.22 shows annual data for the Tourism and Recreation secto
2
e n 1991 and 2000 and by 10% between 2000 and 2003, mostly due to signific
es during the last two
o
1990 and 1991, employment increased by 139% between 1991 and 2000 to end up in 
2003 at a 56% higher level than in 1990. 
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 Figure in Ocean Tourism & Re n Sector 003 
 
22 provides a clear picture of steady growth in the Tourism & Recreation sector 
GSP for Florida.  How ages hav limbed in proportion to 
ector.  Employment ector is d to e because the 
do not represent  full time ber of jobs 
ould be inflated by people holding part-time or several part-time jobs, particularly in the 
Ocean Economy 
ctors and deserves much closer scrutiny as it expands into the future according to our 
forecasts. 
 3.22:  Changes creatio 1990-2
Figure 3.
in employment and ever w e not c
value growth in the s in this s ifficult stimate 
BLS numbers  positions.  Hence, the actual num
c
lodging and restaurant industries.  Wages may be understated here as well because jobs in 
the largest industries of lodging and restaurants include tips, a portion of which are not 
included in these numbers.  Nevertheless, this sector dominates all other 
se
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.8     OCEAN ECONOMY: COMPARISONS WITH THE NATION 
 
• Florida’s share of the national Ocean Economy is almost twice its share of the 
total U.S. economy. 
 
The nationally consistent measurements of the Ocean Economy, which have been 
developed by the NOEP, allow comparisons of Florida’s Ocean Economy with other 
states and the nation.19 Florida’s contribution to the national Ocean Economy was almost 
double its contribution to the US. Economy.   In 2003, Florida made up 11.6% of the U.S. 
Ocean Economy as measured by GSP, and over 13 % of employment (Table 3.30).  
During that same year, Florida had 6% of U.S. GSP and 7% of all U.S. employment.   A 
major reason for its strong contribution to the U.S. Ocean Economy was the strength in 
Florida’s Tourism & Recreation sector that contributed 16% to the national Tourism & 
Recreation sector. 
 
003 
3
Table 3.30:  Florida’s Share in the U.S. Ocean Economy GSP, 2
Florida's Share in the U.S. Ocean Economy 2003 
  Employment Wages GSP 
Total Ocean Economy 13.6% 10.7% 11.6% 
Construction 12.1% 10.1% 10.0% 
Livi Rng esources 7.0% 6.9% 9.3% 
Minerals 1.5% 0.7% 0.2% 
Ship & Boat Building 7.6% 5.9% 5.8% 
Tourism & Recreation 15.3% 14.7% 16.0% 
Transportation 10.0% 7.6% 11.1% 
 
Figures 3.23 and 3.24 display the 2003 distribution of employment and GSP in Florida 
antly larger share of the Ocean 
Economy emp ation sector.      
 
and the U.S.  Compared to the U.S., Florida has a signific
loyment and GSP in the Tourism & Recre
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Figure 3.23:  GSP: Florida versus U.S. Ocean Economy, 2003 
                                                 
19 All values reported in this part of the study are direct values, unless otherwise noted. 
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Table 3
igu 4:  Em ent: Florida v r s U.S. Econom 003 
.8.1 lorida’s O n Economy: C m arisons with O er States 
• Florida has on  of the largest Oc n Economies in e U.S.  Its Oc  Ec
GSP and e ployment rank d d among all coa
 
T
Lake states.  It ranks second overall in its Ocean Economy a
mployment and GSP.  It is among the top five coastal states e
a  Tr nsportation.   
.31:  Florida Rank Among Coastal States 2003 
Florida Rank Among Coastal States 2003 
Sector Employment Wages GSP
Total Ocean Economy 2 3 2 
Con ustr ction** 15 17 15 
Living R 9 esources** 7 7 
Minerals** 18 18 18 
Ship  B & oat Building** 7 8 7 
Tourism & Recreation 2 3 3 
Transportation 2 3 2 
**GSP and Employment not available for some states in this industry  
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Table 3.32:  Ocean Economy GSP Rankings of Coastal States 1990 and 2003 
Rank State 1990  2003 State Rank 
1 California $18,056,771,500  $25,757,525,800 California 1 
2 New York $14,552,714,600  $13,035,087,800 Florida 2 
3 Louisiana $8,226,789,100  $12,923,195,100 New York 3 
4 Florida $7,505,683,300  $9,576,475,500 Louisiana 4 
5 Washington $6,493,966,900  $7,172,176,200 Washington 5 
6 Alaska $6,389,519,500  $6,506,027,265 Texas 6 
7 New Jersey $3,756,787,700  $5,887,835,200 Alaska 7 
8 Texas $3,595,237,929  $4,941,612,000 New Jersey 8 
9 Virginia $3,210,182,900  $4,741,719,600 Virginia 9 
10 Hawaii $3,102,919,200  $4,440,782,700 Hawaii 10 
11 Massachusetts $2,888,663,650  $3,326,643,189 Massachusetts 11 
12 Maryland $2,704,970,700  $3,182,261,600 Illinois 12 
13 Connecticut $2,547,210,800  $2,517,656,400 Maryland 13 
14 Illinois $2,148,564,500  $2,295,064,400 Connecticut 14 
15 Michigan $1,472,079,000  $1,809,937,300 Maine 15 
16 Maine $1,382,900,200  $1,734,209,100 Michigan 16 
17 Wisconsin $1,177,398,400  $1,588,838,400 South Carolina 17 
18 Mississippi $1,083,033,700  $1,437,373,000 North Carolina 18 
19 South Carolina $1,056,811,300  $1,281,732,400 Rhode Island 19 
20 Pennsylvania $986,122,400  $1,205,391,900 Wisconsin 20 
 
 
   3.8.2     Ocean Economy: Statewide Summaries by Sector 
 
• The direct market value, or GSP, of Florida’s Ocean Economy was $13 billion in 
2003.  Total market value (with multipliers), or GSP in 2003 was $23.2 billion. 
(See Table 3.34) 
 
• The ocean-related GSP grew by 74% in constant 2000 dollars between 1990 and 
2003. (See Table 3.35) 
 
• Florida’s Ocean Economy directly provided over 296,000 jobs in 2003, and more 
than 476,000 jobs when multiplier effects are considered. 
 
r than the state’s overall 
economy.  Wage and salary jobs in the Ocean Economy grew approximately 
Recreation jobs in the coastal region. 
 
• The coastal-related Tourism & Recreation sector dominated job growth in the 
Ocean Economy, from 1990 to 2003, while jobs in other ocean-related sectors 
declined.  This trend, which also took place nationally, represents a profound shift 
• Employment in Florida’s Ocean Economy grew faste
43.2%, compared with 34% overall growth in jobs in Florida during the period 
1990-2003.  The increase was almost entirely due to growth in the Tourism & 
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in how the ocean relates to the economy, towards services and away from goods-
related economic activity (see Figures3.25 and 3.26); - towards lower paying jobs. 
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 Figure 3.25:  Florida Sectoral Comparisons by GSP, 2003 
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Figure 3.26:  Florida Sectoral Comparison by Employment 
 
The Tourism & Recreation sector accounted for the largest proportion of employment 
and GSP with 84% of the former and 68% of the latter (Figure 3.27).20  However, it 
                                                 
20 Tourism employment and wage data is possibly inflated due to several factors beyond the scope of this study. 1) 
Because the data on employment is not necessarily full time jobs, some of the Tourism and Recreation 
employment jobs may be part-time and some employees may have several jobs.  Hence the estimated employment 
numbers could be overestimates.  This sector is the only sector where this probably makes a significant difference; 
2) The low average salary for this sector does not taken into consideration tips and other gratuities that are integral 
to much of the employment in the lodging and eating places that are a large portion of the Tourism and Recreation 
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is the second largest in terms of em nt and GSP, accounting for 9.3% of 
employment, but almost a quarter of GS Tran ion resen ch 
higher wages s n ng es  
uch higher GSP p ploye rage or port  
ctor were al er th vera  fo  eco  
).   
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Figure 3.27:  Sector Distribution of the Florida Ocean Economy, 2003 
                                                                                                                                                
 
 
industry.  Because these are not included in any methodical way, the average wages may also be understated.  
Nevertheless, salaries in this sector still fall far below all other Ocean Economy sectors. 
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 Economy 1990 and 2003 Table 3.33:  Employment, Wages, and GSP in Florida’s Ocean
2003 
Sector Employment
Wages 
(millions)
GSP 
(millions)
Average 
Wages 
GSP/ 
Employee 
Construction 3,58 $134.9 $248.1 7,590 $68 $3 9,151
Living Resources 4,474 $116.5 $426.4 6,048 $95,$2 299
Minerals 4 $13.9 $28 2,339 $31 .3 $3 65,620
Ship & Boat Building 11 $384.2 $516 2,730 ,739 .5 $3 $44,001
Tourism & Recreation 248 ,896.1 $8,860 5,672 ,609 $3 .6 $1 $35,641
Transportation 27 ,216.1 $2,95 3,956 $,666 $1 5.2 $4 106,816
TOTAL 296 ,761.7 $13,03 9,436 ,442 $5 5.1 $1 $43,972
1990 
Sector Employment
Wages 
(millions)
GSP 
(millions)
Average 
Wages 
GSP/ 
Employee 
Construction 3,628 $134.0 $284.0 $36,948 9$78,28
Living Resources $1 96,956 $133.5 $334.6 9,188 $48,09
Minerals 473 $14.6 $32.9 $30,835 7$69,62
Ship & Boat Building 12,532 $395.5 $567.4 $3 31,563 $45,27
Tourism & Recreation $2 $1 2159,585 ,278.9 $4,658.6 4,280 $29,19
Transportation 29,351 $1 $36,333 3,066.4 $1,628.2 $55,47
TOTAL 212,403 $4 7,023.0 $7,505.7 $18,940 $35,33
 
 
t and Induced Estimates o ono
resented so fa of n Ec lts 
o irec ity 
 t be d 
om irec ly 
me earn   em se 
om  ( lier  a 
conomic activity generated within Florida for the use of ocean and 
3.8.3     Indirec f Florida’s Ocean Ec my 
 
The data p r tells only part  the story of the Ocea onomy – the resu
of economic activity directly related t  the ocean.  This d t economic activ
generates additional eco
se good
nomic activity, which occurs in par cause ocean-relate
tindustries purcha
because the inco
s and services fr
ed in the ocean
 other industries (ind
industries is spent by
t effects), and par
ployees to purcha
goods and services fr
easure of the total e
 other industries induced).  The multip  estimates provide
m
coastal resources.  Estimates of these effects are show in Table 3.34.  The estimates were 
derived from a detailed analysis of the Ocean Economy industries in each of the coastal 
regions using IMPLAN, a standard and widely used economic impact model.   
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*  Table 3.34:  Contribution of Florida’s Ocean Economy 2003
Sector 
Direct 
Employment 
Indirect and Induced 
Employment 
Total 
Employment 
Construction 3,588 3,085 6,673
Living Resources 4,474 4,752 9,226
Minerals 431 349 780
Ship & Boat Building 9 ,438 711,73 10 22,17
Tourism & Recreation 248,609 95,714 ,323344
Transportation 27,666 65,178 92,844
Total Florida 29 17 ,0236,507 9,525 476
Sector D  Wairect ges
Indire  Indct and uced 
Wages Total Wages 
Construction  134.       12.9           247.8  $        9   $           1   $
Living Resources  $        116.       53.8           270.3  5   $           1   $
Minerals  $          13    57.2      .9   $                   $          71.1
Ship & Boat Building 384.       66.1           650.4   $        2   $           2    $
Tourism & Recreation 896    87.9        $     3, .1   $           2,3    $     6,284.0
Transportation  $     1,216.1   $             1,924.0   $       3,140.1  
Total Florida  $     5,761.7   $             4,901.5   $      10,663.3  
Sector Direct GSP 
Indirect and Induced 
GSP Total GSP 
Construction  $        248.1   $                226.3   $          474.4  
Living Resources  $        426.4   $                351.7   $          778.0  
Minerals  $          28.3   $                  20.2   $            48.5  
Ship & Boat Building  $        516.5   $                341.8   $          858.3  
Tourism & Recreation  $     8,860.6   $             6,488.6   $      15,349.3  
Transportation  $     2,955.2   $             2,799.1   $       5,754.3  
Total Florida  $   13,035.1   $           10,184.3   $      23,219.4  
* Dollars are in millions 
 
The size of the Ocean Economy almost doubles when the estimated multiplier effects are 
included.  Wages and contribution to GSP almost double to $10.7 billion and $23 billion, 
while employment more than doubles to 476,000.  The Ship & Boat Building and 
Transportation sectors have the largest employment multiplier effects, while the Minerals 
sector also has a substantial wage multiplier. 
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t 
 
Table 3.35:  Changes in the Florida Ocean Economy 1990-2003 (Direct) 
3.8.4     Changes in the Florida Ocean Economy 1990-2003 
 
Table 3.35 exhibits the profound changes that the Florida Ocean Economy underwen
between 1990 and 2003. 
Employment Wages GSP 
Sector Change Change %
Change 
(millions) Change % 
Change 
(millions) Change %
Construction -40 -1.1% $0.8 0.6% -$35.9 -12.6%
Living Resources -2,482 -35.7% -$16.9 -12.7% $91.8 27.4%
Minerals -42 -8.9% -$0.6 -4.4% -$4.7 -14.1%
Ship & Boat 
Building -793 -6.3% -$11.3 -2.9% -$50.8 -9.0%
Tourism & 
Recreation 89,024 55.8% $1,617.1 71.0% $4,202.1 90.2%
Transportation -1,685 -5.7% $149.7 14.0% $1,327.0 81.5%
All Ocean Sectors 84,104 39.6% $1,738.7 43.2% $5,529.4 73.7%
 
Only the Tourism & Recreation sector exhibited growth in employment, wages, and GSP 
as shown in Figure 3.28.  Every other sector in the Ocean Economy declined in 
employment, while Transportation was the only other sector that grew in real wages.  
Every sector increased in GSP except Minerals.  The substantial growth in Tourism & 
Recreation represents a significant change toward services-oriented uses and away from 
goods-related uses related to the ocean. 
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Figure 3.28:  Changes in Florida’s Ocean Economy 1990-2003 
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ed, 1990-2003 as indicated in Figure 3.29.  
owever, employment rose at a steady pace until 2000 when it leveled off.  Meanwhile, 
All indicators rose during the period measur
H
GSP kept on an upward path throughout the period.  Wages rose slightly during the 90’s 
but climbed only slightly as of 2000. 
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 Figure 3.29:  Florida’s Ocean Economy 1990-2003 
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conomy was robust during the 13 years reserved, particularly in the 
ustry as well. The 
ther Ocean Economy industries will show only modest growth at best.   
3.9     OCEAN ECONOMY SUMMARY
 
Florida’s Ocean E
Tourism & Recreation and Maritime Transportation sectors.  The other four sectors have 
not faired as well. With its unique natural assets, and its warm climate, Florida’s Ocean 
Economy is expected to see continued robust growth, led by Tourism & Recreation. 
Florida’s ocean-based Tourism & Recreation industries will benefit, particularly over the 
next five years, from the effects of the 2005 hurricanes on the central Gulf of Mexico 
coast.  Marine Transportation will also show growth over the next decade, continuing to 
benefit from the cruise industry and seeing growth in the cargo ind
o
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CTION 
rement of econom coastal areas is critical to understanding how 
nomic change will a al resources (and vi   One key aspect of 
nomic change that has been identified in earlier wo EP is the changing 
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rther inland.  Econo pulation growth in  shore 
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igure 4.1:  Regions for Analysis   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: http://www.eflorida.com/floridasregions/default.asp?level1=3&tn=&bn= 
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sts and ocean 
ontribute to the economy.  The Coastal Economy includes everything from banks and 
 
ilchrist * 
Hamilton * 
adison * 
Manatee # 
Pasco # 
Desoto* 
Glades* 
 
Flagler + 
Nassau + 
Sumter *  
Volusia + 
Martin + 
Miami–Dade + 
Monroe # 
 Beach + 
ucie + 
Table 4.1:  Florida Counties by Regions 
Northwest (16) Tampa Bay (8) Northeast (7) 
Bay # 
Calhoun * 
Escambia # 
Franklin # 
adsden * 
Citrus # 
Hernando # 
Hillsborough # 
Baker * 
Clay * 
Duval + 
G
Gulf # 
Holmes * 
Jackson * 
Jefferson # 
Leon * 
Liberty * 
Okaloosa # 
Santa Rosa # 
Wakulla # 
Walton # 
Washington *
Pinellas # 
Polk * 
Sarasota # 
 
Southwest (3) 
Charlotte # 
Collier # 
Lee # 
 
Heartland (6) 
Putnam * 
St. Johns + 
 
Central / Space Coast (8) 
Brevard + 
Lake * 
Marion * 
Orange * 
Osceola * 
Seminole * 
 
North Central (12) 
Alachua * 
Bradford * 
Columbia * 
ixie # 
Hardee*  
Hendry* 
Highlands* 
Okeechobee* 
 
Southeast (7) 
Broward + 
Indian River + 
D
G
Lafayette * 
evy # 
Palm
St. L
+ Atlantic Coast, # Gulf Coast, * Inland Counties 
 
This chapter represents another perspective on the value that Florida’s coa
Suwannee * 
Taylor # 
Union * 
L
M
c
barber shops to hotels and marinas that happen to be in coastal counties or coastal zip 
codes, in contrast to the Ocean Economy reflecting those six categories of economic 
activities that derive value from the oceans as defined by the NOEP and discussed in the 
last chapter.  Here, the Coastal Economy is measured according to Super-sectors as 
defined by the Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis and the Labor 
Department’s Bureau of Labor Statistics. These Super-sectors reflect most of the 
economic activities that take place in the nation.   
 
 
4.1    THE OUTLOOK FOR FLORIDA’S COASTAL ECONOMY TO 2015 
 
For purposes of the forecast discussed in the first part of this chapter, five of these 
regions where there are both shore-adjacent and non-shore adjacent counties are divided 
into two sub regions.   Thus, this analysis distinguishes thirteen regions.  Five of the eight 
regions defined by Enterprise Florida located in Central and Northern Florida; the shore-
adjacent counties are distinguished from the inland counties to create five additional 
regions.  The three southern Florida regions are either completely shore-adjacent 
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the body of water or northern, southern, or central locations. 
igure 4.2 provides an overview of employment changes in the Coastal Economy.  The 
figure shows employment growth for the Atlantic and Gulf coastal counties versus the 
inland counties. 
 
It subdivides five of these regions where there are both shore-adjacent and non-shore 
adjacent counties into these two sub regions.   Thus, this analysis distinguishes thirteen 
regions.  Five of the eight regions defined by Enterprise Florida located in Central and 
Northern Florida; the shore-adjacent counties are distinguished from the inland counties 
to create five additional regions.  The three southern Florida regions are either completely 
shore-adjacent (Southeast or Southwest) or completely inland (Heartland).  These regions 
can also be aggregated depending on the body of water or northern, southern, or central 
locations. 
 
Figure 4.2 provides an overview of employment changes in the Coastal Economy.  The 
figure shows employment growth for the Atlantic and Gulf coastal counties versus the 
inland counties. 
 
(Southeast or Southwest) or completely inland (Heartland).  These regions can also be 
aggregated depending on 
F
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ur  4.2:  Employment Growth Rates by Coast 2000-2015 
ment fell with the 2001 recession in the three regions, but recovered afterwards.  
005, inland regions, dominated by the Central/Space Coast region and Polk 
 (Inland Tampa Bay), experienced the C
p jec ed to fall off in the latter part of this decade, increasing slightly after 2010.  The 
f Coastal counties show the fastest growth through the forecast period.  
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Figure 4.3:  Population and Employment Change 2000-2015    
 
While projected gains in population are larger than the gains in employment in all areas, 
employment is expected to grow relatively faster than population.  Forecast growth 
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wn in Table 4.1. 
 
 alter the employment picture for this region.  The 
land regions in the north will see a closer balance between employment and 
opulation growth rates. 
• Central Florida regions are expected to have relatively rapid rates of both 
population and employment growth, but emp l 
significantly exceed population gro s in all regions except the Orlando 
 
ida consists of two coastal regions (Southeast and Southwest) and 
one inland region (Heartland).  Employment is expected to g ster than 
 Florida partic  th estern 
ment (primarily from natur rce ining, 
lic adm a large  rat lation.  
This suggests that employment will be increasingly concentrated in the shore-
nties, while an inc ion in nd occurs 
because they are the outer fringes of expanding urban areas.  These trends will put 
rains on transporta onnec inl oastal 
 
Tabl mployment an rowth Rates by Region 2000-2015 
patterns in Florida can be summarized in three areas: northern, central, and southern.  The 
comparison of growth rates is sho
• Northern Florida includes the Northwest, North Central and Northeast regions.  
Employment will grow significantly faster than population in the northeast and 
northwest counties, but the north central region will see a slight decline in 
employment growth (9% or about 1,800) unless the plans for development by the 
St. Joe Company significantly
in
p
 
loyment growth rates wil
wth rate
area (Central/Space Coast Inland).   
• Southern Flor
row fa
e Southwpopulation in Southern  coastal areas, ularly in
region.  On the other hand, the Heartland 
employ
region is expected to see a drop in 
reductions in al resou s and
e in popu
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manufacturing, and pub inistration), but  growth
adjacent cou rease in populat  the inla counties 
additional st tion networks c ting the and and c
regions. 
e 4.2:  Comparing E d Population G
   Region Population Employment 
North Central Coast 17 -9.3%.2%
North Central Inland 16 23.2%.7%
Northeast Coast 16.8% 29.2%
Northeast Inland 25 25.5%.2%
Northwest Coast 25.3% 44.1%
Northern 
14 21.3%Northwest Inland .5%
Central/Space Coast Coastal 24.6% 51.0%
Central/Space Coast Inland 47.1% 50.2%
Tampa Bay Coast 21.5% 44.3%
Central 
Tampa Bay Inland 19.8% 40.2%
Heartland 35.1% -8.5%
Southeast 36.0% 40.7%Southern 
Southwest 19.7% 86.8%
  FLORIDA 26.0% 40.1%
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he substantial diversity in sizes among the Florida regions means analysis of growth 
tes can provide only part of the picture of change.  Figure 4.4 shows the ranking of the 
 in employment, population, and GSP.  
Table 4.2 shows the data used in this figure.  
T
ra
thirteen regions in terms of the absolute growth
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Figure 4.4:  Regions Ranked by Growth (Lowest to Highest) 
 
The Southeast region will provide Florida the largest growth by all three measures, with 
more than 730,000 additional jobs and 1.3 million people by 2015.  On the other hand, 
the North Central Coast and the Heartland regions will have the slowest growth.  
Projections indicate that employment growth will decline in these regions and total 
population will increase by only 39,000 people, which is just 1% of the total population 
change estimated to occur in the state between 2000 and 2015. 
 
Six of the top seven regions in terms of growth on the three variables are all coastal 
regions.  The exception is the Central/Space Coast Inland region around Orlando.  The 
top six coastal regions will add 1.8 million jobs and 3.1 million people by 2015.  On the 
other hand, four of the slowest growing areas are inland; the exception is the North 
Central Coastal region.  The four slowest growing inland regions are forecast to add 
66,000 jobs and 174,000 people. 
 
The importance of the urban centers of Miami (Southeast) Tampa (Tampa Bay), Orlando 
(Central/Space Coast), and Jacksonville (Northeast) is shown by these regions being the 
four highest in GSP growth.  This matches their employment growth, except for the 
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h among the regions in employment 
th in G P growth.     
 
 
:  Forecast Ch mploy ulatio P 200  
northeast region (Jacksonville), which ranks sevent
growth, but four S
Table 4.3 anges in E ment, Pop n, and GS 0-2015
  
Employment 
Change 
(000's) 
Population 
Change 
(000's) 
GSP Ch  ange
($Millions) 
Southeast       1
        
$191       731.518 366.150 ,913  
Tampa Bay Coast         
        
$117,1     524.904 670.003 51  
Central/Space Coast Inla          676 
 
$nd     362. 710.281
         
74,188  
Southwest         
 
$29,7     179.396 395.465
         
88  
Central/Space Coast Coas         
        
$23,8tal      129.006 323.786
  
07  
Northeast Coast         
        
$24,2     115.751 169.632
  
40  
Northwest Coast         
        
$38,8     103.530 207.298
  
38  
Tampa Bay Inland      
        
$10,5          48.649 95.928
  
13  
North Central Inland      095 
 
$          42. 67.452
           
8,854  
Northwest Inland         
 
$4,67       41.520 58.722
           
3  
Northeast Inland      
        
$24,2          18.648 59.041
  
40 
Heartland      
        
$689            5.040 45.239
       
  
North Central Coast         
        
$2,19         0.882 11.612
    
3  
 
For a detailed picture of e row tal a ions, 
 employment and population.  Growth will be more balanced on the 
eastern (Space Coast/Central) side of Central Florida, while the western coastal (Tampa 
Bay) side will show faster growth in employment than population. 
 
 
4.2    NATIONAL AND STATE COMPARISONS 
Because the indicators are derived from a national time series, Florida’s Coastal 
Economy can be compared with other states or estimated as a percent of national or 
regional economy.  During the period 1990 to 2003, as shown in Table 4.4, Florida’s 
mployment g th in the coas nd inland reg see Table 
B.1 in appendix B.   
 
Overall economic growth in Florida will be concentrated in the shore-adjacent counties in 
the northern and southern parts of the state.  The inland areas in the central region will 
show gains in both
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shoreline economy grew at a faster rate than the shoreline economies of California, the 
Gulf States and the nation: 31% employment growth, 48% for wages, and 63% for GSP.  
Florida’s GSP growth during that period was 26% higher than GSP for the national 
shoreline. In all cases but for the combined Gulf states, shoreline economies did not grow 
as rapidly as the entire states or the nation, indicating that the growth rate along the 
shoreline is slower than other areas of the nation and the states. Since Florida’s 
shoreline/Coastal Economy represents a large portion of the Florida economy, the rate of 
growth for both the state and the shoreline counties were within a few percentage points 
of each other. For all areas measured, wages increased more than employment, and GSP 
more than both.   In some cases, such as national and California coastal counties, 
employment increased only slightly at 9% and 5%, respectively in contrast to Florida’s 
31%. 
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Table 4.4:  Coastal Economy Growth 1990-2003 
EMPLOYMENT       Percent  
  1990 2003 Growth  Change 
FL  5,682,989 7,521,606 1,838,617 32.4%
FL Shoreline 4,382,455 5,736,343 1,353,888 30.9%
CA 13,271,449 14,807,657 1,536,208 11.6%
CA Shoreline 9,132,267 9,590,904 458,637 5.0%
Gulf 17,871,881 21,506,036 3,634,155 20.3%
Gulf Shoreline 6,914,585 8,690,391 1,775,806 25.7%
National 108,603,565 127,795,827 19,192,262 17.7%
National Shoreline 41,959,851 45,860,788 3,900,937 9.3%
WAGES       Percent  
($Millions) 1990 2003 Growth  Change 
FL  $162,360.0 $2 941,667. $79,307.8 48.8%
FL Shoreline $128,149.4 $189,195.9 $61,046.5 47.6%
CA $457,768.6 $589,983.3 $132,214.6 28.9%
CA Shoreline $321,896.8 $386,301.6 $64,404.8 20.0%
Gulf $519,185.4 $696,845.5 $177,660.1 34.2%
Gulf Shoreline 88. .6 86 54.6 42.4%$204,4 1 $291,242 $ ,7
National $ 8.63,377,56 $4,5 814,734. $1,137 66.3 ,1 33.7%
National Shoreline $1,438,009.0 $1,795,332.7 $357,323.7 24.8%
GSP       Percent  
($Millions) 1990 2003 Growt  h  Change 
FL  $315,282.3 $520,902.6 $205,620.2 65.2%
FL Shoreline $246,797.8 $402,378.0 $155,580.2 63.0%
CA $966,188.7 $1,352,928.6 $386,739.9 40.0%
CA Shoreline $694,854.9 $916,317.6 $221,462.6 31.9%
Gulf $1,035,436.5 $1,620,570.5 $585,134.0 56.5%
Gulf Shoreline $445,790.1 $704,776.9 $258,986.8 58.1%
National $7,112,492.5 $10,502,586.0 $3,390,093.5 47.7%
National Shoreline $3,015,597.6 $4,148,843.1 $1,133,245.5 37.6%
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Growth Rates of Shoreline Counties and States, 1990-2003
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
*includes Florida Atlantic Shoreline
Employment 32.4% 30.9% 11.6% 5.0% 20.3% 25.7% 17.7% 9.3%
Wages 48.8% 47.6% 28.9% 20.0% 34.2% 42.4% 33.7% 24.8%
GSP 5% 58.1% 47.7% 37.6%
FL FL Shoreline CA
CA 
Shoreline
Gulf 
States
Gulf 
Shoreline* National
US 
Shoreline
65.2% 63.0% 40.0% 31.9% 56.
 
Figure 4.5:  Growth Compared to California, Gulf, and National Totals and 
P with 63% of the population and 
51% of the land. 
4 
Shoreline Counties 1990-2003 
 
When compared to the nation and the Gulf states, Florida’s Coastal Economy, shown in 
Table 4.5, is significant. It accounts for 12.5% of the nation’s coastal/shoreline county 
employment, 10.5% of wages and almost 10% of GSP.  With a little more than 12% of 
the population of all coastal counties, Florida contributes about the same percent of the 
jobs.  Counting both Atlantic and Gulf coasts, Florida’s share of Gulf state (Florida, 
Texas, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana) Coastal Economies is an overwhelming 
66% of employment, 65% of wages and 57% of GS
 
Table 4.5:  Florida Shoreline Contribution to the Gulf and National Coastline 
Compared to California, 2003 
  
National 
Shoreline 
Florida 
Shoreline 
% 
National 
California 
Shoreline 
% 
National 
Employment 45,860,788 5,736,343 12.5% 9,590,904 20.9%
 Wages ($Millions) $1,795,333 $189,196 10.5% $386,302 21.5%
 GSP ($Millions) $4,148,843 $402,378 9.7% $916,318 22.1%
Land Area (sq. mi.) 621,880 29,971 4.8% 33,750 5.4%
Population 105,174,403 13,044,424 12.4% 22,223,768 21.1%
  
Gulf States 
Shoreline* 
Florida 
Shoreline % Gulf   
Employment 8,690,391 5,736,343 66.0%   
 Wages ($Millions) $291,243 $189,196 65.0%   
 GSP ($Millions) $704,777 $402,378 57.1%   
Land Area (sq. mi.) 58,826 29,971 50.9%   
Population 20,696,395 13,044,424 63.0%   
*Includes Florida Atlantic shoreline counties 
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Table eline Gro th wi  Populat on Co pared to alifor ia, Gulf, and Na  
1990-20
 
Na  tional
Coastal 
Cou  nties
Florida 
Sho e relin
Cou  nties
% 
National 
California 
Coastal 
Counties 
% 
National 
Employment 1,005,328 86,897 8.6% 48,549 4.8% 
 Wages $ ,2 4,1 2,967 52,794,524 22,94 42 6.1% 7,423,942,952 11.0% 
 GSP (1990-2003) $  178,880,220,475 11 6,6,194,42 08 6.3% 20,409,257,752 11.4% 
Population 1,009,513 95,897 9.5% 211,298 20.9% 
  Gulf Coastline Florida Shoreline % Gulf   
Employment 268,306 86,897 32.4%   
 Wages $ 4,010 2 31.0%  13,299,51 4,122,942,94
 GSP (1990-200
 
3) $ 39,000,951,852 11,194 8 ,426,60 28.7%   
Population 60388,5  95,897 24.7%   
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T tate Econ ic Gro h 1990-2 03 
  1990 Values 2 e003 Valu s Growth % Change 
Employment ,682 1,6 617 2.45 ,989 7,52 06 1,838, 3 % 
Wages ,028 $2 3,2 $79 646 8.8$162,360 ,590 41,667,86 37 ,307,834, 4 % 
GSP  ,322 $5 6,1 205 311 5.2$315,282 ,805 20,902,55 16 $ ,620,233, 6 % 
 
wly.  Yet, GSP grew rapidly during the entire period (see Figure 4.6).  
 
During the 1990’s according to Figure 4.6, employment grew at a rapid rate, but leveled 
out from 2000-2003. However, historically during the same period, wages grew much 
more slo
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Florida Shoreline Economy 1990-2003
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Figure 4.6:  Florida Shoreline Economy 1990-2003 
 
4.4 REGIONAL COMPARISONS 
This section provides comparisons of several regions of Florida, reflecting the diversity 
of growth and the relative contributions of these regions to Florida’s economy.  Because 
of the size of the economy and the population differences between the Atlantic and Gulf 
coasts of Florida, each of those is represented as a region, with Monroe County included 
as part of the Gulf Coast. The Enterprise Florida (e-Florida com) regions are also 
estimated to allow consistent assessments for those who use those categories.  Finally, 
ast and in the Northwest to a high 
of 37% in the Heartland (See Table 4.10).   Population growth ranged from a low of 25% 
in the Tampa Bay region to a high of 56% growth in the Southwest region (see Tables 
4.10 and 4.11). 
Again, remember the large size of the Southeast region from which growth is occurring 
and the very low baseline in the Heartland area (see Tables 4.10, 4.11, and Figure 4.7). 
The Atlantic Coast contributed almost half of the state’s GSP with the Gulf counties next 
at 31% and Inland at only 23%.  The Heartland region stands out for its low numbers in 
all categories, including GSP dollars per employee.  According to Table 4.8, even the 
inland counties vary greatly in their contributions to the state economy by all indicators, 
although all together their rate of increase indicated in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 may be a 
good sign of growth and more prosperity inland. 
Shoreline and Inland counties are separated to indicate the large differences in size and 
growth rates, shoreline being much larger in every respect and inland growing at a much 
faster pace than shoreline (see Table 4.10 and 4.11).  
Florida’s regions show a diversity of growth during the period 1990-2003.  Employment 
ranged from a low of 26 percent growth in the Southe
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Tabl ulation, 2003 e 4.8:  Region Contributions to State Totals with Pop
  Population Employment Wages GSP 
Region Population 
% of 
State Employed 
% of 
State ($Millions)
% of 
State ($Millions) 
% of 
State 
GSP 
$/employee
STATE 16,999,181 100.0% 7,521,606 100.0% $241,667.9 100.0% $520,902.6 100.0% $69,254
Shore 13,044,424 line 76.7% 5,736,343 76.3% $189,195.9 78.3% $402,378.0 77.2% $70,145
Inland 3,954,757  23.3% 1,785,229 23.7% $52,471.9 21.7% $118,524.6 22.8% $66,392
Gulf Coast 5,244,692 30.9% 2,376,318 31.6% $72,362.5 29.9% $159,925.7 30.7% $67,300
Atlantic Coast 7,799,732 45.9% 3,360,025 44.7% $116,833.5 48.3% $242,452.3 46.5% $72,158
Centr 3,116,154 al 18.3% 1,410,068 18.7% $44,114.6 18.3% $96,109.9 18.5% $68,160
Heartl 238,358 and 1.4% 87,640 1.2% $1,659.9 0.7% $4,342.8 0.8% $49,553
North Central 485,164 2.9% 205,254 2.7% $5,294.8 2.2% $12,614.5 2.4% $61,458
Northeast 1,331,803 7.8% 635,038 8.4% $21,085.2 8.7% $43,400.4 8.3% $68,343
North 1,267,377 west 7.5% 572,914 7.6% $16,275.7 6.7% $37,016.6 7.1% $64,611
South 5,825,737 east 34.3% 2,475,465 32.9% $87,475.6 36.2% $182,839.5 35.1% $73,861
Southwest 931,424 5.5% 355,125 4.7% $11,237.2 4.6% $24,829.3 4.8% $69,917
Tampa Bay 3,803,164 22.4% 1,780,068 23.7% $54,524.9 22.6% $119,749.5 23.0% $67,272
 
 
Tabl ion Contri tate To and Areae 4.9:  Reg butions to S tals with L , 2003  
  Employment Wages GSP Land Area 
Region Employed 
% of 
State ($Millions) 
% of 
State ($Millions) 
% of 
State 
(sq. 
miles) 
% of 
State 
STATE 7,521,606 100.0% $241,667.9 100.0% $520,902.6 100.0% 53,927 100.0%
Shore 5,736,343 line 76.3% $189,195.9 78.3% $402,378.0 77.2% 29,971 55.6%
Inland 1,785,229  23.7% $52,471.9 21.7% $118,524.6 22.8% 23,956 44.4%
Gulf Coast 2,376,318 31.6% $72,362.5 29.9% $159,925.7 30.7% 18,574 34.4%
Atlantic Coast 3,360,025 44.7% $116,833.5 48.3% $242,452.3 46.5% 11,398 21.1%
North 572,914 west 7.6% $16,275.7 6.7% $37,016.6 7.1% 11,304 21.0%
North 205,254  Central 2.7% $5,294.8 2.2% $12,614.5 2.4% 7,855 14.6%
Southeast 2,475,465 32.9% $87,475.6 36.2% $182,839.5 35.1% 7,754 14.4%
Central 1,410,068 18.7% $44,114.6 18.3% $96,109.9 18.5% 7,737 14.3%
Tampa Bay 1,780,068  23.7% $54,524.9 22.6% $119,749.5 23.0% 6,325 11.7%
Heartl 87,640 and 1.2% $1,659.9 0.7% $4,342.8 0.8% 5,003 9.3%
Northeast 635,038 8.4% $21,085.2 8.7% $43,400.4 8.3% 4,427 8.2%
Southwest 355,125 4.7% $11,237.2 4.6% $24,829.3 4.8% 3,523 6.5%
The large differences ions ar epicted i .7, showing 
of the sho ibution e.  The ibutions of 
gion are ev lays a l  c s of the Atlan
ible size of the Heartland and tral areas rly indicated
.  Tampa Bay also seems to be ntributor d the Southe
 among reg e strongly d n Figure 4 the 
enormity reline contr  to the stat large contr the 
Southeast re idence it p arge role in the high ontribution tic 
region. 
The neglig North Cen is also clea  in 
Figure 4.7  a large co close behin ast 
region.  
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Figure 4.7:  Regiona s to S ls, 2003 
e relati tions of the shoreline counties a’s econo
emography are disproportionately large, growth rates along the shore relative to overall 
rate of inland county growth, beginning at a much smaller base, is 
uch higher overall than the shoreline county growth by as much as 10%, as in the case 
of GSP (see Tables 4.10 and 4.11).   
Across the board among regions there was a general trend of increasing economic and 
demographic values from 1990-2003.  Along the shore, population and employment kept 
pace with each other during this period, increasing by about 30% each.  The same 
balance between population and employment is indicated for inland counties as well as 
the entire State of Florida (see Tables 4.10 and 4.11). 
l Contribution tate Tota
Although th ve contribu to Florid my and 
d
state growth are actually slightly lower. Between 1990 and 2003 Florida’s total 
population and employment increased by 32%, wages by 49%, and GSP by 65%, while 
the shoreline counties grew 31%, 30%, 48% and 63% respectively, just slightly lower 
(see Table 4.8).  The 
m
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Table 4.10:  Regional Economic Growth 1990-2003 
  Employment Percent 
Region 1990 2003  Change  Change 
STATE 5,682,989 7,521,606 1,838,617 32.4%
Shoreline 4,382,455 5,736,343 1,353,888 30.9%
Inland 1,300,506 1,785,229 484,723 37.3%
Gulf Coast 1,705,127 2,376,318 671,191 39.4%
Atlantic Coast 2,677,328 3,360,025 682,697 25.5%
Southeast 1,961,346 2,475,465 514,119 26.2%
Tampa Bay 1,291,730 1,780,068 488,338 37.8%
Central 1,017,519 1,410,068 392,549 38.6%
Southwest 233,309 355,125 121,816 52.2%
Northeast 497,929 635,038 137,109 27.5%
Northwest 454,068 572,914 118,846 26.2%
North Central 158,531 205,254 46,723 29.5%
Heartland 68,529 87,640 19,111 27.9%
  Wages ($Millions) Percent 
Region 1990 2003 Change  Change 
STATE $162,360.0 $241,667.9 $79,307.8 48.8%
Shoreline $128,149.4 $189,195.9 $61,046.5 47.6%
Inland $34,210.6 $52,471.9 $18,261.4 53.4%
Gulf Coast $45,830.2 $72,362.5 $26,532.2 57.9%
Atlantic Coast $82,319.2 $116,833.5 $34,514.3 41.9%
Southeast $61,302.1 $87,475.6 $26,173.5 42.7%
Tampa Bay $35,265.0 $54,524.9 $19,259.9 54.6%
Central $28,543.5 $44,114.6 $15,571.2 54.6%
Northeast $14,597.9 $21,085.2 $6,487.3 44.4%
Southwest $5,993.8 $11,237.2 $5,243.4 87.5%
Northwest $11,599.6 $16,275.7 $4,676.0 40.3%
North Central $3,893.8 $5,294.8 $1,401.0 36.0%
Heartland $1,164.3 $1,659.9 $495.6 42.6%
  GSP ($Millions) Percent 
Region 1990 2003 Change  Change 
STATE $315,282.3 $520,902.6 $205,620.2 65.2%
Shoreline $246,797.8 $402,378.0 $155,580.2 63.0%
Inland $68,484.5 $118,524.6 $50,040.0 73.1%
Gulf Coast $93,793.6 $159,925.7 $66,132.1 70.5%
Atlantic Coast $153,004.2 $242,452.3 $89,448.1 58.5%
Southeast $114,391.4 $182,839.5 $68,448.1 59.8%
Tampa Bay $71,523.8 $119,749.5 $48,225.7 67.4%
Central $53,689.6 $96,109.9 $42,420.3 79.0%
Northwest $23,533.4 $37,016.6 $13,483.3 57.3%
Northeast $27,103.3 $43,400.4 $16,297.1 60.1%
Southwest $13,742.2 $24,829.3 $11,087.1 80.7%
North Central $8,278.8 $12,614.5 $4,335.8 52.4%
Heartland $3,019.9 $4,342.8 $1,322.9 43.8%
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Table 4.11:  Regional Growth in Population 1990-2003 
  Population Percent 
Region 1990 2003 Change  Change 
STATE 12,938,071 16,999,181 4,061,110 31.39%
Shoreline 10,066,343 13,044,424 2,978,081 29.58%
Inland 2,871,728 3,954,757 1,083,029 37.71%
Gulf Coast 4,069,679 5,244,692 1,175,013 28.87%
Atlantic Coast 5,996,664 7,799,732 1,803,068 30.07%
Southwest 598,187 931,424 333,237 55.71%
Central 2,220,971 3,116,154 895,183 40.31%
Heartland 174,787 238,358 63,571 36.37%
Northeast 1,018,984 1,331,803 312,819 30.70%
Southeast 4,475,531 5,825,737 1,350,206 30.17%
North Central 380,108 485,164 105,056 27.64%
Northwest 1,013,166 1,267,377 254,211 25.09%
Tampa Bay 3,056,337 3,803,164 746,827 24.44%
 
The growth rates of the major regions are clearly indicated in Figure 4.8 where inland 
county growth is the highest.  Employment and population appear to be about the same in 
all regions but the Gulf Coast where population growth is almost 10% higher than 
employment growth. 
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Figure 4.8:  Regional Economic and Population Growth Rates 1990-2003 
 
Shoreline growth during this period, shown in Figure 4.8, was slightly lower than state-
wide growth with inland counties growing at a significantly higher rate than either. 
Figure 4.8 shows population growth for shoreline counties during this period at less than 
30% while inland population grew at almost 38%.  This should dispel some of the myth 
that everyone is moving to the shore. The difference in growth rates might be a result of a 
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In 2003, the three counties with
th  
a .9). These three counties were all shoreline counties, two of them in the Southeast,  
Miami-Dade and  Broward, and one in the Tampa Bay Region:, Hillsborough.  Miami-
Dade, the top county, contributed approximately 15% to Florida’s economy with 14% of 
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Table 4.12: County Comparisons of Economic Indicators and Population 
  Population Employment Wages GSP 
County Population % State Employed % State ($Millions) % State ($Millions) % of State GSP $/employee
STATE 16,999,181 100.00% 7,521,606 100.00% $241,667.9 100.00% $520,902.6 100.00% $69,254
Alachua 221,717 1.30% 125,902 1.67% $3,481.1 1.44% $8,207.5 1.58% $65,190
Baker  0.14% 0.09% $15 $398.5 0.0 $58,56623,435 6,804 1.5 0.06% 8%
Bay 88 1% 72, .1 5% .1 93% 154, 8 0.9 448 0.96% $2,059  0.8 $4,835 0. $66,740
Bradford 26,969 0.16 0.1 $50,% 7,876 0% $189.1 0.08% $394.8 0.08% 130
Brevard 505,756 2.98% 198,907 2.64% $6,875.8 2.85% $ .512,894 2.48% $64,827
Broward 1,728,916 10.17% 706,774 9.40% $25,116.5 10.39% $ .952,896 10.15% $74,843
Calhoun 12,987 0.08% 3,502 0.05% $70.2 0.03% $197.7 0.04% $56,451
Charlotte 152,810 0.90% 39,296 0.52% $1,245.5 0.52% $2,636.6 0.51% $67,097
Citrus 5% 32, 0.4 .0 % $70, 126,678 0.7 440 3% $816.9 0.34% $2,277 0.44 190
Clay 2% 40, 0.5 .6 % $62, 156,995 0.9 313 4% $1,019.6 0.42% $2,537 0.49 948
Collier 8% 22,19 1.6 $3,973.6 1.64% .6 % $67, 286,125 1.6 1 3 2% $8,263 1.59 628
Columb 5% 21,8 0.2 .9 % $58,ia 60,281 0.3 03 9% $526.9 0.22% $1,282 0.25 841
DeSoto 33,972 0.20% 11,835 0.16% $220.4 0.09% $652.3 0.13% $55,118
Dixie 13,967 0.08% 2,874 0.04% $59.0 0.02% $146.1 0.03% $50,848
Duval 812,321 4.78% 482,575 6.42% $17,073.7 7.06% $33,639.3 6.46% $69,708
Escambia 297,035 1.75% 144,629 1.92% $4,115.0 1.70% $8,922.9 1.71% $61,695
Flagler 7% 15,8 0.2  .1 % $84, 62,696 0.3 61 1% $412.4 0.17% $1,334 0.26 112
Franklin 6% 3,60 0.0  .1 % $87, 10,090 0.0 7 5% $77.0 0.03% $316 0.06 622
Gadsden 7% 16, 0.2 .3 % $59, 45,255 0.2 936 3% $374.5 0.15% $1,013 0.19 832
Gilchrist 9% 3, 0.0 .8 % $50, 15,628 0.0 609 5% $68.0 0.03% $181 0.03 377
Glades 11,010 0.06% 1,708 0.02% $35.8 0.01% $77.2 0.01% $45,209
Gulf 13,580 0.08% 4,105 0.05% $100.8 0.04% $318.7 0.06% $77,635
Hamilton 14,009 0.08% 4,225 0.06% $110.6 0.05% $226.2 0.04% $53,540
Hardee 27,657 0.16% 10,447 0.14% $183.1 0.08% $458.6 0.09% $43,901
Hendry  0.22% 17,51 0.2  0.13% .0 % $48, 37,130 3 3% $318.5 $854 0.16 765
Hernando 4% 36,81 0.4 $888.8 0.37% .6 % $58, 143,514 0.8 7 9% $2,165 0.42 822
Highland 4% 33,65 0.4 $652.2 .0 % $49,s 91,052 0.5 5 5% 0.27% $1,672 0.32 681
Hillsborou 1 1% 64,9 8.84 $2  $ .7 % $68,gh ,073,450 6.3 6 58 % 2,181.5 9.18% 45,765 8.79 825
Holmes 19,028 0.11% 4,224 0.06% $74.1 0.03% $195.0 0.04% $46,157
Indian River 120,246 0.71% 47,827 0.64% $1,407.2 0.58% $3,191.2 0.61% $66,725
Jackson 46,865 0.28% 16,407 0.22% $362.8 0.15% $931.3 0.18% $56,760
Jefferson 14,073 0.08% 3,739 0.05% $72.5 0.03% $211.9 0.04% $56,673
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Table 4.12:  County Contributions to State Totals in 2003 (continued) 
  Population Employment Wages GSP 
County Population % State Employed % State ($Millions) % State ($Millions) % of State GSP $/employee
Lafayette 1,539 0.  $41,75 7,338 0.04% 02% $38.4 0.02% $64.3 0.01% 2
Lake 8,52 1.04% $  $5, $65,383 246,844 1.45% 7 9 1,987.0 0.82% 134.5 0.99%
Lee 3,6 .57% $  $13, 34 492,489 2.90% 19 36 2 6,018.1 2.49% 929.0 2.67% $71,9
Leon 4,9 .93% $  $9, 34 242,099 1.42% 14 24 1 4,539.5 1.88% 483.0 1.82% $65,4
Levy 36,358 0.21% 9,777 0.13% $194.8 0.08% $540.1 0.10% $55,245
Liberty 7,320 0.04% 2,333 0.03% $56.3 0.02% $127.9 0.02% $54,807
Madison 18,791 0.11% 6,604 0.09% $116.4 0.05% $352.3 0.07% $53,345
Manatee 287,569 1.69% 130,062 1.73% $3,508.6 1.45% $7,851.4 1.51% $60,367
Marion 2,4 1.23% $  $5, 68 281,152 1.65% 9 41 2,452.1 1.01% 830.0 1.12% $63,0
Martin 3,85 0.72% $1  $3, 96 134,999 0.79% 5 9 ,662.7 0.69% 489.9 0.67% $64,7
Miami-  0,34 13.57% $76, 16Dade 2,336,140 13.74% 1,02 5 $36,693.2 15.18% 542.6 14.69% $75,0
Monroe 2,40 0.56% 68 79,010 0.46% 4 3 $1,146.1 0.47% $2,631.9 0.51% $62,0
Nassau 61,632 0.36% 18,704 0.25% $527.0 0.22% $1,168.1 0.22% $62,453
Okaloosa 177,838 1.05% 97,209 1.29% $2,954.5 1.22% $6,715.3 1.29% $69,081
Okeechobee 37,537 0.22% 12,482 0.17% $250.0 0.10% $628.6 0.12% $50,358
Orange 964,073 5.67% 647,275 8.61% $21,594.3 8.94% $45,524.8 8.74% $70,333
Osceola 1,0 0.81% $4, 96 205,993 1.21% 6 80 $1,573.9 0.65% 397.5 0.84% $71,9
Palm Bea  0,7 .19% $39, 34ch 1,212,395 7.13% 54 41 7 $19,703.5 8.15% 817.1 7.64% $73,6
Pasco 9,5 1.19% $5, 81 388,224 2.28% 8 95 $2,248.3 0.93% 750.3 1.10% $64,1
Pinellas 6,1 .20% 1 $32, 16 925,997 .45%5 46 90 6 $ 4,494.9 6.00% 267.8 6.19% $69,2
Polk 510,841 3.01% 198,931 2.64% $5,634.8 2.33% $13,121.4 2.52% $65,959
Putnam 71,775 0.42% 22,239 0.30% $548.2 0.23% $1,336.2 0.26% $60,084
Santa Rosa 132,266 0.78% 31,712 0.42% $820.1 0.34% $1,934.4 0.37% $61,000
Sarasota 346,891 2.04% 161,075 2.14% $4,751.1 1.97% $10,550.3 2.03% $65,499
Seminole 7,0 .09% $  $11, 07 385,395 2.27% 15 17 2 5,064.2 2.10% 290.7 2.17% $71,9
St. Johns  8,5 0.65% $  $ 27 142,949 0.84% 4 42 1,352.8 0.56% 2,986.7 0.57% $61,5
St. Lucie  3,51 0.84% $  $ 25214,031 1.26% 6 6 1,746.5 0.72% 4,269.8 0.82% $67,2
Sumter 2,44 0.17% 54 59,290 0.35% 1 5 $305.1 0.13% $815.8 0.16% $65,5
Suwannee 36,783 0.22% 11,652 0.15% $220.8 0.09% $692.4 0.13% $59,423
Taylor 19,380 0.11% 7,241 0.10% $181.3 0.08% $429.6 0.08% $59,331
Union 13,943 0.08% 2,152 0.03% $108.3 0.04% $96.4 0.02% $44,807
Volusia 467,651 2.75% 162,374 2.16% $4,262.2 1.76% $10,222.0 1.96% $62,954
Wa 4,717 0.06% $ 61kulla 26,072 0.15% $115.9 0.05% 312.1 0.06% $66,1
Walton 5,59 0.21% $  $ 0 9946,388 0.27% 1 5 339.2 0.14% 1,154.0 .22% $73,9
Washingto 6,827 0.09% $  0 77n 21,593 0.13% 144.4 0.06% $348.0 .07% $50,9
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Table 4.13:  County Growth Rates for all Indicators 1990-2003 
Population Employment Wa  ges ($Millions) GSP ($Millions) 
County 1990 2003 % Change 1990 2003 % Change 1990 2003 % Change 1990 2003 % ange  Ch
Florida State 12,938,071 16,999,181 31.4% 5,682,989 7,521,606 32.4% $162,3  60.0 $241,667.9 48.8% $315,282.3 $520,902.6 65.2% 
Alachua 181,596 221,717 22.1% 97,851 125,902 28.7 ,5 ,4 4.3% % $2 02.4 $3 81.1 39.1% $5,320.3 $8,207.5 5
Baker 18,486 23,435 26.8% 4,025 6,804 69.0 .2% % $108.5 $151.5 39.6% $197.1 $398.5 102
Bay 126,994 154,888 22.0% 59,396 72,448 22.0 ,4 ,0 5.6% % $1 22.9 $2 59.1 44.7% $2,920.0 $4,835.1 6
Bradford 22,515 26,969 19.8% 5,968 7,876 32.0 5.5% % $128.0 $189.1 47.8% $271.4 $394.8 4
Brevard 398,978 505,756 26.8% 171,646 198,907 15.9% $5,4  29.5 $6,875.8 26.6% $9,115.2 $12,894.5 41.5% 
Broward 1,255,531 1,728,916 37.7% 520,769 706,774 35.7% $15,9  95.4 $25,116.5 57.0% $29,606.1 $52,896.9 78.7% 
Calhoun 11,011 12,987 17.9% 2,999 3,502 16.8% $58.8 $70.2 19.5% $147.0 $197.7 34.5% 
Charlotte 110,975 152,810 37.7% 29,038 39,296 35.3% $687.6 $1,245.5 81.1% $1,667.9 $2,636.6 58.1% 
Citrus 93,513 126,678 35.5% 21,894 32,440 48.2 3.0% % $553.7 $816.9 47.5% $1,316.3 $2,277.0 7
Clay 105,986 156,995 48.1% 27,983 40,313 44.1 5.3% % $638.9 $1,019.6 59.6% $1,447.5 $2,537.6 7
Collier 152,099 286,125 88.1% 73,329 122,193 66.6 ,8 ,973.6 1 2.3% % $1 88.4 $3 10.4% $4,084.5 $8,263.6 10
Columbia 42,613 60,281 41.5% 14,323 21,803 52.2 .8% % $330.9 $526.9 59.2% $738.0 $1,282.9 73
DeSoto 23,865 33,972 42.4% 10,161 11,835 16.5% $163.4 $220.4 34.8% $471.9 $652.3 38.2% 
Dixie 10,585 13,967 32.0% 2,569 2,874 11.9% $59.4 $59.0 -0.7% $114.3 $146.1 27.8% 
Duval 672,971 812,321 20.7% 399,072 482,575 20.9% $12,226.9 $17,073.7 39.6% $21,739.6 $33,639.3 54.7% 
Escambia 262,798 297,035 13.0% 124,867 144,629 15.8% $3,424.0 $4,115.0 20.2% $6,805.7 $8,922.9 31.1% 
Flagler 28,701 62,696 118.4% 7,695 15,861 106.1 131 91.9% % $178.5 $412.4 .0% $695.1 $1,334.1
Franklin 8,967 10,090 12.5% 2,100 3,607 71.8 73 183.4% % $44.5 $77.0 .2% $111.5 $316.1
Gadsden 41,116 45,255 10.1% 15,893 16,936 6.6 19 19.5% % $313.3 $374.5 .5% $847.6 $1,013.3
Gilchrist 9,667 15,628 61.7% 2,393 3,609 50.8 67 83.1% % $40.7 $68.0 .2% $99.3 $181.8
Glades 7,591 11,010 45.0% 1,030 1,708 65.8% $25.7 $35.8 39.1% $39.6 $77.2 94.8% 
Gulf 11,504 13,580 18.0% 3,501 4,105 17.3% $102.6 $100.8 -1.7% $236.6 $318.7 34.7% 
Hamilton 10,930 14,009 28.2% 4,941 4,225 -14.5% $151.7 $110.6 -27.1% $242.1 $226.2 -6.6% 
Hardee 19,499 27,657 41.8% 10,273 10,447 1.7% $128.9 $183.1 42.0% $367.4 $458.6 24.8% 
Hendry 25,773 37,130 44.1% 13,911 17,513 25.9 $225.4 $318.5 41 37.1% % .3% $622.9 $854.0
Hernando 101,115 143,514 41.9% 21,481 36,817 71.4 $491.1 $888.8 81 118.0% % .0% $993.6 $2,165.6
Highlands 68,432 91,052 33.1% 23,909 33,655 40.8% $446.0 $652.2 46 52.3% .2% $1,097.6 $1,672.0
Hillsborough 834,054 1,073,450 28.7% 464,864 664,958 43.0% ,433.5 $22,181.5 65 70.5% $13 .1% $26,847.1 $45,765.7
Holmes 15,778 19,028 20.6% 3,824 4,224 10.5% $62.0 $74.1 19.5% $152.6 $195.0 27.7% 
Indian River 90,208 120,246 33.3% 36,387 47,827 31.4% $952.9 $1,407.2 47.7% $2,130.6 $3,191.2 49.8% 
Jackson 41,375 46,865 13.3% 14,513 16,407 13.1% $304.2 $362.8 19.3% $713.0 $931.3 30.6% 
Jefferson 11,296 14,073 24.6% 3,586 3,739 4.3% $58.3 $72.5 24.2% $164.4 $211.9 28.9% 
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Table 4.13:  County Growth Rates for all Indicators 1990-2003 (continued) 
  Population Em ment ploy Wages  ($Millions) GSP  ($Millions)
County 1990 2003 % Change 1990 2003 % Change 1990 2003 % Change 1990 2003 % Change 
Lafayette 5,578 ,338 3 $ 6 102.8% 7  31.6% 1,044 1,5 9 47.4% 22.7 $38.4 68.9% $31.7 $ 4.3
Lake 152,1 ,844 3 2 ,0 3 92.5% 04 246  62.3% 48,93 78,5 9 60.5% $1 86.9 $1,987.0 82.8% $2,666.6 $5,1 4.5
Lee 335,1 ,489 47.0% 130,942 ,4 74.3% 13 492 193,636 47.9% $3 17.9 $6,018.1 76.1% $7,989.8 $13,929.0
Leon 192,4 ,099 25.8% 11 ,0 8 57.2% 93 242 2,877 144,924 28.4% $3 94.0 $4,539.5 46.7% $6,034.2 $9,4 3.0
Levy 25,912 36,358 40.3% 6,274 9,777 55.8% $115.4 $194.8 68.8% $303.6 $540.1 77.9% 
Liberty 5,569 7,320 31.4% 1,653 2,333 41.1% $32.7 $56.3 72.0% $81.1 $127.9 57.7% 
Madison 16,569 18,791 13.4% 5,483 6,604 20.4% $102.6 $116.4 13.5% $278.1 $352.3 26.7% 
Manatee 211,707 287,569 35.8% 77,783 130,062 67.2% $1,914.8 $3,508.6 83.2% $4,699.9 $7,851.4 67.1% 
Marion 194,8 ,152 4 ,5 3 67.6% 35 281  44.3% 67,089 92,4 1 37.8% $1 47.1 $2,452.1 58.5% $3,478.5 $5,8 0.0
Martin 100,9 ,99 5 ,1 $3,48 61.7% 00 134 9 33.8% 38,768 53,8 9 38.9% $1 34.7 $1,662.7 46.5% $2,158.5 9.9
Miami-Dade 1,937,1 ,14 ,0 $76,54 40.1% 94 2,336 0 20.6% 905,162 1,020,345 12.7% $29 01.1 $36,693.2 26.5% $54,638.2 2.6
Monroe 78,024 ,010 1.3% 0 8 $2,63 70.4% 79 33,548 42,4 3 26.4% $ 64.5 $1,146.1 32.6% $1,544.6 1.9
Nassau 43,941 61,632 40.3% 13,556 18,704 38.0% $362.3 $527.0 45.5% $721.9 $1,168.1 61.8% 
Okaloosa 143,777 177,838 23.7% 71,803 97,209 35.4% $1,841.0 $2,954.5 60.5% $3,543.9 $6,715.3 89.5% 
Okeechobee 29,627 37,537 26.7% 9,245 12,482 35.0% $174.9 $250.0 43.0% $420.5 $628.6 49.5% 
Orange 677,491 964,073 42.3% 461,422 647,275 40.3% $13,877.7 $21,594.3 55.6% $24,712.3 $45,524.8 84.2% 
Osceola 107,7 ,993 91.2% 3 8 8 $4,39 123.6% 28 205 8,330 61,0 0 59.4% $ 69.9 $1,573.9 80.9% $1,966.8 7.5
Palm Beach 863,5 ,395 ,1 $39,81 84.7% 03 1,212 40.4% 377,141 540,741 43.4% $12 56.5 $19,703.5 62.1% $21,560.7 7.1
Pasco 281,1 ,22 9 ,4 $5,750.3 76.4% 31 388 4 38.1% 67,335 89,5 5 33.1% $1 70.5 $2,248.3 52.9% $3,260.6
Pinellas 851,6 ,997 8.7% 358,31 ,9 $32,267.8 61.7% 59 925 9 466,190 30.1% $9 74.2 $14,494.9 45.3% $19,960.6
Polk 405,382 510,841 26.0% 166,831 198,931 19.2% $4,289.1 $5,634.8 31.4% $9,160.3 $13,121.4 43.2% 
Putnam 65,070 71,775 10.3% 17,028 22,239 30.6% $418.7 $548.2 30.9% $903.2 $1,336.2 47.9% 
Santa Rosa 81,608 132,266 62.1% 21,264 31,712 49.1% $519.5 $820.1 57.9% $975.1 $1,934.4 98.4% 
Sarasota 277,776 346,891 24.9% 113,223 161,075 42.3% $3,138.1 $4,751.1 51.4% $5,285.3 $10,550.3 99.6% 
Seminole 287,52 ,395 3,847 157,01 ,5 $11,290.7 130.6% 1 385  34.0% 9 7 67.3% $2 70.0 $5,064.2 97.0% $4,896.3
St. Johns 83,829 ,949 70.5% 48,54 6 $2,986.7 113.5% 142 28,570 2 69.9% $ 64.1 $1,352.8 103.7% $1,398.8
St. Lucie 150,171 ,031 42.5% 4 63,51 ,1 $4,269.8 55.1% 214 9,571 6 28.1% $1 96.9 $1,746.5 45.9% $2,752.7
Sumter 31,577 ,290 12,44 1 $815.8 122.1% 59  87.8% 7,261 5 71.4% $ 41.9 $305.1 115.0% $367.3
Suwannee 26,780 36,783 37.4% 8,780 11,652 32.7% $165.3 $220.8 33.6% $421.4 $692.4 64.3% 
Taylor 17,111 19,380 13.3% 6,952 7,241 4.2% $185.8 $181.3 -2.4% $374.2 $429.6 14.8% 
Union 10,252 13,943 36.0% 1,953 2,152 10.2% $88.9 $108.3 21.8% $84.4 $96.4 14.3% 
Volusia 370,737 467,651 26.1% 128,991 162,374 25.9% $3,020.4 $4,262.2 41.1% $6,486.6 $10,222.0 57.6% 
Wakulla 14,202 ,072 4,71 $62. $312.1 140.1% 26  83.6% 2,750 7 71.5% 8 $115.9 84.4% $130.0
Walton 27,759 ,388 67.1% 8,309 15,59 159. $1,154.0 148.8% 46 5 87.7% $ 7 $339.2 112.4% $463.9
Washington 16,919 ,593 27.6% 6,827 $99. $348.0 68.3%  21 4,733 44.2% 2 $144.4 45.5% $206.8
 
                                                                                 
  
.6      COASTAL ECONOMY SUMMARY 
While s counties only m  of the land, they contributed around 75% to 
the Coastal Economy in 2003.  In addition, the Southeast region (which is made up 
entirely of shoreline counties) accounts for only 14.5% of the land, but contributed 
around 35% to the Coastal Economy.  However, although shoreline counties contribute 
more to the Coastal Economy, inland are grow re extensively in both 
opulation and value. Perhaps the most telling observation in Table 4.8 is the 
unties are not only Florida’s largest asset, 
ut may also be the state’s greatest economic risk.  
 
4 ES 
 
N tabase and website.  <http://ww Economic
ureau of Labor Statistics. <http://stats.bls.gov/ > 
e Population for Counties: April 1, 
4
 
horeline ake up 56%
 counties ing mo
p
vulnerability of Florida’s economy to natural coastal hazards.  With 77% of the state’s 
population, employees and GSP exposed to hurricanes, storm surges and often 
accompanying tornadoes, Florida shoreline co
b
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5.1  N 
W ic in ure i in Florida, it  
im now t at gr e urs.  This chapter on 
p  hous r d st  pective.  Some  
s nia h een n ment and housing in 
coastal areas, resulting in inflated housing prices due to shortages in affordable housing.  
F  situation quite different.  While housing and population changed 
significantly between 1990 and 2004 in Florida,2 w e state kept pace with 
the economy, although shoreline counties show a o
growth by about 4% (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3 for housing and population balance).  
However, that does not mean that there was unif n balance.  Rather, it does 
say that the econom pulation and housing growth kept paces relatively 
well with each other te. Florid p increased 34%  
housing not far behind at 31%, as shown in Table 5.1.  During this time, population and 
h eased at g te of 2.2 .8 vely. 
 
S o economic growth, inland counties grew faster than shoreline counties with 
inland population growing 42%, versus Shoreline at about 32%, as shown by Table 5.1.  
H density fo o ion and hous o
c ed to inland. dicate large cities, however, which are characteristic 
of the highest popu rida.  Ag r en space an  
availability becomes  figures ar r mic growt
 
Table 5.1:  Florida Regional P n ing 199
 
 
T rity, 77%, d ulation lived in shoreline counties in 2004; 46% 
along the Atlantic Coast; and 31% along the Gulf Coast.  The remaining 33% lived 
w  inland coun n in Table
 
                                                
Chapter 5     Population and Housing  
   INTRODUCTIO
 
hile econom dicators p
 the contex
rovide a pict of econom c health 
cline occ
 is also
portant to k
 and
 in which th owth or d
opulation
uch as Ca
ing patte
ave an im
ns, growth an
balance betw
atus gives
 populatio
that pers
, emplo
 states
lifor y
lorida’s appears 
1 the gro th in th
 lag of h using compared to population 
ormity i  this 
ic growth and po
 generally in the sta a’s total opulation , with
ousing incr  an avera e annual ra % and 1 % respecti
imilar t
owever, r both p pulat ing alm st triple in shoreline counties 
ompar   Density can in
lated areas of Flo ain dive sity of op d land
 clearer when these e compa ed with econo h. 
opulatio  and Hous 0-2004 
he majo of Flori a’s pop
ithin the ty region, as show  5.2.   
 
21 n figures in C r nd therefore smaller tha reported in Chapter 
earlier year was used in C o mpariso SP unavailable from th
federal government for 2004 to date. 
 Populatio hapter 4 a e for 2003 a n those 5.  The 
hapter 4 f r purposes of co n with G  values, e 
Population Housing 
Region 
1990 
Population 
1990 
Density 
2004 
Population 
2004 
Density
Population 
Growth 
1990 
Housing 
1990 
Density 
2004 
Housing 
2004 
Density
Housing 
Growth 
Shorelin 10 336 1 32.3% 9 163 6,285,851 10 28.6%e ,066,343 3,320,811 444 4,88 ,752  2
Inland 2 20 4 41.5% 0 51 1,723,576 72 ,871,728 1 ,064,619 170 1,21 ,510 42.4%
Atlantic 5 526 7  32.5% 7 3,584,174 14 ,996,664 ,947,569 697 2,83 ,562 249  3 26.3%
Gulf 4 219 5 32.0% 2 110 2,701,677 45 31.6%,069,679 ,373,242 289 2,05 ,190  1
Florida 12 240 17 34.4% 6,100,26 13 8,009,427 49 ,938,071 ,385,430 322 2.00 1  1 31.3%
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Table 5.2:  Distribution of Florida’s Population, 2004  
Region Population Percent 
Florida Shoreline 13,320,811 76.6% 
Inland 4,064,619 23.4% 
Atlantic 7,947,569 45.7% 
Gulf 5,373,242 30.9% 
 
T rity, 79%, o a g was in s e n 2004; 46%  
the Atlantic Coast, and 31% along the Gulf Coast e ing 33% were within the 
inland county region, as shown in Table 5.3.   
 
T   Distribut l ousing, 20
he majo f Florid ’s housin horelin  counties i  along
.  The r main
able 5.3: ion of F orida’s H 04 
Region Housing Percent 
Florida Shoreline 6,285,851 78.5% 
Inland 1,723,576  21.5%
Atlantic 3,584,174 44.7% 
Gulf 2,701,677 33.7% 
 
 
5 ULATION A COUNTY
 
Many counties in Florida are able to continue f  g population.  
growth between 1990 and 2004, low densities in 2004, and large land area within a single 
c dicate that fut kely, particula  i as as indicated. 
 
he shoreline region. 
Thirteen counties in Florida grew by 50% or more between 1990 and 2004, two of which 
more than doubled in size (Flagler, Osceola).  Monroe County experienced virtually no 
growth at all (see Table 5.4 and Table 5.5). All shoreline counties are shown in bold. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.2     POP ND HOUSING BY  
ostering a growin  High
ounty in ure growth is li rly in nland are
The five most populous and five most densely populated counties (Miami-Dade, 
Broward, Palm Beach, Hillsborough, Orange, Pinellas, and Seminole) were not among 
the top 18 counties with the fastest growing populations in Florida, 1990 through 2004.  
Hence, the largest counties were no longer the fastest growing (see Table 5.4 and Table 
5.5).  
 
Between 1990 and 2004, six of the ten fastest growing counties were shoreline counties.  
While Florida’s overall growth rate was slowing up to 2004, and the inland region 
experienced the most growth of the three regions, the fastest growing counties were 
cated in tlo
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Table 5.4:  Florida Counties Population and Growth 1990-2004 
Rank County 
1990 
Population County 
2004 
Population County 
1990 - 2004 
Population 
Growth Rank
1 Mi   Mi  Flagler %ami-Dade 1,937,194 ami-Dade 2,358,714 140.5 1 
2 Broward 1,25 1,755,531 Broward 3,000 Osceola 104.3% 2 
3 Palm Beach 86 ch 1,243,503 Palm Bea 4,189 Collier 95.1% 3 
4 Pinellas 851 gh 1,10,659 Hillsborou 0,333 Sumter 91.8% 4 
5 Hillsborough 834 98  5 ,054 Orange 9,873 Wakulla 90.6%
6 Orange 677  92  ,491 Pinellas 7,498 St. Johns 82.2% 6 
7 Duval 672 81,971 Duval 9,623 Walton 74.2% 7 
8 Polk 405,382 52Polk 4,286 Lake 72.1% 8 
9 Brevard 398 ard 518,812  Rosa ,978 Brev Santa 69.2% 9 
10 Volusia 370 514  ,737 Lee ,923 Gilchrist 64.7% 10
11 Lee 335 478,113 Volusia ,951 Clay 55.1% 11 
12 Seminole 287 408,521 Pasco ,046 Lee 53.7% 12 
13 Pasco 281  391 ucie ,131 Seminole ,241 St. L 51.2% 13 
14 Sarasota 277 Sarasota 355,776 ,722 Marion 49.8% 14 
15 Escambia 262 a 296 Hernando ,798 Escambi ,739 48.9% 15 
16 Manatee 211 296,707 Collier ,675 Hendry 47.9% 16 
17 Marion 194 295,835 Manatee ,974 Glades 46.8% 17 
18 Leon 192  291,493 Marion ,768 Orange 46.1% 18 
19 Alachua 181 261,596 Lake ,845 DeSoto 46.0% 19 
20 Lake 152 243,104 Leon ,703 Pasco 45.1% 20 
21 Collier 152 cie 227 ia 44.8%,099 St. Lu ,110 Columb 21 
22 St. Lucie 150 ua 222 h ,171 Alach ,568 Palm Beac 44.1% 22 
23 Okaloosa 143 220,777 Osceola ,127 Hardee 43.7% 23 
24 Bay 126 180,994 Okaloosa ,910 Levy 43.7% 24 
25 Charlotte 110 Clay 164 u ,975 ,387 Nassa 43.5% 25 
26 Osceola 107 157,728 Bay ,811 Union 43.0% 26 
27 Clay 105 157 tte ,986 Charlotte ,324 Charlo 41.8% 27 
28 Hernando 101 s 152,115 St. John ,724 Suwannee 40.4% 28 
29 Martin 100 ando 150,900 Hern ,540 Manatee 39.8% 29 
30 Citrus 93  138,513 Santa Rosa ,073 Broward 39.6% 30 
31 Indian River 90 137,208 Martin ,693 Citrus 39.3% 31 
32 St. Johns 83,8 130 iver 29 Citrus ,273 Indian R 38.2% 32 
33 Santa Rosa 81,6 iver 12408 Indian R ,676 Martin 36.5% 33 
34 Monroe 78,0 s 93 s 24 Highland ,133 Highland 36.1% 34 
35 Highlands 68,4 7832 Monroe ,016 Seminole 36.1% 35 
36 Putnam 65,0 7270 Putnam ,574 Dixie 34.8% 36 
37 Nassau 43,9 69 tte 41 Flagler ,016 Lafaye 34.5% 37 
38 Columbia 42,6 63,013 Nassau 61 Liberty 33.6% 38 
39 Jackson 41,3 61,7 ough 31.9%75 Columbia 10 Hillsbor 39 
40 Gadsden 41,1 60,516 Sumter 69 Okeechobee 31.7% 40 
41 Sumter 31,5 48,377 Walton 68 Brevard 30.0% 41 
42 Okeechobee 29,6 47,7 on 27 Jackson 12 Washingt 30.0% 42 
43 Flagler 28,7 Gadsden 46,001 83 Baker 29.5% 43 
44 27,7 obee 39,0Walton 59 Okeech 06 Polk 29.3% 44 
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Rank County 
1990 
Population County 
2004 
Population County 
1990 - 2004 
Population 
Growth Rank
45 Suwannee 26,780 Hendry 38,113 Volusia 29.2% 45 
46 Levy 25,9 37,6 ton 12 Suwannee 12 Hamil 28.8% 46 
47 Hendry 25,7 37,2  73 Levy 30 Sarasota 28.1% 47 
48 DeSoto 23,8 34,8  65 DeSoto 42 Jefferson 27.4% 48 
49 Bradford 22,515 28,0Hardee 22 Leon 26.6% 49 
50 Hardee 19,4  27,699 Bradford 23 Okaloosa 25.8% 50 
51 Baker 18,4 27,086 Wakulla 74 Bay 24.3% 51 
52 Taylor 17,1 23,911 Baker 46 Bradford 22.7% 52 
53 Washington 16,9 ton 21,9 ua 19 Washing 87 Alach 22.6% 53 
54 Madison 16,5 19,269 Taylor 68 Duval 21.8% 54 
55 Holmes 15,7  19,0 de 78 Madison 67 Miami-Da 21.8% 55 
56 Wakulla 14,2 19,0  02 Holmes 31 Holmes 20.6% 56 
57 Gulf 11,5 st 15,904 Gilchri 21 Gulf 19.1% 57 
58 Jefferson 11,296 14,6Union 60 Calhoun 18.5% 58 
59 Calhoun 11,0  14,3 on 15.3%11 Jefferson 92 Jacks 59 
60 Hamilton 10,9 14,230 Dixie 66 Madison 15.1% 60 
61 Dixie 10,5 ton 14,0 a 85 Hamil 76 Escambi 12.9% 61 
62 Union 10,2 13,752 Gulf 03 Taylor 12.6% 62 
63 Gilchrist 9,6 13,067 Calhoun 43 Franklin 12.5% 63 
64 Franklin 8,9  11,1 n 67 Glades 46 Gadsde 12.1% 64 
65 Glades 7,5 10,091 Franklin 84 Putnam 11.5% 65 
66 Lafayette 5,5 e 7,578 Lafayett 03 Pinellas 8.9% 66 
67 Liberty 5,5 7,469 Liberty 42 Monroe 0.0% 67 
 
ion growth during the observed 15 years 
eola, Collier), were not among the most dense counties in Florida in 2004, 
The three counties with the fastest populat
Flagler, Osc(
ranked 31, 32, and 33 (Osceola, Collier, Flagler) as shown in Table 5.5.  These counties 
have relatively small land areas compared to the other counties.  This implies these 
counties don’t have much room to continue growing.  However, seven of the ten densest 
counties may have room to grow since they have relatively large land areas compared to 
the other counties (Broward, 1,205 sq. mi.; Miami-Dade, 1,946 sq. mi.; Orange, 907 sq. 
mi.; Duval, 774 sq. mi.; Hillsborough, 1,051 sq. mi.; Lee, 804 sq. mi.; Palm Beach, 1,974 
q. mi.).    s
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Tabl n Growth 1990-2004 e 5.5:  Florida Counties Population Density and Populatio
Rank County 
1990 
Population 
Density* County 
2004 
Population 
Density*  County 
1990 - 2004 
Population 
Density 
Growth* Rank
1 nel 3 e Flagler  1Pi las ,043 Pin llas 3,313 140.5%
2 ow 1, o O  Br ard 042 Br ward 1,454 sceola 104.3% 2
3 am m C  Mi i-Dade 995 Se inole 1,269 ollier 95.1% 3
4 mi am Sumter 91.8%  Se nole 933 Mi i-Dade 1,212 4
5 va an W  Du l 870 Or ge 1,091 akulla 90.6% 5
6 llsb v St.  82.2% 6Hi orough 794 Du al 1,059 Johns 
7 Oran ls ugh W  ge 747 Hil boro 1,047 alton 74.2% 7
8 ras e Lake 72.1%  Sa ota 486 Le  641 8
9 lm lm S Rosa 69.2% 9 Pa  Beach 437 Pa  Beach 630 anta 
10  ra G  Lee 417 Sa sota 622 ilchrist 64.7% 10
11 ca s Clay 55.1%  11Es mbia 397 Pa co 548
12 v ev Lee  Bre ard 392 Br ard 510 53.7% 12
13 sc c St.   Pa o 377 Es ambia 448 Lucie 51.2% 13
14 lus lu M  Vo ia 336 Vo sia 434 arion 49.8% 14
15 n n H  Leo  289 Ma atee 399 ernando 48.9% 15
16 na 2  L H  endry 47.9% 16Ma tee 86 St. ucie 397
17  Lu 2 on G  St. cie 62 Le  366 lades 46.8% 17
18 lk 2 rn  O  Po 16 He ando 315 range 46.1% 18
19 rn lk D   He ando 211 Po  280 eSoto 46.0% 19
20 ch 2 ke P  Ala ua 08 La  275 asco 45.1% 20
21 rti 1 y C  82 Cla  273 olumbia 44.8% 21Ma n 
22 ia r 1 c P   Ind n Rive 79 Ala hua 255 alm Beach 2244.1%
23 y 1  J Hardee 43.7%  Cla 76 St. ohns 251 23
24 y 166 r L  tin 248 evy 43.7% 24Ba Ma
25 ru 1 i N  25Cit s 60 Ind an River 248 assau 43.5%
26 ar 1 a U  Ch lotte 60 Ch rlotte 227 nion 43.0% 26
27 e 1 r C   Lak 60 Cit 223 harlotte 41.8% 27us 
28 alo 1 y S ee  Ok osa 54 Ba  207 uwann 40.4% 28
29  Johns 138 a Manatee  St. Ok loosa 193 39.8% 29
30 rio 1 r 185 B  Ma n 23 Ma ion roward 39.6% 30
31 tna c C   Pu m 90 Os eola 167 itrus 39.3% 31
32 ce ll I ver  Os ola 81 Co ier 146 ndian Ri 38.2% 32
33 nta g M  36.5% 33Sa  Rosa 80 Fla ler 142 artin 
34 Gads n H ds 36.1%  den 80 Sa ta Rosa 136 ighlan 34
35 nr m S  78 Su ter 111 eminole 36.1% 35Mo oe 
36 df tn D  Bra ord 77 Pu am 101 ixie 3634.8%
37 llie s Lafayette 34.5%  Co r 75 Na sau 97 37
38 ssau 67 d L  Bra ford 94 iberty 33.6% 38Na
39 Highl h H  ands 67 Hig lands 91 illsborough 31.9% 39
40 gl d O bee  Fla er 59 Ga sden 89 keecho 31.7% 40
41 mt 58 Mon Brevard 41 Su er roe 78 30.0%
42 Colum 53 Colu W   bia mbia 77 ashington 30.0% 42
43 ks io B 43 Jac on 45 Un n 61 aker 29.5%
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Rank County 
1990 
Population 
Density* County 
2004 
Population 
Density*  County 
1990 - 2004 
Population 
Density 
Growth* Rank
44 Union w 55 P   43 Su annee olk 29.3% 44
45 Suwa S V  nnee 39 De oto 55 olusia 29.2% 45
46 Okee 3 k Hamilton  chobee 8 Jac son 52 28.8% 46
47 So 3 e 50 S   De to 7 Ok echobee arasota 28.1% 47
48 lm 3 l J n  Ho es 3 Wa ton 46 efferso 27.4% 48
49 Bake 3 c L  r 2 Gil hrist 46 eon 26.6% 49
50 rde 3 k O  Ha e 1 Wa ulla 45 kaloosa 25.8% 50
51 Wash 2 rd B  ington 9 Ha ee 44 ay 24.3% 51
52 Gilch 2 k Bradford  rist 8 Ba er 41 22.7% 52
53 lto 2 lm A  Wa n 6 Ho es 39 lachua 22.6% 53
54 Madison 2 s  D  4 Wa hington 38 uval 21.8% 54
55 ku 2 v Miami-Dade  Wa lla 3 Le y 33 21.8% 55
56 y n H  Lev  23 He dry 33 olmes 20.6% 56
57 Hend 2 dison G 57 ry 2 Ma 28 ulf 19.1%
58 Hamilton 21 Hamilton 27 C  alhoun 18.5% 58
59 lf 2 lf J 59 Gu 1 Gu  25 ackson 15.3%
60 Calho 1 fferson Madison 15.1%  un 9 Je 24 60
61 fe 1 lhoun E  Jef rson 9 Ca 23 scambia 12.9% 61
62 nk 1 i T  Fra lin 6 Dix e 20 aylor 12.6% 62
63 lor 16 n F  Tay Fra klin 19 ranklin 12.5% 63
64 ie 15 Tay G  Dix  lor 18 adsden 12.1% 64
65 ay 1 d Putnam 65 Laf ette 0 Gla es 14 11.5%
66 Glades 10 Lafayette 14 Pinellas 8.9% 66 
67 Liberty 7 Liberty 9 Monroe 0.0% 67 
*Density 
   
ousing in 13 counties in Florida grew by 50% or more between 1990 and 2004, two of 
which more than doubled in size (Flagler, Sumter). 
 
Flagler was the only county that doubled both its population and housing between 1990 
and 2004 (see Table 5.4 and 5.6). 
 
per square mile 
 
The large size of the shoreline counties and their slower growth rates are more apparent.  
Table 5.6 shows that the five most populous and five most housing dense counties 
(Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Hillsborough, Pinellas and Duval) were not among 
the top 35 counties with the fastest housing growth in Florida, 1990 through 2004.  
Hence, the largest counties were no longer constructing housing units as quickly as 
maller counties.  Six of the 10 fastest growing counties were shoreline.s
 
H
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Table 5.6:  Florida Counties Housing Growth 1990-2004 
Rank County 
1990 
Housing County 
2004 
Housing County 
1990 - 2004 
Housing 
Growth Rank
1 Mi  M e Flagler 125.0%ami-Dade 771,288 iami-Dad 906,877 1 
2 Broward 628,660 Broward 7  1 2 82,384 Sumter 07.3%
3 Palm Beach 46 ach 60 a 3 1,665 Palm Be 5,650 Osceol 94.6%
4 Pinellas 45 49 8 48,341 Pinellas 2,041 Walton 6.3%  
5 Hillsborough 367,740 orough 477,626 Collier 8 5Hillsb 5.4%  
6 Duval 28 40 la 74.3% 64,673 Orange 9,685 Wakul  
7 Orange 28 35 7 72,686 Duval 7,721 Sarasota 1.9%  
8 Lee 18  29  6 89,051 Lee 2,830 St. Johns 6.9%  
9 Polk 18 24 6 9 6,225 Polk 6,661 Lake 0.6%
10 Brevard 18  24 Clay 5 10 5,150 Brevard 3,652 5.3%
11 Volusia 18 23 sau 5 10,972 Volusia 0,718 Nas 5.0% 1 
12 St. Lucie 15 cie 20 5 17,055 St. Lu 1,379 Lee 4.9% 2 
13 Pasco 14 19 hrist 52.0% 13 8,965 Pasco 4,333 Gilc
14 Santa Rosa 117,845  174,564 4 14 Collier Liberty 8.5%
15 11 osa 16  4 15 Manatee 5,245 Santa R 2,185 Marion 8.4%
16 Escambia 11 Manatee 15 le 4 16 2,230 4,424 Semino 6.4%
17  94,567 n 14 4 17 Marion Mario 0,344 Orange 4.9%
18 Collier 9 13 River 4 14,165 Escambia 2,017 Indian 0.4% 8 
19 Leon 81,325 12 3 1Lake 1,564 Hernando 9.9% 9 
20 Alachua 79,022 11 3 20 Leon 3,554 Leon 9.6%
21 Lake 75,707 inole 10  3 2Sem 8,130 Levy 9.2% 1 
22 Seminole 73,843 ua 10 mbia 3 22 Alach 2,700 Colu 7.9%
23 Bay 65 eola 93,352 e 3 23 ,999 Osc Suwanne 7.9%
24 Charlotte 64  87,954 a 3 2,641 Charlotte Santa Ros 7.6% 4 
25 Okaloosa 62,569 86,013 3 25 Bay DeSoto 6.1%
26 Martin 54 a 85,065 tte 3 2,199 Okaloos Charlo 6.1% 6 
27 ndo 50  71,572 3 2Herna ,018 Martin Okaloosa 6.0% 7 
28 Citrus 49 nando 69,984 3 2,854 Her Citrus 5.7% 8 
29 Osceola 47,959 sota 69,964 3 29 Sara Baker 5.1%
30 Indian River 47,128 Citrus 67,629 tee 3 3Mana 4.0% 0 
31 Monroe 46 ver 66,177  3 3,215 Indian Ri Franklin 2.7% 1 
32 Sarasota 40 62 3 32 ,712 Clay ,501 Polk 2.5%
33 Clay 40,249 hns 54,785 tin 3 3St. Jo Mar 2.1% 3 
34 Highlands 40,114 e 52 rd 3 3Monro ,536 Breva 1.6% 4 
35 St. Johns 32,831 ds 50,921 3 3Highlan Gulf 1.2% 5 
36 Putnam 31,840  34,889  Beach 3 3Walton Palm 1.2% 6 
37 Walton 18  34 3 3,728 Putnam ,701 Pasco 0.5% 7 
38 Nassau 18 34,231 3 3,726 Flagler Bay 0.3% 8 
39 Columbia 17,818  31,715 hua 3 39 Sumter Alac 0.0%
40 Jackson 16,320  29 ough 2 4Nassau ,028 Hillsbor 9.9% 0 
41 Sumter 15,298 24,573 2 41 Columbia Union 9.2%
42 Flagler 15 St. Lucie 2 4,215 Jackson 20,135 8.2% 2 
43 Gadsden 14,859 en 18,033 2 43 Gadsd Madison 7.9%
44 Okeechobee 13,266 17  2 4Levy ,126 Volusia 7.5% 4 
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Rank County 
1990 
Housing County 
2004 
Housing County 
1990 - 2004 
Housing 
Growth Rank
45 Levy 12,307 Suwannee 16,132 W  27.4% 45 ashington
46 Suwannee 11,699 ee 15,994 2 46 Okeechob Hardee 7.4%
47 DeSoto 10,310  14,032 2 47 DeSoto Glades 7.1%
48 Hendry 9,945  12,525 ds 2 48 Hendry Highlan 6.9%
49 Bradford 8,099 11  2 49 Wakulla ,484 Hendry 5.9%
50 Hardee 7,941  10,114 Duval 2 5Hardee 5.7% 0 
51 Taylor 7 Bradford 9,848 on 2 5,908 Jeffers 5.2% 1 
52 Washington 7,703  9 ard 2 52 Taylor ,824 Brow 4.5%
53 Holmes 6,785  9,812 2 5Washington Taylor 4.2% 3 
54 Wakulla 6 8,319  2 54 ,587 Gulf Hamilton 3.6%
55 Dixie 6 es 8,164 n 2 55 ,445 Holm Jackso 3.4%
56 Gulf 6 er 8,074  2 56 ,339 Bak Bradford 1.6%
57 Madison 6,275 ison 8,025 n 2 57 Mad Gadsde 1.4%
58 Baker 5,975 lin 7  2 58 Frank ,816 Lafayette 1.2%
59 Franklin 5,891 7,553 bee 2 59 Dixie Okeecho 0.6%
60 Glades 4,624 t 6,188 2 60 Gilchris Holmes 0.3%
61 Calhoun 4,468 es 5,878 1 61 Glad Calhoun 9.4%
62 Jefferson 4, on 5,501 bia 1 6395 Jeffers Escam 7.6% 2 
63 Hamilton 4,119  5,336 ade 1 6Calhoun Miami-D 7.6% 3 
64 Gilchrist 4,071  5,092 1 6Hamilton Dixie 7.2% 4 
65 Union 2,975 3,844 1 6Union Monroe 3.7% 5 
66 Lafayette 2,266 y 3,203 m 66 Libert Putna 9.0%
67 Liberty 2,157 tte 2,746  6Lafaye Pinellas 7.4% 7 
 
 
The three counties with the fastest housing growth during the observed 15 years (Flagler, 
umter, Osceola), were not among the most dense counties in Florida in 2004, ranked 33, 
the period and the end, ranked last in 
able only by a 
re slowly than 
as room to grow and possibly affordability. 
S
34, and 35 (Osceola, Flagler, Sumter) (see Table 5.7).  Interestingly, Pinellas, ranking 
number one for housing density at the beginning of 
growth rate, possibly due either to saturation or very costly homes afford
few.  Once again, the counties with the largest amount of housing grew mo
most others, where there w
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Table 5.7:  Florida Counties Housing Density and Growth 1990-2004 
Rank County 
1990 
Housing 
Density* County 
2004 
Housing 
Density* County 
1990 - 2004 
Housing 
Density 
Growth* Rank
1 Pinellas 1,637 Pinellas 1,758 Flagler 125.0% 1 
2 Broward 522 Broward 649 Sumter 107.3% 2 
3 Miami-Dade 396 Miami-Dade 466 Osceola 94.6% 3 
4 Duval 368 Duval 462 Walton 86.3% 4 
5 Hillsborough 350 Hillsborough 454 Collier 85.4% 5 
6 Orange 312 Orange 451 Wakulla 6 74.3%
7 St. ee ara Lucie 274 L 364 S sota 71.9% 7 
8 Seminole 240 St. t Lucie 352 S . Johns 66.9% 8 
9 Lee 235 Seminole 351 Lake 60.6% 9 
10 a l  Palm Beach 234 P lm Beach 307 C ay 55.3% 10
11 a a  Pasco 200 P sco 261 N ssau 55.0% 11
1 r 23  2 Brevard 182 B evard 9 Lee 54.9% 12
1 a o 20 i  3 Escambi 169 V lusia 9 G lchrist 52.0% 13
1 a 20 ib  4 Volusia 164 M natee 8 L erty 48.5% 14
1 s 19  5 Manatee 156 E cambia 9 Marion 48.4% 15
1 e 17 e  6 Leon 122 L on 0 S minole 46.4% 16
17 Santa Rosa 116 Sa 15 rnta Rosa 9 O ange 44.9% 17 
18 Hernando 105 He 14 r rnando 6 Indian Rive 40.4% 18 
19 Polk 99 Ind 13 eian River 2 H rnando 39.9% 19 
20 Martin 98 Po 132lk Leon 39.6% 20 
21 Indian River 94 Martin 129 Levy 39.2% 21 
22 Charlotte 93 Lake 128 Columbia 37.9% 22 
23 Alachua 90 Charlotte 127 Suwannee 37.9% 23 
24 Bay 86 Sarasota 122 Santa Rosa 37.6% 24 
25 Citrus 85 Alachua 117 DeSoto 36.1% 25 
26 Lake 79 Citrus 116 Charlotte 36.1% 26 
27 Sarasota 71 Bay 113 Okaloosa 36.0% 27 
28 Clay 67 Clay 104 Citrus 28 35.7%
29 Okaloos Okal Bakea 67 oosa 91 r 35.1% 29 
30 Mar St. J Ma 0%  ion 60 ohns 90 natee 34. 30
3 S M Franklin 1 t. Johns 54 arion 89 32.7% 31 
3 C Collier Polk 32.5%2 ollier 46 86 32 
3 Monroe 46 F M3 lagler 71 artin 32.1% 33 
34 Putnam O B44 sceola 71 revard 31.6% 34 
3 H  S Gulf 5 ighlands 39 umter 58 31.2% 35 
3 O 36 Monroe Palm Beach6 sceola 53  31.2% 36 
3 Flagler 31 H Pasco 7 ighlands 50 30.5% 37 
3 G P B8 adsden 29 utnam 48 ay 30.3% 38 
3 N N A9 assau 29 assau 45 lachua 30.0% 39 
4 S 28 G 3 H ugh 0 0 umter adsden 5 illsboro 29.9% 4
41 Bradford Bradford 3 U 1 28 4 nion 29.2% 4
4 C2 olumbia 22 W 3 St. 2 alton 3 Lucie 28.2% 4
43 Jackson 18 Columbia 31 Madison 27.9% 43 
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Rank County 
1990 
Housing 
Density* County 
2004 
Housing 
Density* County 
1990 - 2004 
Housing 
Density 
Growth* Rank
44 Walton 18 Suwannee 23 Volusia 27.5% 44 
45 Okeechobee 17 DeSoto 22 Washington 27.4% 45 
46 Suwannee 17 Jackson 22 Hardee 27.4% 46 
47 DeSoto 16 Okeechobee 21 Glades 27.1% 47 
48 Holmes 14 Wakulla 19 Highlands 26.9% 48 
49 Washington 13 Gilchrist 18 Hendry 49 25.9%
50 H ol D %  ardee 12 H mes 17 uval 25.7 50
51 Union 12 Washington 17 Jefferson 25.2%  51
5 % 52 2 Gilchrist 12 Hardee 16 Broward 24.5
5 % 53 3 Gulf 11 Union 16 Taylor 24.2
5  11 % 54 4 Levy Gulf 15 Hamilton 23.6
5 % 55 5 Wakulla 11 Levy 15 Jackson 23.4
5 % 56 6 Franklin 11 Baker 14 Bradford 21.6
5 % 57 7 Baker 10 Franklin 14 Gadsden 21.4
5 te % 58 8 Dixie 9 Madison 12 Lafayet 21.2
59 Madison ee 20.6% 59 9 Dixie 11 Okeechob
60 Hendry 9 Hendry 11 Holmes 20.3% 60 
61 Hamilton 8 Hamilton 10 Calhoun 19.4% 61 
62 Calhoun 8 Calhoun 9 Escambia %17.6 62 
63 Taylor 8 Jefferson 9 Miami-Dade 17.6% 63 
64 Jefferson 7 Taylor 9 Dixie 17.2% 64 
65 Glades 6 Glades 8 Monroe 13.7% 65 
66 Lafayette Lafayette %4 5 Putnam 9.0 66 
67 Liberty 3 Liberty %4 Pinellas 7.4 67 
*De  pe le 
 
 
5.3     ION AN EGION 
 
Florida’s counties are categorized by 
.3.1     Atlantic Florida  
 
Flagler County, however, is a special circumstance.  It appears that it was in transition 
between 1990 and 2004 from being a county with a small population to a county with a 
large population.  This can be observed from Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.8.  Flagler County 
ranked with the highest growth, it had a relatively small population (ranked 11th), and 
density (ranked 11th) in 2004, indicating it was not overcrowded and would have room to 
grow. 
nsity r square mi
P LATOPU D OUSH ING BY R
regions: Atlantic, Gulf, and Inland.   
 
5
 
On Florida’s Atlantic coast people were locating to counties with low existing 
populations between 1990 and 2004.  The three counties with the largest previous 
populations were the slowest growing, while the counties with the smallest existing 
populations grew the most rapidly.  
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n and rose to near the top for growth during the 14 years studied.  While these 
o counties appear in the high rankings, their density and population numbers still 
unties such as the top three in population and 
population density, Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach, which have two to four times 
t pu  at le ity
 
 
Table 5.8:  Atlantic Florida Population, 2004 
*D  p ile 
 
Table 5.9 shows that Florida’s Atlantic coast began developing previously tia
underdeveloped counties between 1990 and 2004.  T  o hree counties d 
hi t g growth, F a sau, also had h housing an ity in 
2004.   
able 5.9:  Atlantic Florida Housing, 2004 
*Density per square mile 
 
 
St Johns and St. Lucie Counties, however did rank in the top ten counties for density and 
populatio
tw
places them far behind the larger coastal co
heir po lation and  least doub their dens .   
ensity er square m
residen lly 
wo f the t  that ha the 
ghes housin lagler nd Nas  t e lowest d dens
 
T
Rank County Population County Density* County 
1990 – 2004 
Growth Rank
1 M 45  .5% 1  iami-Dade 2,358,714 Broward 1, 4 Flagler 140
2 Broward 21 . Johns .2% 2 1,753,000 Miami-Dade 1, 2 St 82
3 Palm Beach 05  .2% 3 1,244,189 Duval 1, 9 St. Lucie 51
4 D Palm Beach 63 each .1% 4 uval 819,623 0 Palm B 44
5 Brevard 51 u .5% 5 518,812 Brevard 0 Nassa 43
6 V ia 43 ward .6% 6  olusia 478,951 Volus 4 Bro 39
7 S Lucie 39  River .2% 7  t. Lucie 227,110 St. 7 Indian 38
8 S  25  .5% 8  t. Johns 152,724 St. Johns 1 Martin 36
9 Martin  24 revard .0% 9 137,693 Martin 8 B 30
1 Indian River iver 24 usia .2% 10 0 124,676 Indian R 8 Vol 29
1 F  14 uval .8% 11 1 lagler 69,016 Flagler 2 D 21
1 N   9 de .8% 12 2 assau 63,061 Nassau 7 Miami-Da 21
Rank County Housing County Density* County 
1990 - 2004 
Growth Rank
1 Miami-Dade 906,877 Broward 649 Flagler 125.0% 1 
2 Broward 782,384 Miami-Dade 466 St. Johns 66.9% 2 
3 Palm Beach 605,650 Duval 462 Nassau 55.0% 3 
4 Duval 357,721 St. Lucie 352 Indian River 40.4% 4 
5 Brevard 243,652 Palm Beach 307 Martin 32.1% 5 
6 Volusia 230,718 Brevard 239 Brevard 31.6% 6 
7 St. Lucie 201,379 Volusia 209 Palm Beach 31.2% 7 
8 Martin 71,572 Indian River 132 St. Lucie 28.2% 8 
9 Indian River 66,177 Martin 129 Volusia 27.5% 9 
10 St. Johns 54,785 St. Johns 90 Duval 25.7% 10 
11 Flagler 34,231 Flagler 71 Broward 24.5% 11 
12 Nassau 29,028 Nassau 45 Miami-Dade 17.6% 12 
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.3.2     Gulf Florida  
s 
Wakulla counties 
grew the most, over 90%, on the Gulf coast, between 1990 and 2004 and still maintained 
n in Table 5.10.   
 
Ta 0: ri on, 
*D  p le 
 
Fl a’ ast, show a  began developing previously residentially 
underdeveloped counties between 1990 and 2004, as well.  The four counties with the 
most housing units are also the four densest in housing units, in the sam r.  
However, only one of those four counties, Lee, was e ve fastest g 
counties between 1990 and 2004.   
 
5
 
On Florida’s Gulf coast people are locating to counties with low existing populations a
well.  As such, future growth can be seen in Gulf Florida.  Collier and 
a relatively small population and density, as show
ble 5.1   Gulf Flo da Populati 2004  
ensity er square mi
Rank County Population County Density* County 
1990 - 2004 
Growth Rank 
1 H  1,1 Pinellas 3,3 C 95 1  illsborough 00,333 13 ollier .1%
2 Pinellas 9 Hillsborough 1,0 W 90 2 27,498 47 akulla .6%
3 Lee 5 Lee 6 Walton 74 3 14,923 41 .2%
4 Pasco 4 S a 6 Santa Rosa 69 4 08,046 arasot 22 .2%
5 S 3 P 5 L 53 5  arasota 55,722 asco 48 ee .7%
6 E 2 E  4 H 48 6  scambia 96,739 scambia 48 ernando .9%
7 C 2 Manatee 3 Pasco 45 7  ollier 96,675 99 .1%
8 Manatee 29 H 3 L 43 8 5,974 ernando 15 evy .7%
9 O 18 C 2 C 41 9  kaloosa 0,910 harlotte 27 harlotte .8%
1 B 15 C 22 Manatee 39 10 0 ay 7,811 itrus 3 .8%
1 C 15 B 20 C 39 11 1 harlotte 7,324 ay 7 itrus .3%
1 H 15 O 19 D 34 12 2 ernando 0,540 kaloosa 3 ixie .8%
13 Santa Rosa 13 C 14 H 31 13 8,073 ollier 6 illsborough .9%
1 C 13 Santa sa 13 S 28 14 4 itrus 0,273 Ro 6 arasota .1%
15 Monroe 78,016 M 7 Jefferson 27 15 onroe 8 .4%
1 W 48,368 Walton 4 O  25 16 6 alton 6 kaloosa .8%
1 L 37,230 W 4 B 24 17 7 evy akulla 5 ay .3%
1 W 27,074 L 3 G 19 18 8 akulla evy 3 ulf .1%
1 T 19,268 G 2 E  12 19 9 aylor ulf 5 scambia .9%
20 Jefferson 14,392 Jefferson 2 Taylor 12 20 4 .6%
2 D 14,266 Dixie 2 F 12 21 1 ixie 0 ranklin .5%
2 G 13,703 F 1 Pinellas 8 22 2 ulf ranklin 9 .9%
2 F 10,084 T 1 M 0 23 3 ranklin aylor 8 onroe .0%
orid s Gulf co n in T ble 5.10,
e orde
on of the fi growin
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Walton, Collier, and Wakulla counties have grown the most during this time and still 
maintain a relatively small number of housing units and low density, as shown in Table 
5.11.     
 
Table 5.11:  Gulf Florida Housing, 2004 
Rank County Housing County Density County 
1990 - 2004 
Growth Rank
1 Pinellas 492,041 Pinellas 1, 1 758 Walton 86.3%
2 Hillsborough h 85 2 477,626 Hillsboroug 454 Collier .4%
3 Lee 292,830 Lee 364 Wakulla 74 3 .3%
4 Pasco  ta 71 4 194,333 Pasco 261 Saraso .9%
5 Collier 174,564 Manatee 54 5 208 Lee .9%
6 Santa Rosa  o 39 6 162,185 Escambia 199 Hernand .9%
7 Manatee 154,424 Santa Rosa 39 7 159 Levy .2%
8 Escambia 1 o 1  37 8 32,017 Hernand 46 Santa Rosa .6%
9 Charlotte 87,954 Charlotte 1  36 9 27 Charlotte .1%
10 Bay 86,013 Sarasota 1 sa 36 10 22 Okaloo .0%
11 Okaloosa 1 35 11 85,065 Citrus 16 Citrus .7%
12 Hernando 1 34 12 69,984 Bay 13 Manatee .0%
13 Sarasota 69,964 Okaloosa 91 Franklin 32 13 .7%
14 Citrus 67,629 Collier 86 Gulf 31 14 .2%
15 Monroe 52,536 Monroe 53 Pasco 30 15 .5%
16 Walton 34,889 Walton 33 Bay 30 16 .3%
17 Levy 17,126 Wakulla 19 Hillsborough 29 17 .9%
18 Wakulla 11,484 Levy 15 Jefferson 25 18 .2%
19 Taylor 9,824 Gulf 15 Taylor 24 19 .2%
20 Gulf 8,319 Franklin 14 Escambia 17 20 .6%
21 Franklin 7,816 Dixie 11 Dixie 17 21 .2%
22 Dixie 7,553 Taylor 9 Monroe 13 22 .7%
23 Jefferson n 7 23 5,501 Jefferso 9 Pinellas .4%
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able 5.12:  Inland Florida Population, 2004 
 mil
5.3.3     Inland Florida  
 Table 5.12 shows the three fastest growing counties between 1990 and 2004 in Florida’s 
inland region still have room to grow, as well.  Those with the highest growth, Osceola, 
Sumter, and Lake, are ranked fifth or below for population and density. 
T
Rank County Population County Density* County 
1990 - 2004 
Growth Rank
1 Orange 73 le 9 Os 1989,8 Semino 1,26 ceola 104.3%  
*Density per square e 
 
2 Polk 86 Ora 1 Sumte 91.8% 2 524,2 nge ,091 r 
3 Seminole 41 Leo Lake 3 391,2 n 366 72.1%
4 Marion 68 Po Gilchris 4 291,7 lk 280 t 64.7%
5 Lake 45 Lak Clay 5 261,8 e 275 55.1%
6 Leon 03 Cla Marion 6 243,7 y 273  49.8%
7 Alachua 68 Ala Hendry 7 222,5 chua 255 47.9%
8 Osceola 27 Ma Glades % 8 220,1 rion 185 46.8
9 Clay 164,387 Os Orange 9 ceola 167 46.1%
10 Highlands 33 Sumter DeSoto % 10 93,1 111 46.0
11 Putnam 74 Putnam Columbia 8% 11 72,5 101  44.
12 Columbia 10 Bradford Hardee 3.7% 12 61,7 94 4
13 Sumter 69 Hig Union .0% 13 60,5 hlands 91 43
14 Jackson 12 Ga Suwannee 4% 14 47,7 dsden 89 40.
15 Gadsden 83 Co Highland % 15 46,0 lumbia 77 s 36.1
16 Okeechobee 06 Un Seminole 16  39,0 ion 61  36.1%
17 Hendry 13 Su  Lafayette 17 38,1 wannee 55  34.5%
18 Suwannee 12 DeSoto Liberty 18 37,6 55 33.6%
19 DeSoto 42 Ja Okeecho 19 34,8 ckson 52 bee 31.7%
20 Hardee 22 O ee Washing 20 28,0 keechob 50 ton 30.0%
21 Bradford 23 G Baker 5% 21 27,6 ilchrist 46 29.
22 Baker 46 Hardee Polk % 22 23,9 44 29.3
23 Washington 87 Ba Hamilton % 23 21,9 ker 41  28.8
24 Madison 67 H Leon % 24 19,0 olmes 39 26.6
25 Holmes 31 W n Bradford 25 19,0 ashingto 38  22.7%
26 Gilchrist 21 He Alachua 26 15,9 ndry 33 22.6%
27 Union 60 Madison Holmes 27 14,6 28 20.6%
28 Hamilton 76 Hamilton Calhoun 28 14,0 27 18.5%
29 Calhoun 13,043 Ca Jackson 29 lhoun 23 15.3%
30 Glades 46 Gla Madison % 30 11,1 des 14 15.1
31 Lafayette 03 Lafayette Gadsden % 31 7,5 14 12.1
32 Liberty 42 Liberty Putnam 32 7,4 9 11.5%
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able 5.13 shows the three fastest growing counties between 1990 and 2004 in Florida’s 
 and Lake are ranked fourth or 
below for housing units and de
   
3: Inland ousing, 2004 
T
inland region can continue to grow.  Sumter, Osceola,
nsity. 
Table 5.1  Florida H
Rank County Housing County Density County 
1990 - 2004 
Growth Rank
1 Orange 85 Ora 4 umter 1 409,6 nge 51 S 107.3%
2 Polk 61 Seminole 3 sceola 2 246,6 51 O 94.6%
3 Marion 140,344 Leo 1 ake 3 n 70 L 60.6%
4 Lake 64 Pol lay 55.3% 4 121,5 k 132 C
5 Leon 113,554 Lak 1 ilchrist 52.0% 5 e 28 G
6 Seminole 30 Alachua iberty 6 108,1 117 L 48.5%
7 Alachua 00 Cla 1 arion .4% 7 102,7 y 04 M 48
8 Osceola 52 Mar eminole .4% 8 93,3 ion 89 S 46
9 Clay 01 Osc range % 9 62,5 eola 71 O 44.9
10 Highlands 21 Sumter eon .6% 10 50,9 58 L 39
11 Putnam 01 Hig olumbia 11 34,7 hlands 50 C 37.9%
12 Sumter 15 Putnam uwannee 2 31,7 48 S  37.9% 1
13 Columbia 73 Gad eSoto 6.1% 13 24,5 sden 35 D 3
14 Jackson 35 Bradford aker 14 20,1 34 B 35.1%
15 Gadsden 33 Col olk 15 18,0 umbia 31 P 32.5%
16 Suwannee 32 Suw  lachua % 16 16,1 annee 23 A 30.0
17 Okeechobee 94 DeSoto nion 17 15,9 22 U 29.2%
18 DeSoto 32 Jac adison 27.9% 18 14,0 kson 22 M
19 Hendry 25 Okeechobee ashington .4% 19 12,5 21 W 27
20 Hardee 14 Gi 18 Hardee 20 10,1 lchrist 27.4%
21 Bradford 48 Hol lades 27.1% 21 9,8 mes 17 G
22 Washington 9,812 Wa n ighlands 26.9% 22 shingto 17 H
23 Holmes 8,164 Unio endry 9% 23 n 16 H 25.
24 Baker 74 Hardee amilton 3.6% 24 8,0 16 H 2
25 Madison 25 Bak ackson .4% 25 8,0 er 14 J 23
26 Gilchrist 88 Madison radford 26 6,1 12 B 21.6%
27 Glades 78 Hend adsden .4% 27 5,8 ry 11 G 21
28 Calhoun 36 Hamilton afayette 21.2% 28 5,3 10 L
29 Hamilton 5,092 Calhoun 9 Okeechobee 20.6% 29 
30 Union 3,844 Glades 8 Holmes 20.3% 30 
31 Liberty 3,203 Lafayette 5 Calhoun 19.4% 31 
32 Lafayette 2,746 Liberty 4 Putnam 9.0% 32 
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.4      FLORIDA VERSUS OTHER COASTAL STATES 
lorida ranks third among the coastal states for shoreline county population and 13th for 
 
ect 
Table 5.1
5
 
F
shoreline county population density as shown in Table 5.14.  However, it is important to
note that even though a state may have a large shoreline county population, it may refl
a small percentage of the state’s total population. 
 
4:  Coastal State Coastal Population and Density, 2004 
Rank State Population 
Coastal % of 
State 
Coastal 
Land Density*  State Rank
1 California 27,261,347 76.0% 1,393 4,321 Illinois 1 
2 N 2 ew York 16,311,041 84.8% 1,729 1,692 Pennsylvania 
3 Florida 13,320,811 76.7% 5,639 1,386 New Jersey 3 
4 N tts 4 ew Jersey 7,818,724 89.9% 3,546 1,358 Massachuse
5 I 5 llinois 6,020,672 47.4% 1,045 1,034 Rhode Island 
6 T 6 exas 5,548,520 24.7% 2,267 961 Connecticut 
7 6 856 New York 7 Michigan 5,092,918 50.4% 19,06
8 Massachusetts 4,816,558 75.1% 3,758 728 Ohio 8 
9 Virginia 4,722,679 63.3% 39,094 697 California 9 
10 W 261,306 68.7% 8,826 535 Virginia 10 ashington 4,
11 Pennsylvania 2,925,104 23.6% 1,513 499 Indiana 11 
12 M 12 aryland 2,899,232 52.2% 5,897 492 Maryland 
13 Ohio 2,736,803 23.9% 29,971 444 Florida 13 
14 C are 14 onnecticut 2,177,746 62.2% 1,954 425 Delaw
15 W ire 15 isconsin 2,012,245 36.5% 1,064 386 New Hampsh
16 L 16 ouisiana 1,941,296 43.0% 15,091 368 Texas 
17 Oregon  Washington 17 1,399,993 38.9% 18,884 226
18 Hawaii  Mississippi 18 1,262,840 100.0% 1,785 209
19 R 19 hode Island 1,080,632 100.0% 2,829 197 Alabama 
20 S 19 outh Carolina 1,057,345 25.2% 6,423 197 Hawaii 
21 M n 21 aine 981,382 74.5% 10,525 191 Wisconsi
22 North Carolina 873,890 10.2% 10,852 179 Louisiana 22 
23 Delaware 830,364 100.0% 31,422 162 Michigan 23 
24 Indiana 755,560 12.1% 6,839 155 South Carolina 24 
25 Georgia 565,431 6.4% 5,635 100 Georgia 25 
26 Alabama 557,227 12.3% 9,361 93 North Carolina 26 
27 Alaska 555,231 84.7% 12,051 81 Maine 27 
28 New Hampshire 410,743 31.6% 19,241 73 Oregon 28 
29 Mississippi 373,762 12.9% 10,635 23 Minnesota 29 
30 Minnesota 248,310 4.9% 365,574 2 Alaska 30 
 United States  109,185,031 37.2% 653,909 167 United States  
*Density per square mile 
 
Florida ranks third among the coastal states for coastal housing units and 11th for coastal 
housing density, as shown in Table 5.15.  
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Table 5.15:  Coastal State Coastal Housing and Density, 2004 
 
Rank S ate t Housing 
Coastal % of 
State 
Coastal 
Land Density*  State Rank
1 C i 93 76.0% 1,393 1,706 Illinois 1 aliforn a 9,731,5
2 N 2 ew York 6,488,096 83.0% 1,729 712 Pennsylvania 
3 Florida 6,285,851 78.5% 3,546 569 Massachusetts 3 
4 N 4 ew Jersey 3,082,822 90.3% 5,639 547 New Jersey 
5 5 Illinois 2,377,039 46.7% 1,045 427 Rhode Island 
6 6 Michigan 2,244,167 50.6% 2,267 386 Connecticut 
7 7 Texas 2,195,246 24.8% 19,066 340 New York 
8 8 Massachusetts 2,016,560 75.5% 3,758 325 Ohio 
9 9 Virginia 1,914,080 61.4% 39,094 249 California 
10 Washington 1,824,090 70.0% 8,826 217 Virginia 10 
11 Maryland 1,236,157 54.9% 29,971 210 Florida 11 
12 Pennsylvania 1,230,261 5,897 d 12 22.8% 210 Marylan
13 Ohio 1,220,068 24.6% 1,513  13  206 Indiana
14 Wisco 890,896 1,954 ware 14 nsin 36.2% 188 Dela
15 C ut 874,164 1,064 w Hampshire 15 onnectic 61.8% 158 Ne
16 L 812,965 15,091 16 ouisiana 42.3% 145 Texas 
17 O 601,000 18,884 shington 17 regon 39.1% 97 Wa
18 S 526,188 1,785 Mississippi 18 outh Carolina 27.8% 93 
19 Maine 494,771 2,829 Alabama 19 73.1% 91 
20 H 482,873 10,525 Wisconsin 20 awaii 100.0% 85 
21 North 458,044 6,839 South Carolina 21 Carolina 11.9% 77 
22 R nd 446,305 6,423 Hawaii 22 hode Isla 100.0% 75 
23 Delaware 367,448 100.0% 10,852  Louisiana 22 75
24 In 312,256 31,422 Michigan 24 diana 11.6% 71 
25 Alabama 258,118 12.5% 9,361  North Carolina 25 49
26 G 243,255 5,635 Georgia 26 eorgia 6.6% 43 
27 A 84.3% 12,051 41 Maine 27 laska 228,987 
28 N ,241 31 Oregon 28 ew Hampshire 168,069 29.2% 19
29 Mississippi 165,100 13.5% 10,635 12 Minnesota 29 
30 30 Minnesota 125,026 5.7% 365,574 1 Alaska 
  United States  39,982,585 32.6% 653,909 61 United States  
*Density pe
tions may prevent growth from occurring to preserve the 
natural assets, which are an important part of Florida’s economy. 
r square mile 
 
Comprehensive charts of population and housing, including land and density can be 
found in the appendix for all counties.  Adding the land mass allows the reader to 
determine whether density is a result of limited land and crowding or whether the area is 
really a rural place with lots of land available.  In some cases where densities are low, 
environmental assets and regula
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5.5         POPULATION AND HOUSI
 
Following the pattern of the econom and hous g the 
shore, especially the Atlantic shore, and concentrated in the Southeast region.  In fact, 
77% of Florida’s population lives in a shorel unty, and 79% of h ere.  
During the period 1990-2004, Miami-Dade county remained the largest county, even 
though much lower populated counties experienced enormous growth  Florida’s shoreline 
population is only exceeded by California, a lifornia’s overall population is about 
twice the size of Florida’s population.   
 
Of note is the even balance between housing and population, leading one to surmise that 
Florida does not have a housing shortage and housing is still reaso ed in the 
least sely p d areas.  The Southeast ally the only region tes a 
gap, with less housing than population by a small percentage. No matter how you view it, 
Flori  shor tion was more than e times the size of inland counties and 
had m  than es the amount of housing in 2004.   
 
 
5.6   EFER
 
U.S. Census Bureau.  2005.  Annual Estimates of the Population for Counties: April 1, 
005. 
 <http:/ us.gov/popest/coun O-EST2005-01.htm
U.S. Census Bureau.  2005.  Annual Estimates of Housing Units for Counties: April 1, 
004. 
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Recreation  
 
6 DUCTION 
 
In 1999 and 2000, more than 43% of all A ns participated in rm of marine 
recreation.   Americans flock to beaches and shores to swim, fish, boat, and view the 
natural scenery.  The total number of  participating in a forms of marine 
recreation is expected to increase with the largest increases expec
a worthy et al. 2005).  We es the economic Non-Market values range 
f 17.7 billion for beach goi 9 to $7.8 billion for birdwatching and 
w  $3.4 to $5.6 billion f ational fishing ($2 e Table 6.1). 
 
Table 6.1:  Estimated Non-Market Valu elected Activities 
 Chapter 6     Understanding the Non-Market Value of Coastal 
.1   INTRO
merica some fo
22
people ll 
ted for beach-going 
ctivities (Lee timate 
rom $3.5 to $ ng, $3.
ildlife viewing, and or recre 005, se
es for S  
Activities  Low   Estimates* ($2005, m  illions)
High Estimates* 
($2005 ) , millions
Beach   $3,543 $1 7,715 
    
Swimming  $3,222 $16,110 
    
Bird Watching  $3,898 $7,795 
    
Other Wildlife  $2,513 $5,026 
    
Fishing  $3,377 $5,629 
    
Scuba Diving  $27 $81 
    
Snorkeling  $239 $1,198 
*(Rounded to nearest $millions) 
Values cannot be added across activities due to double counting. 
 
In 2001, the National Survey on Recreation and the Environment (NSRE) published 
results of a nationwide study on coastal recreational uses (Leeworthy and Wiley 2001).  
According to the NSRE data, Florida ranks number one among the nation’s destinations 
or Americans that f swim, fish, dive, and otherwise enjoy the state’s many beaches, 
                                                
coastal wetlands, and shores.  Florida’s 1350 miles of coastline (NOAA 1975), including 
the Gulf, Atlantic, and Caribbean coasts, is the most visited in the nation with almost one 
in ten Americans visiting the Florida coasts in 2000 (more than 22 million visitors 
overall, Leeworthy and Wiley 2001).  Table 6.2 summarizes the visitation rates and totals 
for the coastal United States.     
 
 
 
 
22 Estimates are based on a national survey of outdoor recreation known as the National Survey on 
Recreation and the Environment (Leeworthy and Wiley  2001). 
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Table 6.2:  Coastal Recreation by State, 2000 
National 
Rank State 
Participation Rate   
(% of national 
population) 
Participants  (in state where 
activities took place) 
1 Florida 10.7 22,060,908 
2 California 8.71 17,654,215 
3 South Carolina 3.14 6,469,023 
4 New Jersey 3.02 6,224,769 
5 Texas 2.99 6,167,691 
6 North Carolina 2.7 5,576,629 
7 New York 2.67 5,503,395 
8 Massachusetts 2.38 4,904,006 
9 Maryland 2.38 4,901,728 
10 Virginia 2.37 4,878,313 
11 Hawaii 2.2 4,540,543 
12 Maine 1.82 3,753,337 
13 Washington 1.66 3,429,729 
14 Oregon 1.54 3,183,483 
15 Rhode Island 1.28 2,641,812 
16 Alabama 1.24 2,549,078 
17 Connecticut 1.11 2,294,362 
18 Georgia 1.1 2,262,763 
19 Delaware 1.05 2,168,108 
20 Louisiana 1.05 2,165,830 
21 New Hampshire 1.03 2,120,282 
22 Mississippi 0.87 1,801,442 
23 Alaska 0.84 1,725,078 
24 District of Columbia 0.13 258,559 
From Leeworthy, V.R. and P.C Wiley. 2001. “Current Participation Patterns in Marine Recreation” National 
Survey On Recreation And The Environment 2000. U.S. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration. National Ocean Service. Special Projects. Silver Spring, Maryland. 
 
Coastal areas support a wide variety of recreational activities.  Visitors to Florida and 
local Floridians come to area shores to swim, sunbathe, watch wildlife (especially birds), 
photograph scenery, boat, fish, and dive.  The National Survey on Recreation and the 
Environment provides estimates for the number of participants and the number of days of 
participation for a variety of coastal activities in Florida (Table 6.3).  
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Table 6.3:  Annual Participation in Coastal Recreation Florida 1999-2000 
    Activities 
Participants (in state 
where activities 
took place) (millions) 
Activity 
Days  
(millions) 
Beach-going  15.246 177.153 
Bird Watching 3.373 77.952 
Canoeing 0.019 n/a 
Fishing 4.698 56.285 
Hunting 0.072 * 
Kayaking 0.338 n/a 
Motorboating 3.337 46.624 
Other Wildlife 2.846 50.264 
Personal Watercraft 1.626 14.54 
Photography Scenery 3.92 96.591 
Rowing 0.153 n/a 
SCUBA 0.802 5.42 
Snorkeling 2.866 23.956 
Swimming 14.033 161.098 
Waterside 1.801 22.59 
Waterskiing 0.613 4.475 
* Too few to estimate 
N/A data not collected 
 
 Beach-going and swimming dominate coastal recreational activities in the Florida.  In 
g days were expected to increase by 5.8% and 11.1% 
2000, Leeworthy and Wiley (2001) estimate that just over 15 million Americans visited 
Florida to go to beaches, 14 million of which swam.  During the same period, these 
beach-goers enjoyed more than 177 million beach days and 161 million swimming days 
in Florida.23  Bird watching also is a popular activity with 78 million bird watching days 
and just under 97 million photography days enjoyed in coastal Florida annually.  Fishing 
and boating also draw many visitors to the Florida coast; over 56 million fishing days and 
nearly 47 million boating days were enjoyed in 2000.  Finally, scuba divers in Florida 
waters spent nearly 5.5 million person days and nearly 24 million person days were spent 
snorkeling.  Of course, these figures are likely to have changed substantially over the last 
6 years.   For instance, Leeworthy et al. (2005) project that nationwide, beach visitation 
days were expected to increase by 5.6% from 2000 to 2005 and 10.3% from 2000 to 
2010.  Similarly, recreational fishin
for the same periods. 
 
Coastal and marine recreation generates value for participants, revenues for local 
businesses that support these activities, and taxes for a variety of levels of government.  
The quantification of the economic impacts associated with coastal recreation is 
complicated by the fact that these activities generate both market and Non-Market 
impacts.  The market impact of coastal recreation usually is assessed by examining how 
much money visitors contribute to the local economy through spending related to access 
(e.g. parking fees), equipment, and goods and services (e.g. ice and bait).  Commonly, the 
                                                 
23 An activity day (or person day) is defined as participation by one visitor for one day.  Because of return 
visits and multi-day trips, the number of activity days is always greater than or equal to the number of 
visitors. 
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enditures do not represent net 
enefits to the economy, gross expenditures do capture the magnitude of importance that 
ditures have in the overall local economy.  Spending by state residents 
t-of-state visitors represent the base upon which additional tax revenues can be 
n-Market oas tion is more difficult to determine.  Non-Market 
epresent t e visi place o ne resources they use, beyond what 
ay to access these resources (this also is known as consumer surplus).  
arket valu  are ciated creational resources, including 
in , beaches, wildlife, an  
th c nd m e resou en sh bstantial 
e b  the m t expe nerated s.  These 
 valu nt th economic value of the resource to the coastal visitor.  
enjoyed by visitors to the coast as part of their use of the coast.  These use values tend to 
en travel cost methods are 
appropriate, authors have used contingent methods to estimate values for coastal 
recreational use.  Contingent valuation methods rely on surveys to elicit from visitors 
recreational resources 
In this chapter, we summarize studies that provide estimates of Non-Market values that 
may be similar to those for coastal recreation in Florida.  We limit our review when 
possible to studies of coastal recreation expenditures and Non-Market values in the Gulf 
of Mexico or southern United States.  It is important for the reader to note that the 
                                                
focus of market-based studies is on gross expenditures by coastal visitors with fewer 
studies focusing on profits or taxes.  While gross exp
b
recreational expen
represents a transfer of economic activity within the state.  In other words, taxes 
generated by state residents are simply a transfer within the state from taxpayers to the 
treasury.  Also, it is usually the case that spending by state residents would have taken 
place elsewhere in the state if not at the coast.  Spending by out-of-state visitors, 
however, represents a direct economic influx for the state economy; gross expenditures 
by ou
generated.   
 
The No value of c tal recrea
values r
they have to p
he valu tors n the mari
Non-M
recreational fish
es often asso with outdoor re
g sites
oastal a
d even view
rces have be
s.  The Non-Market values
own to generate suassociated wi arin
economic valu eyond
es represe
arke nditures ge  by these resource
Non-Market e net 
While the literature recognizes Non-Market values that accrue to both users and non-
users, we follow the policy of the NOEP and focus here only on those Non-Market values 
be estimated more frequently and with more precision in estimation than “non-use 
values.”24
 
In the literature, two primary methods are used to estimate the Non-Market use value of 
coastal recreation.  Travel cost methods25 are used to estimate the trade-offs visitors make 
between travel costs (time and out of pocket expenses) and recreational opportunities.  
Travel cost methods use real visitor behavior to estimate the Non-Market value of coastal 
recreation (the value the coastal visitor places on a recreational trip beyond what they 
have to pay), but because the method requires considerable variation in the travel costs 
faced by visitors, the method works best when applied to both residents and non-resident 
visitors (those living outside the immediate area).  Wh
in
their willingness to pay to use, protect or avoid damage to coastal 
or access.   
   
 
24 Non-use values include existence value, option value, and bequest values. 
25 (Travel cost methods include single and multiple site travel cost models, count data models, and a variety 
of site choice models including random utility models.) 
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ethods for estimating these market and Non-Market values often differ among studies.  
n the following we provide these estimates (all converted to U.S.$ in 2005, figures are 
ns of the basic methods.  Further, when 
ossible, we break down the estimates based on the value per visitor per day.  By doing 
ronmental 
alues for coastal resources in Florida.  Further study is required to develop a more 
precise estimate of these values. 
 
The literature provides a good set of value estimates for only a handful of coastal 
recreation activities.  Fortunately, Florida’s coasts are among the most studied in the 
world (Pendleton et al. 2006).   We review the literature and also government technical 
reports to develop a range of value estimates that reflect the potential Non-Market 
environmental value of coastal recreation, measured as per person per day values, in 
Florida.  We focus on beach-going, wildlife viewing, recreational fishing, scuba diving, 
and snorkeling because these are activities for which the literature provides the most 
substantial research on Non-Market values.  Finally, we combine estimates of user 
activity from the National Survey on Recreation and the Environment (Leeworthy and 
Wiley 2001) with both our low and high estimates of Non-Market values from the 
literature to provide a range for the potential Non-Market economic value of coastal 
recreational resources in Florida.   
 
Non-Market values may differ between local visitors and non-local visitors.  
Unfortunately, the NSRE data on estimated participation do not reveal what proportion of 
visits are made by local and non-local visitors (although the raw data may contain this 
information).  Bell and Leeworthy (1986) do show that 52% of beach visits made in 
Florida in the early 1980’s were made by local visitors, we are unaware of more recent 
estimates of the proportion of beach visitors.26  Non-Market values also differ depending 
on the quality and nature of the coastal resources and also proximity to population 
centers.  As a result, the Non-Market value of an activity (e.g. bird watching) is likely to 
differ substantially across regions of the state.  Unfortunately, the NSRE data cannot be 
h a low and high estimate of 
m
I
rounded when appropriate) with brief explanatio
p
so, we hope the reader will be able to better compare these results across studies and also 
understand how these values may compare to the values that are generated by coastal 
recreation in Florida.  
 
 
6.2 THE NON-MARKET VALUE OF COASTAL AND MARINE RECREATION 
 
Coastal recreation generates direct economic benefits to visitors, beyond the costs 
associated with getting to and using coastal resources.  Changes in these Non-Market 
values, for better or for worse, reflect important changes in the net economic value of 
coastal resources.  Changes in value could result from changes in access or availability or 
changes in the quality of resources.  In this section, we review the literature to summarize 
estimates of the Non-Market values of coastal and marine recreational uses that are likely 
to be similar to those found in coastal Florida.  We remind the reader that these estimates 
are intended only to show the potential order of magnitude of Non-Market envi
v
easily disaggregated by region within the state.  We offer bot
                                                 
26 Thanks to Valerie Seidel for pointing this out. 
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e potential Non-Market value of recreational activities to partially account for the range 
 
6.2.1     Beaches 
 
Warm waters and sandy beaches draw millions of visitors to Florida and in 20
more li s (i.e. a visit by one person to a beach f
 Florida’s coasts.  A  two studies (Bell and Leeworthy 1986 and 1992) 
e the No t value of a beach day in Florida at between $19 and $7427 (Table 
 
-Market Values Atlantic and Gulf Coast Beach Recreation 
th
of potential Non-Market values across users and regions. 
00 
generated 
day) along
 than 177 mil on beach day
t least
or one 
estimat n-Marke
6.4).  
Table 6.4:  Non  for South 
Author Location Method28 Asset  CS* per person 
Bell and Florida Beac $19.43/day  
(average) 
TC h use 
Leeworthy (1986) 
Bell and 
Leeworthy (1992) 
Florida TC Saltwater beach 
use 
$73.84/day 
L
B
TC Beach use by 
non-residents 
$95.85/day (winter) 
$120.74/day(summer) 
eeworthy and 
owker (1997) 
Florida 
Bin et al. (2004,  
r
North TC, Beach use $22.29 - $76.42/day 
evised 2005) Carolina RUM (average) 
Ita
*C
be
et value of non-resident 
each-goers in Florida to be more than $95/beach day in the winter and $120/beach day 
beach 
North Car ates the f a bea betw $7
day.  The are sim the rang ues u ton 
6) to stim te the econ mic value of beach days in California ($15 to $50 
29 orida, we u e of  $100 per each day to ill
 Non of b ch-going i ida.  Base on year 2000 a
s, we find that the Non-Market value, in 2005 dollars, of beach use in Florida would 
have been between $3.5 billion and just under $18 billion in 2000.  The map in Figure 6.1 
or beac ations in F
                                                
lics indicate Florida Value 
S is consumer surplus, the average willingness to pay for a beach trip beyond any costs associated with getting to the 
ach 
 
Later, Leeworthy and Bowker (1997) estimated the Non-Mark
b
in the summer. An even more recent, but unpublished, study (Bin et al. 2005) of 
use in 
beach 
olina estim
se figures 
 value o
ilar to 
ch day at 
e of val
een $22 and 
sed by Pendle
6 per 
and 
Kildow (200  e a
For Fl
o
per beach day).   se a rang  $20 to  b ustrate 
the potential
level
-Market value ea n Flor d ctivity 
shows maj
 
h destin lorida. 
 
27 Figures adjusted to 2005 dollars. 
28 TC=Travel Cost; RUM=Random Utility Model 
29 At least four other technical reports have been completed for beach values in Florida: Curtis and Shows 
(1982), Curtis and Shows (1984), U.S.A.C.E.  (1981), and U.S.A.C.E. (1993).  While we are unable to 
locate full-text versions of these studies, the abstracts from these studies indicate estimates of the consumer 
surplus per person day of less than $15/person/day in $2005. 
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        Source: Visit Florida (http://www.visitflorida.com/cms/index.php/id=522) 
orida 
 wildlife viewing also contribute to the Non-Market values enjoyed by 
oastal visitors along the coast of Florida.  The literature holds only a few examples of 
California (less than $7/family visit) to wildlife viewing in Alaska ($143 to $229 per 
person day) (see Table 6.5).  Leeworthy and Bowker (1997) estimated the economic 
value of general wildlife viewing  
itors combined.  To illustrat ntia ild ng e 
oun d an uppe ound  $1 per pe on day.  Us  range 
ate ctivity esti tes of bird watching and wildlife viewing from 
ate that the Non-Market value for bird 
watching would have ranged between $3.9 billion and $7.8 billion in year 2000 and $2.5 
5 bil  other types of wildlife during the same period.  (Note that the 
ird w her wildlife viewing cannot be added together because 
art th activities and adding these sums would lead to double 
 m ure 6.2 illus s bird ot ots in Florid
 
   Figure 6.1:  Beach Destinations in Fl
 
 
6.2.2     Bird Watching and Wildlife Viewing 
 
Bird watching and
c
the Non-Market value of marine wildlife viewing that range from tidepooling in 
in the Florida Keys to be $108 per person per day for
e the poteall vis l value of w life viewi in Florida, w
use a lower b
of value estim
the year 2000, provided by the NSRE, we estim
d of $50 an
s and the a
r b
ma
of 00 rs ing this
billion and $
values for b
lion for
atching and ot
many people p icipate in bo
counting.)  The ap in Fig trate watching h sp a. 
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Source: http://floridaconservation.org/viewing/species/birdingmap.html 
Figure 6.2:  Bird Watching Hotspots in Florida 
 
 
Table 6.5:  Non-Market Values Associated with Bird Watching and Wildlife Watching 
Author Location Method Species 
Consumer 
Surplus 
per person day 
($2005) 
Annual 
Non-Market 
Value30
Leew
Bow
orthy and 
ker (1997) 
Florida Keys Travel Cost 
Model 
Not identified  $108.35 $287 million 
 
Colt (2001) Alaska Unreported  Min: $143 
Max: $229 
 
Hall lifornia Contingent 
Valuation 
Tide pools $6.78/family visit  et al. (2002) Ca
Bosetti and Pearce 
(200
England Contingent 
Valuation 
Gray seals For seeing seals 
 in the wild: $14.50 
 
3) 
John
(2002) Method 
Not 
mentioned 
$63.80 $35 million ston et al. New York Travel Cost 
Italics 
 
 
                                                
indicate Florida Value 
 
30 Values are rounded to the nearest million $2005. 
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Table 6.6:  Non-Market Values for Atlantic and Gulf Coast Recreational Fishing  
6.2.3     Recreational Fishing 
 
Recreational saltwater fishing also contributes significantly to the Non-Market value of 
coastal recreation in Florida.  The NSRE estimated that more than 56 million person days 
were devoted to saltwater recreational fishing in Florida in 2000.  The literature on the 
Non-Market value of recreational fishing has a number of examples from Florida, the 
Southern Atlantic states, and the Gulf Coast states (Table 6.6).   
 
Author Location Mode31 Method32 $(2005)/Trip $(2005) /Day 
Non-Residents      
 Bell et al. (1982) Florida5 PC; P; S CVM  $61.86 
      
Bo
(1
ckstael et al. 
986) 
South Carolina P CVM  $97.92 
      
Mc
Str
 Connell & 
and (1994) 
Florida PC; P; S TC and RUM  $113.03
 Florida PC; P; S TC and RUM  $135.86 
 Georgia PC; P; S TC and RUM  $66.06 
 Georgia PC; P; S TC and RUM  $70.12 
 North Carolina PC; P; S TC and RUM  $111.23 
  North Carolina PC; P; S TC and RUM  $114.81
  South Carolina PC; P; S TC and RUM  $113.03
  South Carolina PC; P; S TC and RUM  $114.44
Residents      
 Bell et al. (1982) Florida33  PC; P; S CVM  $82.90 
      
Do
Oz
wning and 
una (1996) 
Texas General 
boating 
CVM $60.23-$407.69 
(mean of 
counties 
$171.11) 
 
Residential Status Not Specified     
 Leeworthy (1990) Florida NS TC $81.33  
Itali
 
s from just over $60 
ell et al. 1986) to more than $100 (McConnell et al. 1993); both values are for fishing 
ays in Florida.  For residents, Ozuna and Downing (1996) estimated that the value for a 
fishing day in Texas ranged from $60 to more than $400.  Bell et al. (1982) and 
Leeworthy (1990) both estimated values for a fishing day in Florida at just over $80 for 
sidents and anglers of unspecified origin.  To illustrate the potential value of 
creational fishing in Florida, we use a lower bound of $60 and an upper bound of $100 
                                              
cs indicate Florida Value 
For non-residents, the Non-Market value of a recreational fishing day in the Gulf, the 
states most likely to have values similar to those in Florida, range
(B
d
re
re
   
 PC = Party/Charter boat; P = Private boat; R = Rental boat; O = Boat Owner; NO = Non-Boat Owner; S 
Offshore, NS=not specified. 
 CVM = Contingent Valuation Method; TC = Travel Cost Method, RUM = Random Utility Model, 
NRUM = Nested Random Utility Model 
33 Includes Northwest Gulf, West Gulf, Northeast Gulf, Southwest Gulf, and Southeast Atlantic 
31
= Shore; OS = 
32
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er person day.  Using this range of value estimates and the year 2000 estimates of 
recreational saltwater fishing provided by the NSRE, we estimate that the Non-Market 
alue of recreational fishing along Florida’s Gulf coast would have ranged between 
nearly $3.4 billion to $5.6 billion annually in 2000. 
6.2.4     Scuba Diving and Snorkeling 
Snorkeling generates Non-Market values that are similar to the values estimated for other 
pes of activities, discussed above.  Estimates for the Non-Market value of snorkeling in 
Florida range from $3 to nearly $120 per person day for snorkeling in the Florida Keys 
ee Table 6.7).   
Table 6.7:  Non-Market Values for South Atlantic and Gulf Coast Snorkeling and Diving 
p
v
 
 
ty
(s
 
Author Location 
Natural 
Setting34
Resident/ 
Non 
Resident35
Mode of 
Access36
$(2005)/Day  
(unless 
otherwise 
specified) 
Snorkeling      
Leeworthy, et al. 
001) 
Southeast 
Florida 
A R  $3.02 
(2
 Southeast A NR  $8.37 
Florida 
Leeworthy and Florida N R   
Bowker (1997) Keys/Key West 
$118.96 and NR
Park, et al. (2002) Florida Keys N  1R and NR  $ 30.59 /trip 
Kaval and
 
All U.S.  
 Par
S  3 Loomis 
(2003) National ks
N
 
R and NR  $ 2.08 
Scuba Di  ving     
Bell, et al. st A NR $11.27  (1998) Northwe
Florida 
 
Ditton and  
Baker (1999) 
Texas 
Texas 
nd NR 
NR 
$83.48 
9 53 
A 
A 
R a
R and 
Ch 
Ch $4 .
Stoll and
(2002
so
 
) se
urce37
 of Mexico
NMS,38
Gulf of Mexico 
A  
N 
R and NR  
R and NR 
  
Ch 
$1
$1
Ditton 
condary 
Gulf
FGB
 Ch 21.20/ trip 
57.20/ trip 
Kaval a
(2003)
nd
 arks
NS R and NR $34.25  Loomis All U.S.  
National P  
 
 Northeast NS R and NR  $18.96 
Region 
Leeworthy
(2001) 
east 
Florida 
A R  $4.02 , et al. South
 Southeast A NR $16.16 
Florida 
 
Italics ind
 
ic
                                                
ate Florida Value 
 
34 A = Artificial Reef; N = Natural Reef; NS = Not Speci
 = R Resident 
 Ch = at; P = Private Boa at; O = visitors or r using their O at 
37 Abstract from www.marineeconomics.noaa.gov 
38 Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary 
fied 
35 R
36
esident; NR = Non 
Charter Bo t; R = Rental Bo esidents wn Bo
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Because snorkeling in the keys is likely to be of higher value than snorkeling elsewhere 
in the state, we conservatively use the upper bound of our estimated Non-Market value of 
snorkeling to $50 per person per day.  According to the literature, scuba diving in Florida 
generates Non-Market values that are significantly lower than those of the other values 
discussed here.  Further, Non-Market values for diving in Florida tend to be lower than 
simila  (see Pendleton 2005 or Pendleton 2006).  One 
reason for this difference is that scuba diving was not valued separately from other 
activit  studie lt, e tes re ent an 
extrem  scuba n Florid
 
he potential value of snorkeling in Florida, we use a range of  
nual Non-Market value of diving in Florida would have been between $27 million and 
$81 million in 2000 (adjusted to $2005).  Similarly, we estimate that the Non-Market 
economic value of snorkeling in Florida would have been $240 million and $1.2 billion 
in the year 2000. 
 
 
6.3 NON-MARKET VALUES SUMMARY 
The Non-Market values associated with coastal recreation in Florida generate economic 
well-being for the state and nation.  The Florida coast provides opportunities for people 
to boat, fish, hunt, swim, and view wildlife.  These Non-Market values contribute directly 
to the quality of life of coastal visitors.  As a result, damages to coastal resources or, 
conversely, major improvements in these resources, result in a direct change in these 
values that in turn represents a direct change in the economic well-being of the region 
and the country.  We combed the literature to find estimates of Non-Market activities that 
reflect the potential economic value of coastal and marine recreation in Florida.  We use 
these estimates to provide upper and lower bounds for the potential economic value of 
these uses in the state.  The summary of Florida Non-Market values from the literature 
with ranges for values transfers is listed in Table 6.8.  
The commercial importance of the Florida coasts is fairly well understood.  
Transportation, tourism, and fishing all are important parts of Florida’s Coastal  
Economic engine.  Far less, however, is known about the market and Non-Market 
workings of Florida’s coastal and marine recreational economy.  We lack even a 
thorough baseline of local coastal recreational activities within the state.  Best estimates 
of participation in most types of recreation, made by the National Survey on Recreation 
and the Environment (NSRE, Leeworthy and Wiley 2001) are for the state as a whole.  
The NSRE was not intended to provide a more refined mapping of uses, but it is exactly 
this level of detail that is required for many kinds of local coastal management.  
Similarly, our understanding of the Non-Market value of coastal recreation in Florida is 
limited by the fact that many activities have not been extensively valued in the state (e.g. 
personal watercraft use, boating, and waterskiing) and even activities that have been 
valued, have not been valued frequently over the last decade.  More studies are needed to 
r values estimated in other states
ies in the Florida s.  As a resu  we believ these estima pres
e lower bound for  diving i
 diving and 
a. 
To illustrate t
$10 to $50 per person day for snorkeling and $5 to $15/day for SCUBA diving.   The 
an
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better understand how activity levels and Non-Market values differ across regions of the 
ivity levels and values have changed over time.   
In this report, we use the best available data from the federal government and the 
scholarly and gray literature to estimate the potential magnitude of the Non-Market 
economic value of coastal recreation in Florida.  In addition to these Non-Market values, 
even at epared 
is usua
(Pendle  and b).  Clearly the potential 
compre
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
state and how these act
coastal recreation generates substantial local revenues for coastal businesses.  We do not 
tempt to estimate these revenues here, but note that in three recent papers pr
for the state of California, the magnitude of expenditures on coastal recreational activities 
lly within one order of magnitude of the Non-Market value of these activities 
ton 2005a and Pendleton and Rooke 2005a
magnitude of the economic value of coastal recreation in Florida warrants a more 
hensive and consistent effort at data collection and research. 
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Table 6.8:  Summary of Florida Non-Market Values From the Literature  
Activity Author Location 
Resident 
(R), Non-
resident 
(NR) 
Consumer 
surplus*/perso
n/day ($2005) 
Value Range 
Transferred 
Beach-going 00  Bell and Leeworthy 
(1992) 
FL  $73.84 High $1
 
0  Bell and Leeworthy FL  $19.43 (mean)  Low $2
(1986) 
 
Leeworthy and 
Bowker (1997) 
FL Keys NR $95.85 (winter) 
$120.74 (summer) 
  
Bird Watching 
and Wildli
Viewing 
$100$5
fe Bowker (1997) Low 0  
Leeworthy and FL  $108.35 High 
Recreatio
Fishing 
0 nal McConnell & Strand* 
(1994) 
FL NR $135.86 High $10
 
0 Bell et al. (1982) FL  
FL 
NR  
R 
$61.86 
$82.9 
Low $6
 
 Leeworthy (1990) FL Not 
specified 
$81.33/trip  
Scuba Diving Northwest FL  NR $11.27 High $15 Bell, et al. (1998) 
 
$5 Leeworthy, et al. 
(2001) 
Southeast FL R  
NR 
$4.02 
$16.16 
Low 
Snorkelin 0 
0 
g Leeworthy, et al. 
(2001) 
Southeast FL  
Southeast FL 
R  
NR 
$3.02 
$8.37 
High 
Low 
$5
$1
 
nd Florida Keys R and NR $118.96   Leeworthy a
Bowker (1997) 
 
Park, et al. (2002) Florida Keys  R and NR $130.59/trip   
 
Kaval and Loomis 
(2003) 
All U.S. 
National Parks 
R and NR $32.08   
Italics indica
*Consumer s
in that activity.
te Florida Value 
urplus is the willingness of a user to pay to engage in an activity beyond any costs involved in participating 
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omplex and important foundation of Florida’s overall economy.  While there are many 
 
perspective of the past, present and future of Florida’s economy. Most often, population 
is the principal indicator of changes in coastal areas. For example, as of June 2006, 
Florida had three cities ranked among the top ten fastest growing cities in the U.S. 
However, this study indicates that economic indicators are also excellent signals of 
change in coastal areas.  In some ways, the economy may be a better indicator of change 
than population, because it reveals land use footprints for different types of economic 
activities.  With Florida’s large Tourism & Recreation sector and second homes, 
population can be a daunting indicator to assess.  The economy, on the other hand, 
indicates the size of the activities necessary to support the range of populations. The size 
and nature of the economy and its workforce reflect land use patterns, infrastructure 
changes, environmental impacts, and other changes essential to effective land use 
planning along our nation’s coasts.   
  
The commercial importance of the Florida coasts is reasonably well understood.  This 
report presents many of those sectors using well-documented market values.  
Transportation, tourism, and fishing, for example, all are important parts of Florida’s 
coastal economic engine. However, far less is known about the market and Non-Market 
values of Florida’s coastal and marine recreational economy.  There is even a lack of a 
thorough baseline of local coastal recreational activities within the state.  The Florida 
coast provides opportunities for people to boat, fish, hunt, swim, and view wildlife 
among other act ivies.  These Non-Market values contribute directly to the quality of life 
of coastal users.  As a result, damages to coastal resources or, conversely, major 
improvements in these resources, result in a direct change in these values that, in turn, 
represents a direct change in the economic well-being of the region and the country. 
 
The Ocean Economy is dominated by Tourism & Recreation and appears to be solidly in 
place for a long time to come.  Marine transportation, especially passenger cruise ships, is 
a major economic force and by all indications will remain strong in the future.  Marine 
construction and Living Resources, while considerably smaller in size, also provide 
important inputs to Florida’s overall economy.  
he Coastal Economy is dominated by the shoreline areas, particularly the Atlantic 
oast, which provided nearly half of Florida’s GSP in 2003. While the inland areas and 
e Gulf Coast have a smaller impact on the Florida Coastal Economy, the size and 
fluence of the regions are growing more rapidly.  This pattern will probably continue as 
nd becomes more scarce along the shore. 
inally, it is obvious that Florida’s natural assets are the hidden treasure of the economy. 
lorida’s natural resources, particularly its beaches and wild areas, not only draw local 
nd tourist dollars, but they generate added Non-Market values for the economy. While 
e Tourism & Recreation sector was valued at more than $26 billion in Florida’s market 
Conclusion 
 
This examination of Florida’s Ocean and Coastal economies is a preliminary look at a 
c
more ocean and coastal-related values to be measured, this report should provide a solid
 
T
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lace in 2003, in a 2000 government survey the Non-Market added values for Florida 
nually. These contributions to the 
Florida economy must be noted.  Florida’s natural resources must be preserved to sustain 
and facilitate future growth of its strong economy -- an economy that is absolutely vital to 
the nation’s well-being. 
 
p
amounted to somewhere between $3 and $10 billion, an
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Table al State 2004 Populat Loc
Appendixes 
 
APPENDIX A:  ALL COASTAL STATES POPULATION AND HOUSING 
 
 A.1:  Coast ion by ation 
State Total 
Population
Coast
Populat
al 
Percentage
Tota
Dens
Co
De
Alabam 9,060,364 557 6.2% 7
Alaska ,870 551 42.1% 2
24,942 3
e 2,177,746 1, 1
Delaw 1,660,728 830 50.0% 5
Florida ,385 100.0% 3
Georg 17,658,766 565 3.2% 0
Hawaii 0 1,262, 50.0% 7
Ilinois 5,427,268 6,020, 23.7% 1
Indian 12,475,138 75 6.1% 9
Louisiana 9,031,540 764, 8.5% 1
Maine 981, 37.3%
Maryla ,116,116 2,096, 18.9% 1, 7
Massa 12,833,010 4,816, 37.5% 1 8
Michig 5,325, 26.3% 2
e ,916 214,
is 373, 9
 H 410, 15.8% 6
New J ,092, 17.8% 2 7
New Y ,949, 31.1% 1
North 2 873, 5.1%
Ohio 2 2,736,803 11.9% 8
Orego 7,189,172 1,399 19.5%
Penns 24,812,584 282 1.1% 2
Rhode 1,080 50.0% 2, 4
South ,396,136 1,057 12.6% 5
Texas 44,980,044 5,548 12.3% 8
United 293656842 109,185 37.2% 2
Virginia 14,919,654 4,761 31.9% 9
shi 12,407,576 4,261 6
isco 2,097, 19 9
al 
ion
,
Coast l 
ity* 
astal 
nsity*
a 227 179 19
1,310
71,787,598
,387 2
Califor
Conn
nia ,331 34.7%
31.1%
460 71
cticut 7,007,208 446 96
are ,364 850 42
17,385,430 17 ,430 322 32
ia ,431 305 10
2,525,68 840 393 19
2 672 457 4,32
a 5,560 348 49
374 207 16
2,634,506 382 85 81
nd 11 262 137 43
chusettes 558 ,637 1,35
an 20,225,240
sota 10,201
113 356 15
Minn
Miss
New
671 2.1%
6.4%
128 22
sippi 5,805,932
2,599,000
762 124 20
ampshire 743 290 38
ersey 17,397,758 3
38,454,176 11
581 ,346 97
ork 771 814 1,05
Carolina 17,082,44
2,918,02
890 351 93
2 560 72
n ,993 75 73
ylvania ,355 554 35
 Island 2,161,264 ,632 068 1,03
Carolina 8 ,345 279 15
,520 172 36
 States ,031 1 16
,032 377 53
Wa
W
ngton ,306 34.3%
.0%
186 22
nsin 11,018,052 219 203 17
*Per s
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
quare mile 
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Table A.2:  Coastal State 2004 Housing catio
 
by Lo n 
State Total Units Coastal
its
C
er e
Total 
Density* 
astal
nsity
Alabam 258,1 .3% 81
Alaska 226,21 .7% 1
Califor 8,885 .7% 16
Conne 2,828,866 874 .9% 584
Delaw 367 .0% 376
Florid 8,009 .0% 149
Georg 243 .3% 127
Hawai 965,746 482,8 .0% 150
Ilinois 72 2,377 .3% 183 1
an 5,381,238 312 .8% 150
isia 321,72 8.4% 88
Maine ,353,334 494 .6% 44
Maryla 77 .5% 460
Massa 5,344,122 2,016 .7% 682
Michig 2,359 .6% 156
Minne 425,402 110 .5% 56
Missis 2,442,480 16 .8% 5
New H 1,151,342 168,0 .6% 128
New J 1,288 .9% 921
New Y 38,718 4,581 .3% 331
North 7,720,156 458 .9% 158
Ohio 9,933,492 1,220,0 .3% 243
Orego 62 601 .6% 32
ns 116 .1 240
hode 446,30 .0% 854
South ,781,364 526,1 .9% 126
Texas 95 .4% 68
United 122,671,734 39,982 .6% 0
Virgini 1,925,9 .9% 157
Washi 213,246 1,824,0 .0% 78
Wisco 4,927,604 92 .8% 91
 
Un
oastal 
P centag
Co  
De *
a 4,117,902
543,066
18 6 91
3 41 1
nia 25,609,404 ,446 34 4 254
cticut ,164 30 386
are 734,896
09,427
,448 50 188
a 8,0
7,345,354
,427 100 149
ia ,255 3 43
i 73 50 75
10,188,3 ,039 23 ,706
Indi
Lou
a ,256 5 206
na 3,839,718 4 68
1 ,771 36 41
nd 4,500,678 8 ,316 19 183
chusettes ,560 37 569
an 8,866,964 ,344 26 67
sota 4, ,232 2 11
sippi 5,100 6 2 93
ampshire 69 14 158
ersey 6,829,478 ,406 18 407
ork 15,6 ,666 29 403
Carolina ,044 5 49
68 12 325
n 3,070,7 ,000 19 31
Pen
R
ylvania 10,771,458 ,307 1 % 145
 Island 892,610 5 50 427
Carolina 3 88 13 77
17,693,456 2,1 ,246 12 145
 States ,585 32 59
a 6,233,654 40 30 218
ngton 5, 90 35 97
nsin 8,160 18 79
*Per S
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
quare Mile 
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CASTING DETAIL 
Table B.1:  Employment in 2000 and 2015 by Region and Industry (in Thousands) 
APPENDIX B:  EMPLOYMENT FORE
 
Region Industry 2000 2015 Region 2000 2015
Construction 18.336 41.433 60.204 127.792
Education and Health Services 49.831 90.186 94.672 155.743
Financial Activities 13.462 19.878 58.553 100.610
Government 47.327 61.391 110.254 155.991
Information 6.227 6.779 28.078 33.253
Leisure and Hospitality 37.372 64.537 184.819 .912 303
Manufacturing 35.755 33.735 63.177 56.704
N esources and Mining 2 0 2atural R  2.507 .237 2.67  .868
Other Services  1 5 04.835 21.023 43.25  7 .650
Professional a 47 1 7 3.3nd Business Services .992 89.159 59.40 24 26
Retail Trade 50.417 .202 126.057 156 360  .79
Tra n an 5 2 8.6nsportatio d Utilities .541 7.850 32.07 3 91
W rad 9 1 9 6.2holesale T e .444 3.608 43.68 6 99
Central/Space 
Coast Coastal 
T 39 51
Centra
Coa  
6 1512.6otal 3 .047 2.020 
l/Space 
st Inland
1006.90 33
Co  1.715 6.336 0.nstruction 1.514 1 885
Edu He es 1.718 0 2.cation and alth Servic 1.696 25.46 4 629
Fina ivitie 0 0. 1 9.4ncial Act s .565 678 8.05 02
Go 5 4.512 6 6.5vernment .253 56.26 5 19
Information 0.119 9 3.30.127 2.87 68
Leis ospit 1 1.876 1 6 6.2ure and H ality .564 5.92 2 96
Ma  2. 7 8.5nufacturing 923 1.865 13.10 34
Natu urce ng 1 0. 1 2.0ral Reso s and Mini .358 856 2.79 29
Other Services  0.372 0.366 5 7.9
North Central 
Coast 
5.15 51
Pr and ervices 0.594 3 1.1ofessional  Business S 0.784 13.17 2 63
Retail Trade 2 4 1.6.797 2.527 22.42 2 59
Transportation 0 8 3.3and Utilities .473 0.379 2.54 95
Wholesale Tr 439 3.440 4.895ade 0. 0.443  
To 19 17.
orth C
Inlan
1 8 8.7
N entral 
d 
tal .666 845 77.55 21 25
C  30 57. 1 9.4onstruction .289 920 4.52 72
Ed He es 56 90. 3 3.7ucation and alth Servic .027 610 7.35 1 04
Fi ivitie 55 7 0 3.1nancial Act s .774 2.718 2.09 43
G 63 7 1 4.9overnment .524 1.117 14.03 1 65
Info 14 15. 4 1.5rmation .947 533 0.62 49
Le osp 46 77. 9 1.0isure and H itality .017 844 8.08 1 20
Man  39 30. 0 3.7ufacturing .339 050 5.62 24
Nat urces ng 0 0. 5 0.5ural Reso  and Mini .596 513 1.01 63
Other Services  21. 29. 3 4.4752 512 3.21 07
P an er 82 11 9 7.5rofessional d Business S vices .060 0.213 9.04 77
Re 64 6 4 3.2tail Trade .363 8.024 11.36 1 80
Tr n an 31 32. 2 2.9ansportatio d Utilities .547 071 1.90 47
W rade 25 3 3 1.4holesale T .741 1.290 1.07 08
Northeast 
Coast 
Tot 31 68
Northea
Inland
6 4 7.7al 5 .976 7.414 
st 
 
9.94 8 59
C  20 39. 2 0.7onstruction .991 375 6.78 1 77
Edu Hea es 40.1 70. 1 0 cation and lth Servic 53 230 9.70 29.326
Fi ivitie 16 27. 4 1.3nancial Act s .715 906 7.54 1 10
G 60 71. 1 5.6overnment .392 453 74.28 7 89
Information 7.395 8. 8 5.34199 5.13 3
Leis osp 38 6 2 4.7ure and H itality .161 2.644 14.01 2 66
Northwest 
t 
M  16 1
Northw
Inland
0 4.6
Coas
anufacturing .337 5.697
est 
 
7.10 98
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Region Industry 2000 2015 Region 2000 2015
Natura urces and Mining 0.828 1 2l Reso  0.962 3.17  .664
Other Services  1 2 8 14.386 0.387 8.70  1 .334
Pro and B ervice 40 6 1 0 9.0fessional usiness S s .328 8.049 8.20 2 94
Ret 45 50. 2 1 3.7ail Trade .968 817 3.21 2 34
Tra n and 6 6 3.3nsportatio  Utilities .822 8.850 2.69 07
Wholesale Trad 9 1 4.6e .343 13.720 4.55 08
 
458.1
 
195.0 4 6Total 317.952 55 9  23 .652
Constructi 234.1 5 on 126.099 44 28.38 77.627
E He es 81 482. 1 4.4ducation and alth Servic 2 .752 898 35.01 6 98
Fin ivities 66 243. 1 0 4.1ancial Act 1 .506 645 6.96 3 18
Go 18 387. 4 1 5.4vernment 3 .701 043 1.73 6 49
Info 65 70.699 7.233 9.575rmation .042 
Le osp 49 389. 0 2.4isure and H itality 2 .250 187 40.82 8 11
Ma  142 101. 1 0 11.6nufacturing .303 513 0.44 36
Nat urces and Mining 5 4. 6.540 7.6ural Reso .943 874 39
Other Services  04 140. 1 0 4.91 .323 652 3.56 2 84
Professio nd B ervice 44 617. 3 4 9.1nal a usiness S s 3 .849 265 7.44 8 05
Reta 27 357. 5 3 9.7il Trade 3 .174 297 3.64 7 01
Transportation and 05 117. 6 8.3 Utilities 1 .793 243 5.33 57
Wh rade 28 182. 1 5.0olesale T 1 .234 051 8.07 1 78
Southeast 
Total 2365 8.
Southwe
30 4 0.1.966 332 512 
st 
5.17 57 77
Con  82 15 2 5.5struction .619 9.951 7.12 1 21
Edu Hea es 81 26 2 1 1.2cation and lth Servic 1 .480 9.732 2.35 4 89
Fin ivities 06 141. 1 3.7ancial Act 1 .768 896 9.60 1 49
Go 74 194. 2 2 9.3vernment 1 .198 235 6.96 2 38
Info 45 43. 2 2.5rmation .167 364 2.34 04
Le ospitalit 38 198. 3 2.7isure and H y 1 .765 760 14.89 2 30
M  12 85. 8 6.8anufacturing 1 .821 961 20.20 1 10
Natura urce ng 6 4. 6.696 5.4l Reso s and Mini .244 978 78
Other Services  58. 85. 7.234 1.3465 861 1 55
Professional and B ervice 84 637.262 2 9 8.7usiness S s 2 .302 3.39 4 88
R 95 21 3 6.8etail Trade 1 .015 3.817 27.26 2 73
Tra n and 42 41. 5 8nsportatio  Utilities .284 481 9.68 13.92
W rade 62 72. 4 2.2holesale T .246 765 8.12 1 45
Tampa Bay 
ast 
Total 149
ampa Ba
Inlan
1 0 0.
Co
0.374 2150.062 
T y 
d 
85.88 26 608
C  2.704 3 2 0.8onstruction 4.194 95.90 79 06
Edu Hea es 8 10. 8 1 2.6cation and lth Servic .475 115 23.96 136 78
Fi ivitie 1 2. 7 1.4nancial Act s .928 357 464.51 68 10
Go 15 12. 1 5 0.4vernment .336 729 008.25 120 31
Information 0.695 0.576 1 8 0.885.88 20 68
Leis ospit 4.409 5.724 79 6 1.7ure and H ality 4.09 127 08
Ma  3 2. 47 5 3.4nufacturing .386 483 2.51 37 12
Nat urces ng 18 11. 5 7 6.8ural Reso  and Mini .783 291 9.27 4 17
Other Services 1. 296.732 9.9  475 1.448 42 29
Professional and Business Services 4.384 6.026 1065.182 1967.811
Retail Trade 9.934 8.725 959.630 1083.449
Transportation and Utilities 1.517 1.256 248.2 5713 279.7
Wholesale Trade 1.762 1.537 6.1 430 57 19.948
Total   
Florid
3 174.788 68.461
a Heartland 
7080. 25 10 09.023
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APPENDIX C:  FLORIDA REGIONS 
 
 
 Sou pri  http da us/defa p?tn=3
Figure Regio lorid
 
APP :  P SI D Y DETAIL 1990-
 
D.1:  Po n an ty D 990
rce: Enter se Florida ://eflori .com/about ult.as
 C.1:  ns of F a 
ENDIX D OPULATION, HOU NG, AN DENSIT 2004 
Table pulatio d Densi etail 1 -2004 
County 1990 2004 
Net 
Change Growth Land 
1990 
Density 
2004 
Density 
De y nsit
Net 
C ehang
Density 
G  rowth
Florida  12,938,071 17,385,430 359 4% .82 40 2 24,447, 34. 53,926 2 32 8 34.4%
Atlantic Florida                 
Brevard 78 12 834 0% .19 92 83989 518,8 119, 30. 1,018 3 510 11 30.0%
Broward 31 00 469 6% .40 42 1 4 312555 1,753,0 497, 39. 1,205 1,0 ,45 41 39.6%
Duval 672971 23 652 8% .67 70 0819,6  146, 21. 773 8 1,059 19 21.8%
Fla 01 16 315 5 .00 59 2 3gler 287  69,0  40, 140. % 485 14 8 140.5%
Indian River 902  124,67  34,46 38.2 503.2 179 248 68 38.2%08 6 8 % 3
Martin 00 137,693 36,793 5% .62 82 8 61009 36. 555 1 24 6 36.5%
Miami-Dade 94 14 520 8% .06 95 2 719371 2,358,7 421, 21. 1,946 9 1,21 21 21.8%
Nassau 41 61 120 5% .55 67 7 9439 63,0 19, 43. 651 9 2 43.5%
Palm Beach 03 89 686 1% .11 37 0 38635 1,244,1 380, 44. 1,974 4 63 19 44.1%
St. Johns 29 152,724 68,895 2% .01 38 1 3838 82. 609 1 25 11 82.2%
St. Lucie 71 227,110 76,939 2% .45 62 7 41501 51. 572 2 39 13 51.2%
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County 1990 2004 
Net 
Change Growth Land 
1990 
Density 
2004 
Density 
Density 
Net 
Change
Density 
Growth 
Volusia 37 51 214 2% .25 36 4 983707 478,9 108, 29. 1,103 3 43 29.2%
Total 5,996,664 7,947,569 905 5% .52 26 7 11,950, 32. 11,397 5 69 17 32.5%
Gulf Florida                   
Bay 126,994 157,811 30,817 3% .68 166 7 024. 763 20 4 24.3%
Charlotte 75 157,324 46,349 8% 693.60 60 7 7110,9 41. 1 22 6 41.8%
Citrus 13 73 36,760 3% .81 60 3 393,5 130,2 39. 583 1 22 6 39.3%
Collier 152,099 75 576 1% .34 75 6 1296,6 144, 95. 2,025 14 7 95.1%
Dixie 10,585 66 681 8% .01 15 0 514,2 3, 34. 704 2 34.8%
Escambia 98 296,739 33,941 9% .35 97 8 1262,7 12. 662 3 44 5 12.9%
Franklin 8,967 10,084 117 5% .34 16 9 21, 12. 544 1 12.5%
Gulf 11,504 03 199 1% .60 21 5 4 19.1%13,7 2, 19. 554 2
Hernando 15 150,540 425 9% .31 11 5 103101,1 49, 48. 478 2 31 48.9%
Hillsborough 834,054 33 279 9% .91 94 7 31,100,3 266, 31. 1,050 7 1,04 25 31.9%
Jefferson 96 92 096 4% .74 19 4 511,2 14,3 3, 27. 597 2 27.4%
Lee 335,113 23 810 7% .63 17 1 4514,9 179, 53. 803 4 64 22 53.7%
Levy 12 30 318 43.7% .38 23 3 025,9 37,2 11, 1,118 3 1 43.7%
Manatee 211,707 295,974 84,267 8% .03 86 9 439. 741 2 39 11 39.8%
Monroe 24 16 -8 0% .91 78 8 078,0 78,0 0. 996 7 0.0%
Okaloosa 77 180,910 37,133 8% .63 4 3 0143,7 25. 935 15 19 4 25.8%
Pasco 31 46 915 1% .85 77 8 0281,1 408,0 126, 45. 744 3 54 17 45.1%
Pinellas 59 927,498 75,839 9% .92 3,043 3,313 1851,6 8. 279 27 8.9%
Santa Rosa 08 73 465 2% .93 80 6 681,6 138,0 56, 69. 1,016 13 5 69.2%
Sarasota 76 355,722 94 1% .55 86 2 6277,7 77, 6 28. 571 4 62 13 28.1%
Taylor 17,111 68 157 6% .91 16 8 219,2 2, 12. 1,041 1 12.6%
Wakulla 14,202 74 872 90.6% .66 23 5 127,0 12, 606 4 2 90.6%
Walton 27,759 68 609 2% .56 26 6 948,3 20, 74. 1,057 4 1 74.2%
Tota 79 5,373,242 563 0 .65 19 9 0l 4,069,6  1,303, 32. % 18,573 2 28 7 32.0%
Inland Florida                 
Alachua 181,596 222,568 40,972 22.6% 874.25 208 255 47 22.6%
Baker 18,486 23,946 5,460 29.5% 585.21 32 41 9 29.5%
Bradford 22,515 27,623 5,108 22.7% 293.13 77 94 17 22.7%
Calhoun 11,011 13,043 2,032 18.5% 567.31 19 23 4 18.5%
Clay 105,986 164,387 58,401 55.1% 601.11 176 273 97 55.1%
Columbia 42,613 61,710 19,097 44.8% 797.05 53 77 24 44.8%
DeSoto 23,865 34,842 10,977 46.0% 637.27 37 55 17 46.0%
Gadsden 41,116 46,083 4,967 12.1% 516.13 80 89 10 12.1%
Gilchrist 9,667 15,921 6,254 64.7% 348.89 28 46 18 64.7%
Glades 7,591 11,146 3,555 46.8% 773.64 10 14 5 46.8%
Hamilton 10,930 14,076 3,146 28.8% 514.86 21 27 6 28.8%
Hardee 19,499 28,022 8,523 43.7% 637.30 31 44 13 43.7%
Hendry 25,773 38,113 12,340 47.9% 1,152.53 22 33 11 47.9%
Highlands 68,432 93,133 24,701 36.1% 1,028.27 67 91 24 36.1%
Holmes 15,778 19,031 3,253 20.6% 482.45 33 39 7 20.6%
Jackson 41,375 47,712 6,337 15.3% 915.64 45 52 7 15.3%
Lafayette 5,578 7,503 1,925 34.5% 542.84 10 14 4 34.5%
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County 1990 2004 
Net 
Change Growth Land 
1990 
Density 
2004 
Density 
Density 
Net 
Change
Density 
Growth 
Lake 152,104 261,845 109,741 72.1% 953.15 160 275 115 72.1%
Leon 192,493 243,703 51,210 26.6% 666.74 289 366 77 26.6%
Liberty 5,569 7,442 1,873 33.6% 835.87 7 9 2 33.6%
Madison 16,569 19,067 2,498 15.1% 691.79 24 28 4 15.1%
Marion 194,835 291,768 96,933 49.8% 1,578.86 123 185 61 49.8%
Okeechobee 29,627 39,006 9,379 31.7% 773.94 38 50 12 31.7%
Orange 677,491 989,873 312,382 46.1% 907.45 747 1,091 344 46.1%
Osceola 107,728 220,127 112,399 104.3% 1,321.90 81 167 85 104.3%
Polk 405,382 524,286 118,904 29.3% 1,874.38 216 280 63 29.3%
Putnam 65,070 72,574 7,504 11.5% 721.89 90 101 10 11.5%
Seminole 287,521 391,241 103,720 36.1% 308.20 933 1,269 337 36.1%
Sumter 31,577 60,569 28,992 91.8% 545.73 58 111 53 91.8%
Suwannee 26,780 37,612 10,832 40.4% 687.64 39 55 16 40.4%
Union 10,252 14,660 4,408 43.0% 240.29 43 61 18 43.0%
Washington 16,919 21,987 5,068 30.0% 579.93 29 38 9 30.0%
Total 2,871,728 4,064,619 1,192,891 41.5% 23,955.65 120 170 50 41.5%
 
Table D.2:  Housing and Density Detail 1990-2004 
County 1990 2004 
Net 
Change Growth Land 
1990 
Density 
2004 
Density 
Density 
Net 
Change
Density 
Growth 
Florida  6,100,262 8,009,427 1,909,165 31.3% 53,926.82 113 149 35 31.3%
Atlantic Florida                 
Brevard 185150 243,652 58,502 31.6% 1,018.19 182 239 57 31.6%
Broward 628660 782,384 153,724 24.5% 1,205.40 522 649 128 24.5%
Duval 284673 357,721 73,048 25.7% 773.67 368 462 94 25.7%
Flagler 15215 34,231 19,016 125.0% 485.00 31 71 39 125.0%
Indian River 47128 66,177 19,049 40.4% 503.23 94 132 38 40.4%
Martin 54199 71,572 17,373 32.1% 555.62 98 129 31 32.1%
Miami-Dade 771288 906,877 135,589 17.6% 1,946.06 396 466 70 17.6%
Nassau 18726 29,028 10,302 55.0% 651.55 29 45 16 55.0%
Palm Beach 461665 605,650 143,985 31.2% 1,974.11 234 307 73 31.2%
St. Johns 32831 54,785 21,954 66.9% 609.01 54 90 36 66.9%
St. Lucie 157055 201,379 44,324 28.2% 572.45 274 352 77 28.2%
Volusia 180972 230,718 49,746 27.5% 1,103.25 164 209 45 27.5%
Total 2,837,562 3,584,174 746,612 26.3% 11,397.52 249 314 66 26.3%
Gulf Florida                 
Bay 65,999 86,013 20,014 30.3% 763.68 86 113 26 30.3%
Charlotte 64,641 87,954 23,313 36.1% 693.60 93 127 34 36.1%
Citrus 49,854 67,629 17,775 35.7% 583.81 85 116 30 35.7%
Collier 94,165 174,564 80,399 85.4% 2,025.34 46 86 40 85.4%
Dixie 6,445 7,553 1,108 17.2% 704.01 9 11 2 17.2%
Escambia 112,230 132,017 19,787 17.6% 662.35 169 199 30 17.6%
Franklin 5,891 7,816 1,925 32.7% 544.34 11 14 4 32.7%
Gulf 6,339 8,319 1,980 31.2% 554.60 11 15 4 31.2%
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County 1990 2004 
Net 
Change Growth Land 
1990 
Density 
2004 
Density 
Density 
Net 
Change
Density 
Growth 
Hernando 50,018 69,984 19,966 39.9% 478.31 105 146 42 39.9%
Hillsborough 367,740 477,626 109,886 29.9% 1,050.91 350 454 105 29.9%
Jefferson 4,395 5,501 1,106 25.2% 597.74 7 9 2 25.2%
Lee 189,051 292,830 103,779 54.9% 803.63 235 364 129 54.9%
Levy 12,307 17,126 4,819 39.2% 1,118.38 11 15 4 39.2%
Manatee 115,245 154,424 39,179 34.0% 741.03 156 208 53 34.0%
Monroe 46,215 52,536 6,321 13.7% 996.91 46 53 6 13.7%
Okaloosa 62,569 85,065 22,496 36.0% 935.63 67 91 24 36.0%
Pasco 148,965 194,333 45,368 30.5% 744.85 200 261 61 30.5%
Pinellas 458,341 492,041 33,700 7.4% 279.92 1,637 1,758 120 7.4%
Santa Rosa 117,845 162,185 44,340 37.6% 1,016.93 116 159 44 37.6%
Sarasota 40,712 69,964 29,252 71.9% 571.55 71 122 51 71.9%
Taylor 7,908 9,824 1,916 24.2% 1,041.91 8 9 2 24.2%
Wakulla 6,587 11,484 4,897 74.3% 606.66 11 19 8 74.3%
Walton 18,728 34,889 16,161 86.3% 1,057.56 18 33 15 86.3%
Total 2,052,190 2,701,677 649,487 31.6% 18,573.65 110 145 35 31.6%
Inland Florida                 
Alachua 79,022 102,700 23,678 30.0% 874.25 90 117 27 30.0%
Baker 5,975 8,074 2,099 35.1% 585.21 10 14 4 35.1%
Bradford 8,099 9,848 1,749 21.6% 293.13 28 34 6 21.6%
Calhoun 4,468 5,336 868 19.4% 567.31 8 9 2 19.4%
Clay 40,249 62,501 22,252 55.3% 601.11 67 104 37 55.3%
Columbia 17,818 24,573 6,755 37.9% 797.05 22 31 8 37.9%
DeSoto 10,310 14,032 3,722 36.1% 637.27 16 22 6 36.1%
Gadsden 14,859 18,033 3,174 21.4% 516.13 29 35 6 21.4%
Gilchrist 4,071 6,188 2,117 52.0% 348.89 12 18 6 52.0%
Glades 4,624 5,878 1,254 27.1% 773.64 6 8 2 27.1%
Hamilton 4,119 5,092 973 23.6% 514.86 8 10 2 23.6%
Hardee 7,941 10,114 2,173 27.4% 637.30 12 16 3 27.4%
Hendry 9,945 12,525 2,580 25.9% 1,152.53 9 11 2 25.9%
Highlands 40,114 50,921 10,807 26.9% 1,028.27 39 50 11 26.9%
Holmes 6,785 8,164 1,379 20.3% 482.45 14 17 3 20.3%
Jackson 16,320 20,135 3,815 23.4% 915.64 18 22 4 23.4%
Lafayette 2,266 2,746 480 21.2% 542.84 4 5 1 21.2%
Lake 75,707 121,564 45,857 60.6% 953.15 79 128 48 60.6%
Leon 81,325 113,554 32,229 39.6% 666.74 122 170 48 39.6%
Liberty 2,157 3,203 1,046 48.5% 835.87 3 4 1 48.5%
Madison 6,275 8,025 1,750 27.9% 691.79 9 12 3 27.9%
Marion 94,567 140,344 45,777 48.4% 1,578.86 60 89 29 48.4%
Okeechobee 13,266 15,994 2,728 20.6% 773.94 17 21 4 20.6%
Orange 282,686 409,685 126,999 44.9% 907.45 312 451 140 44.9%
Osceola 47,959 93,352 45,393 94.6% 1,321.90 36 71 34 94.6%
Polk 186,225 246,661 60,436 32.5% 1,874.38 99 132 32 32.5%
Putnam 31,840 34,701 2,861 9.0% 721.89 44 48 4 9.0%
Seminole 73,843 108,130 34,287 46.4% 308.20 240 351 111 46.4%
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County 1990 2004 
Net 
Change Growth Land 
1990 
Density 
2004 
Density 
Density 
Net 
Change
Density 
Growth 
Sumter 15,298 31,715 16,417 107.3% 545.73 28 58 30 107.3%
Suwannee 11,699 16,132 4,433 37.9% 687.64 17 23 6 37.9%
Union 2,975 3,844 869 29.2% 240.29 12 16 4 29.2%
Washington 7,703 9,812 2,109 27.4% 579.93 13 17 4 27.4%
Total 1,210,510 1,723,576 513,066 42.4% 23,955.65 51 72 21 42.4%
 
 
